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Abstract 

Calcium-manganese-oxides are of great current interest regarding the biomimetic activation 

and oxidation of water. However, few is known so far concerning the activity of calcium-

manganese-oxide nanoclusters in this reaction. 

One of the fundamental processes is nature is the catalytically activated water splitting which 

proceeds in the biological photosystem II. The water oxidation is catalyzed by a small 

CaMn3O4·MnO cluster which together with its ligands forms the oxygen-evolving complex. 

This cluster can serve as a molecular model system for catalyzed water activation and the 

comprehension of its water splitting chemistry. Furthermore, the investigations of this cluster 

will assist the development of efficient, ecological, and industrially applicable advanced 

catalytic materials.  

In this thesis, the successful preparation of isolated, ligand-free tetrameric CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0 – 4) and pentameric CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) cluster ions in the gas-phase is reported. To 

probe fundamental concepts of the water oxidation reaction and to aid the design of artificial 

water-splitting molecular catalysts the first step was the investigation of the reactivity of the 

tetrameric cluster ions towards D2
16O and H2

18O in an ion trap experiment under multi-collision 

conditions. These experiments reveal that all tetrameric clusters are capable of deprotonating 

multiple water molecules via hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. However, only the 

tetrameric cluster ion CaMn3O4
+ is observed to mediate the oxidation of water via the liberation 

of hydrogen peroxide. Due to the long-term collaboration with Prof. U. Landman from the 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA, he performed concurrent first-principle density 

functional theory calculations for the tetrameric cluster complex, CaMn3O4
+, which provide a 

deeper insight into the deprotonation process as well as the oxidation reaction of the substrate 

water molecules. Furthermore, the calculations demonstrate important conceptual perceptions 

for the role of the calcium atom coordinated to the cluster ion to aid the design of artificial water 

splitting catalysts.  

As a next step the investigations have been further extended by trying to imitate the amino acid 

ligand environment of the natural oxygen-evolving complex in a simplified way in the gas-

phase. For this reason, the reaction behavior of the tetrameric cluster ions CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0, 2 – 4) have been studied towards acetic acid in the octopole ion trap. These experiments 

revealed a strong tendency for decomposition of the acetic acid for all tetrameric complexes. 
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For all tetrameric cluster ions, no statement can be made about the preference for one of the 

three reaction processes, decarboxylation, dehydration, or ketonization.  

For gaining a deeper insight into the reaction behavior of the inorganic cluster core in the natural 

photosystem II, an extension of the simplified ligand environment in the gas-phase was 

performed by adding acetic acid and D2O to the ion trap. The acetic acid decomposes 

completely but in contrary to the reactions with mere acetic acid, the D2O is able to push the 

reaction behavior of the clusters towards a specific reaction channel. As a consequence, by 

adding a mixture of acetic acid and D2O to the ion trap the ketonization process seems to be 

favored for the Ca2Mn2O4
+ and the Ca4O4

+ complexes whereas the dehydration process seems 

to be preferred by the Ca3MnO4
+ complex. Furthermore, the charge transfer reaction appears 

for the Ca2Mn2O4
+ and the Ca4O4

+ cluster ions after a certain amount of acetic acid is added to 

the trap, in which D2O is also present, leading to the complete loss of the cluster and product 

signals.  

As a last step the reactivity experiments towards D2
16O and H2

18O in an octopole ion trap have 

been repeated with the pentameric cluster ions, CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4). As already discovered 

for the tetrameric clusters, all pentameric cluster ions are able to deprotonate the substrate water 

molecules via the hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. Furthermore, the pentameric cluster 

ions Ca3Mn2O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+, and CaMn4O5
+ are observed to mediate the oxidation of water 

via the elimination of hydrogen peroxide. Additionally, kinetic traces have been recorded for 

the reaction of the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion towards D2O. In consideration of the obtained kinetic 

traces for this reaction and the thermodynamics of the hydrogen peroxide evolution it was 

possible to suggest several mechanisms for the formation and elimination of H2O2. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Calcium-Mangan-Oxide gehören im Moment zu den hoch aktuellen Forschungsthemen 

aufgrund ihrer biomimetischen Aktivität und ihrer Eigenschaft Wasser zu oxidieren. Allerdings 

ist über die genaue Rolle der Calcium-Mangan-Oxid Nanocluster in dieser Reaktion noch sehr 

wenig bekannt. 

Einer der fundamentalen Prozesse in der Natur ist die katalytisch aktivierte Wasserspaltung, 

welche im biologischen Photosystem II stattfindet. Die Wasseroxidation wird von einem 

kleinen CaMn3O4·MnO Cluster katalysiert, welcher, zusammen mit seiner Ligandenumgebung, 

den sauerstoffproduzierenden Komplex bildet. Dieser Cluster kann sowohl als molekulares 

Modellsystem für die katalysierte Wasseraktivierung dienen als auch um ein besseres 

Verständnis für die Chemie der Wasserspaltung zu erhalten. Darüber hinaus können die 

Untersuchungen dieses Clusters dazu beitragen effiziente, ökologische und industriell 

anwendbare katalytische Materialien zu entwickeln.  

In dieser Doktorarbeit wird über die gelungene Präparation von isolierten tetrameren,  

CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4), und pentameren, CaxMn5-xO5

+ (x = 0 – 4) Cluster Ionen in der 

Gasphase ohne Ligandenumgebung berichtet. Um die fundamentalen Konzepte der 

Wasserspaltungsreaktion zu untersuchen und die Gestaltung von künstlichen, molekularen 

Katalysatoren für die Wasserspaltung zu fördern, war der erste Schritt die Untersuchung der 

Reaktivität der tetrameren Cluster Ionen gegenüber D2
16O und H2

18O in einem 

Ionenfallenexperiment unter der Bedingung der Mehrfachkollision. Diese Experimente zeigten, 

dass alle tetrameren Cluster die Fähigkeit besitzen mehrere Wassermoleküle zu deprotonieren, 

indem die oxo-Brücken des Clusters hydroxyliert werden. Allerdings ist nur das Tetramer, 

CaMn3O4
+, in der Lage die Oxidation von Wasser durch die Freisetzung von 

Wasserstoffperoxid herbeizuführen. Aufgrund der jahrelangen Kollaboration mit Prof. U. 

Landman von dem Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA, stellte er begleitend dazu 

Berechnungen auf Grundlage der Dichtefunktionaltheorie für den tetrameren Clusterkomplex, 

CaMn3O4
+ an, welche ein tieferes Verständnis sowohl für den Deprotonierungsprozess als auch 

für die Oxidationsreaktion des Substratwassers liefern sollen. Außerdem geben diese 

Berechnungen Einblicke in die Rolle der beteiligen Calciumatome im Cluster selbst und sind 

somit bei der Gestaltung von künstlichen Katalysatoren für die Wasserspaltung behilflich. 
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Als nächsten Schritt wurden die Untersuchungen erweitert, indem versucht wurde die 

Aminosäure-Ligandenumgebung des natürlichen, sauerstoffproduzierenden Komplexes, in 

einer vereinfachten Form in der Gasphase nachzuahmen. Aus diesem Grund wurde das 

Reaktionsverhalten der tetrameren Cluster Ionen, CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0, 2 – 4) gegenüber 

Essigsäure in einer Oktopol-Ionenfalle untersucht. Diese Experimente enthüllten eine starke 

Tendenz für die Zersetzung der Essigsäure bei allen tetrameren Komplexen. Für alle Tetramere 

kann keine Aussage über die Präferenz gegenüber einer der drei Reaktionskanäle, 

Decarboxylierung, Dehydrierung, Ketonisierung, getroffen werden.  

Um einen tieferen Einblick in das Reaktionsverhalten des anorganischen Clusterkerns im 

natürlichen Photosystem II zu erhalten, wurde eine Erweiterung der vereinfachten 

Ligandenumgebung in der Gasphase durchgeführt, indem Essigsäure und D2O in die Ionenfalle 

zudosiert wurden. Die Essigsäure wird komplett zersetzt aber im Gegensatz zu den Reaktionen 

ohne D2O ist es nun möglich, das Reaktionsverhalten der Cluster in Richtung eines bestimmten 

Reaktionskanals zu lenken. Als Konsequenz, sobald eine Mischung aus Essigsäure und D2O 

der Ionenfalle hinzugeführt wird, favorisieren die Komplexe Ca2Mn2O4
+ und Ca4O4

+ nun die 

Ketonisierung während der Ca3MnO4
+ Komplex die Dehydrierung bevorzugt. Des Weiteren 

findet bei den Ca2Mn2O4
+ und Ca4O4

+ Cluster Ionen eine Ladungstransferreaktion statt, 

nachdem eine bestimmte Menge Essigsäure zur Ionenfalle hinzugegeben wurde, in welcher sich 

ebenfalls D2O befindet. Dies führt zu einem kompletten Verlust des Cluster- und aller 

Produktsignale.  

Als letzten Schritt wurden die Reaktivitätsexperimente gegenüber D2O und H2
18O in einer 

Oktopol-Ionenfalle mit den pentameren Cluster Ionen, CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) wiederholt. Wie 

bereits für die tetrameren Cluster herausgefunden wurde, sind alle pentameren Cluster Ionen in 

der Lage, Substratwassermoleküle zu deprotonieren indem die oxo-Brücken im Cluster 

hydroxyliert werden. Des Weiteren sind die pentameren Cluster Ionen Ca3Mn2O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+ 

und CaMn4O5
+ in der Lage die Oxidation von Wasser herbeizuführen, indem 

Wasserstoffperoxid freigesetzte wird. Zusätzlich wurden Kinetiken für die Reaktion vom 

Cluster Ion CaMn4O5
+

 mit D2O aufgenommen. Unter Berücksichtigung der erhaltenen 

Kinetiken für diese Reaktion und der Thermodynamik der Wasserstoffperoxidentwicklung war 

es möglich, verschiedene Mechanismen für die Bildung und Freisetzung von H2O2 

vorzuschlagen.  
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

“I believe that water will one day be employed as fuel, the hydrogen and oxygen which 

constitute it, used singly or together, will furnish an inexhaustible source of heat and light, of 

an intensity of which coal is not capable. Someday the coal rooms of steamers and the tenders 

of locomotives will, instead of coal, be stored with these two condensed gases, which will 

burn in the furnaces with enormous caloric power. […]. I believe, that when the deposits of 

coal are exhausted, we shall heat and warm ourselves with water. Water will be the coal of 

the future.” 

 

Jules Verne 

In ”L’Ile Mystérieuse” (The Mysterious Island), 18741 

 

Until the year 2030 the world population will grow to eight billion people which simultaneously 

leads to an increase in energy consumption of about 60 %.2 The supplies of fossil fuels are finite 

natural resources and renewable energies are the future. The world we are living in is becoming 

more and more ecological and sustainable. For this reason, it is necessary to find available 

energy resources without further increasing the CO2 pollution. One problem of renewable 

energies are the limited storage possibilities that is why the produced energy often cannot be 

used completely. One possibility to avoid these shortages is the use of chemical energy sources 

as energetic storage media.3 Hydrogen is a very promising chemical energy source and is 

therefore an indispensable material for the switch from fossil fuels to renewable energies. The 

change from a fossil fuel- to a hydrogen-economy4,5 might be a way to overcome the impending 

shortage of the fossil energy carriers as well as the related increase of CO2 pollution.2 Even the 

french author Jules Verne already stated in his novel “L’Ile Mistérieuse”1 in 1874 that water 

or its components hydrogen and oxygen will be the energy sources of the future. Hydrogen is 

an energy carrier which is mainly produced by water electrolysis, a process which needs 

enormous amounts of electric power.6–8 
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In nature water is decomposed into its components (O2 and H+) via photosynthesis in eukaryotic 

organisms, e.g., algae, plants, and phototrophic cyanobacteria.9–11 Photosynthesis is the most 

important process on earth due to the fact that the main part of the atmospheric oxygen is 

generated via this procedure.12 During photosynthesis hydrogen is produced in the form of 

protons. Besides the production of oxygen, the reaction of water with carbon dioxide forms 

glucose as shown in Reaction 1.1.13–15 

 

   6 H�O + 6 CO� �	
� C�H�O� + 6 O�   (1.1.) 

 

The light adsorption process with the subsequent photochemical reaction takes place in two 

different biological complexes, namely the photosystem I (PS I) and the photosystem II (PS 

II).13,15 Oxygen and hydrogen in the form of protons are the fission products of the light-induced 

water oxidation reaction occurring in the PS II.13,16–20 

 

    2 H�O �	
� O� + 4 H� + 4 e�   (1.2.) 

 

The fundamental biological reaction is the catalytically activated water splitting at which 

manganese- or calcium-manganese-oxide clusters are essential because of their catalytic 

activity. The active cluster core in the natural PS II is a CaMn4O5 complex embedded into a 

protein ligand environment.13,21,22 The precise structure of PS II will be explained in Chapter 2 

of the present thesis. Considering the fact, that a mixed calcium-manganese oxide serves as the 

catalytic center in the photosynthesis, the material manganese gained importance in various 

research fields like catalysis, adsorption, and energy conversion and storage. Due to the high 

versatility of this material, its electronic, catalytic, and optical properties can be modified by 

the great variety of oxidation states a manganese atom can obtain.23,24 

The development of an efficient, ecological, and industrially applicable catalyst, conforming to 

specifications given by nature itself, would be a major step towards a future without being 

dependent on fossil fuels. Towards this goal, it is essential to understand the fundamental 

processes of the water oxidation reaction in the inorganic calcium-manganese-oxide core in the 

PS II. Especially, the nature of the active subsite of the oxygen-evolving complex in the PS II 

as well as the influence of the ligand environment and further the precise role of the calcium 

atom in the inorganic cluster core are widely discussed subjects. 
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The clarification of the structure of natural PS II as well as the precise reaction mechanism on 

the CaMn4O5 cluster core during photosynthesis were highly fascinating research topics over 

the last decades. 

A great number of investigations have already been performed for gaining information about 

the precise structure of the CaMn4O5 cluster core as well as the water oxidation reaction in the 

PS II. Therefore, many X-ray studies were conducted by extracting the PS II from plants or 

bacteria to make a reliable statement about the cluster structure and the ligand 

environment.17,18,21,25 The experiments performed by Umena et al.21 presented the crystal 

structure of PS II with the highest resolution (1.9 Å) so far. 

Furthermore, a lot of studies dealt with the subject of discovering the reaction behavior of the 

natural reactive cluster core by using synthetic analogues of the OEC.22,26,27 In recent studies, 

several amorphous and microcrystalline calcium-manganese-oxides have been synthesized for 

investigating their reaction behavior in comparison to manganese-oxide minerals.28–30 The 

examined Ca-birnessite material consists of CaMn3O and Mn4O4 units where the CaMn3O is a 

distorted cube, similar to the CaMn3O4 unit of the OEC.18,21,31 This material was identified as 

an efficient water-splitting catalyst in the presence of a strong oxidizing agent like Ce(IV). 32,33 

Several studies also provided insights into the dependence of the catalytic activity on different 

factors like the calcium content or the concentration of the alkali cations in the material 

revealing that both parameters play a crucial role for the water splitting activity.31–35 

Furthermore, the aim of some international research groups is the development of a system, 

where the water oxidation reaction is directly coupled with the production of molecular 

hydrogen.36–38 On the basis of this artificial leaf, recent studies have been done on developing 

a new artificial photosynthetic process where it is possible to efficiently oxidize water in 

different milieus and subsequently convert it into fuels.39–41 

For performing the experiments shown in the present contribution a special experimental setup 

as well as the knowledge of the individual parts of the apparatus are required (Chapter 3). The 

studies in the present research project were done to mimic the inorganic cluster core of the PS 

II by preparing isolated, ligand-free tetrameric and pentameric (calcium-)manganese-oxide 

cluster ions as well-defined model systems in the gas-phase. Besides the ability of preparing 

tetrameric cluster ions with the stoichiometry CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4), which was already 

possible in previous theses42–44, pentameric cluster ions, CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4), were 

generated and the reaction behavior towards water was investigated in the gas-phase for the 

first time. A hierarchical bottom-up approach was carried out in the past ten years. This means 
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that the natural OEC, CaMn4O5 in a ligand environment, has been taken as a model catalyst and 

the initial experiments for investigating its catalytic activity were performed using simplified 

clusters with related compositions to the natural OEC. First of all small manganese-oxide 

cluster ions were used as model system e.g., Mn2O2
+.45,46 Step by step the complexity of the 

investigated system has been increased by employing larger clusters with constantly growing 

structural diversity (Mn4O4
+).9,47 

In the present research project, the next step of the hierarchical approach was launched by using 

calcium-manganese-oxide clusters with a varying calcium content as model system for the 

active subsite of the oxygen-evolving complex in the PS II. In a first step, the reactivity of the 

tetrameric cluster ions (CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4)) with varying calcium contents has been 

investigated with D2
16O and H2

18O in an ion trap experiment (Chapter 4) because recent studies 

revealed that the natural CaMn4O5 cluster of PS II is built up of a tetrameric CaMn3O4 and a 

MnO unit.21,31 Furthermore, first-principle calculations, performed by Prof. U. Landman, for 

the reaction between CaMn3O4
+ and D2O have been done for gaining better insights into the 

deprotonation and hydroxylation reactions occurring during the water adsorption, which has 

already been observed for several manganese-oxide clusters.9,48,49 The second step was the 

attempt to imitate the amino acid residue surrounding of the oxygen-evolving complex in a 

simplified way. Therefore, the tetrameric cluster series was investigated towards acetic acid, 

aiming that acetic acid is comparable to an amino acid, in an octopole ion trap. Due to the fact 

that in the natural PS II four water molecules are coordinated to the inorganic cluster core,18,21,31 

the experiments have been extended by adding a mixture of acetic acid and D2O to the ion trap. 

The experiments that have been performed in a simplified ligand environment are described in 

Chapter 5. The last step of mimicking the inorganic cluster core of the natural system are 

reactivity studies of the pentameric cluster ions towards D2
16O and H2

18O (Chapter 6), similar 

to the experiments performed with the tetrameric cluster series. Furthermore, kinetic traces have 

been recorded for the natural related complex CaMn4O5
+ with D2O which contributed by 

achieving a better understanding of the running reaction. In addition, it was possible to propose 

different mechanisms for this particular reaction on the basis of the current literature and the 

obtained kinetic traces, which are explained in Chapter 7. By comparing the results gained from 

the reactions of the tetrameric and the pentameric cluster ions with water a conclusion can be 

drawn about the compositions of the cluster ions that are required in order to oxidize water. 

These experiments might guide the design and development of new artificial water oxidation 

catalysts. Moreover, these studies open up new paths for future experiments, e.g., improving 
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the simplified ligand environment by using weaker acids. Finally, Chapter 8 gives a summary 

of the performed experiments and the thus obtained results and simultaneously presents 

potential future experiments in order to get detailed insights into the mechanism of the water 

oxidation reaction in the natural PS II. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Natural Water Oxidation in the Photosynthesis 

 

The oxidation of water is one of the fundamental processes in nature and takes place in the 

protein complex photosystem II (PS II). The catalytically activated water splitting process 

in the biological PS II proceeds at an inorganic mono-calcium tetra-manganese penta-oxygen 

(CaMn4O5) cluster core embedded into a ligand environment, the so-called oxygen-evolving 

complex (OEC).50 In this chapter the structure of the PS II as well as the structure of the 

oxygen-evolving complex will be described in more detail. Furthermore, the role of the 

calcium atom in the OEC will be discussed. Additionally, several mechanisms for the  

O-O-bond formation have been proposed over the last 30 years, which will be explained 

more precisely. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic overview of the water splitting process in the PS II. Reprinted and 

modified from References 51,52, further permissions related to the material excerpted should 

be directed to the ACS (https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021%2Fcr4004874).
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2.1. Structure of the Photosystem II 

The crystal structure of PS II has been reported for the first time at a resolution of 1.9 Å by 

Umena et al.21 These studies identified the existence of two PS II monomers that are together 

forming the PS II dimer. For gaining specific information on the structural arrangement of 

the components of this dimer, the PS II of a natural thermophilic cyanobacteria named 

Thermosynechococcus vulcanus was extracted and used for performing structural studies. 

The PS II is a dimeric multi-subunit protein complex that is located in a thylakoid 

membrane.18 One PS II monomer consists of 19 subunits and has a total molecular mass of 

350 kDa. Additional to the protein subunits the monomer system is composed of 35 

chlorophylls, 11 β-carotenes, more than 20 lipids, two plastoquinones, and manganese, 

calcium, and chloride atoms to name just a few elements.18,21,25 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Structure of the PS II dimer of the Thermosynechococcus vulcanus at a 

resolution of 1.9 Å.  The broken line marks the axes which separates the two monomers. On 

the left side the cofactors are colored, and the protein subunits are marked in grey. On the 

right side the protein subunits are colored, and the cofactors are marked in grey. The orange 

dots represent the water molecules. Reprinted from Reference 21 with permission from 

Springer Nature.  
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The PS II monomer contains more than 1300 water molecules which means that the dimer 

protein complex contains a total of 2796 water molecules (orange dots in Figure 2-2). Most 

of these molecules are serving as ligands to chlorophyll.21 According to Ferreira et al.18 the 

dimer has a length of 205 Å, a width of 110 Å, and a depth of 105 Å. The two monomers 

both shown in Figure 2-2 are separated by a two-fold axes (marked as a broken line in Figure 

2-2). On the left side of Figure 2-2 the cofactors are colored, and the protein subunits are 

marked in grey. On the right side it is exactly the opposite namely the protein subunits are 

colored, and the cofactors are marked in grey. The redox cofactors of the electron transfer 

chain in PS II are the chlorophyll P680 which is acting as an electron donor, the quinone 

acceptors QA and QB, the redox active tyrosine (Yz), and the calcium-manganese-oxide 

complex CaMn4O5. D1 and D2 represent protein subunits, CP43 and CP47 are inner-antenna 

subunits, and Cyt. c500 is a special cytochrome shown as a helical model.17 This system 

performs a series of light-induced electron transfer reactions where water is decomposed 

into oxygen and protons21,53 and is the only known system that catalyzes the water oxidation 

in nature.17 

The reactive center of the oxidation reaction of water consist of an inorganic CaMn4O5 

cluster core and its related antenna system. During photosynthesis, this antenna system plays 

an important role in the transportation process of the excited energy to the reactive center.25 

The water oxidation and therefore the dioxygen evolution process occurs in four steps and 

five different oxidation states (S0 to S4) which is called the Kok cycle.20 This process is 

displayed in Figure 2-3. During this process the inorganic cluster core is oxidized to higher 

oxidation states in every of the four steps which means that the most reduced state is the S0 

state and the most oxidized state is the S4 state. Due to this, the cycle starts in the S0 state 

with three Mn(III) atoms and one Mn(IV) atom and ends in the S3 state with four Mn(IV) 

atoms.54 The exact oxidation states of the manganese atoms in the S4 state have not been 

identified in detail up to now and are still an important subject for discussion. 

The first step in the Kok cycle is the charge separation across the whole thylakoid membrane 

initiated by a photon of visible light. Close to the reactive center of the PS II a chlorophyll 

(P680) is located which is involved in the electron transfer process. The energy is transported 

from the antenna system to the reactive center where the donor P680 molecule gets excited 

(P680*). Subsequently, an electron is released and the excited P680* turns into the P680‧+ 

cationic radical. The electron moves to the redox-active tyrosine (Yz) which serves as an 

electron carrier between the reactive CaMn4O5 cluster core and the chlorophyll.54 
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Figure 2-3: Overview of the S-state cycle proposed by Bessel Kok.20 From the states S0 to 

S4 four photons (hυ) are adsorbed by the chlorophyll P680. The tyrosin (Yz) is an electron 

carrier between the reactive center and the chlorophyll. In state S4 dioxygen is released. 

The tyrosine is oxidized by the chlorophyll in the range of nanoseconds.16,19 After every 

light-induced charge separation the P680·+ cationic radical abstracts an electron from the 

reactive calcium-manganese-oxide cluster via the redox-active tyrosin (Yz). This oxidation 

process lasts some microseconds.16,19 Due to the electron transfer, the cationic radical P680·+ 

is reduced to P680 and the whole process is repeated by the adsorption of another photon by 

the chlorophyll P680. After four photons of visible light have been adsorbed, the Kok cycle 

has reached its fifth and last state S4. In this state molecular dioxygen is liberated and another 

two water molecules can be absorbed. The whole cycle starts again in the state S0.17,25,53–56 

The whole process can be expressed by a single overall reaction (Equation 2.1.).54,55 

 

   2 H�O ��	
⎯� O� + 4 e� + 4 H�  (2.1.) 
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The transition from the S0 state to the S1 state requires 30 µs and is therefore the fastest 

transition in the Kok cycle. During this conversion, one proton is released from the cluster 

core. It takes 100 µs and 350 µs for the conversion from the S1 state to the S2 state and from 

the S2 state to the S3 state, respectively. During the S2-S3 conversion, an H+ ion is released. 

As soon as the S3 state transforms into the S4 state two protons are split off and the whole 

process from S3 again to S0 lasts for 1 ms.16,19 

2.2. Structure of the OEC 

The oxygen-evolving complex consist of a cube-like inorganic CaMn3O4 cluster core where 

a fourth manganese atom and a fifth oxygen atom are dangling outside the cube (Figure 2-4). 

The whole CaMn4O5 cluster is embedded into a ligand environment. This means that the 

reactive center exhibits a cluster composition of the stoichiometry CaMn3O4·MnO.18,21,31 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Structure of the inorganic cluster core CaMn4O5. The manganese atoms are 

highlighted in purple, the calcium atom in yellow, the oxygen atoms in red, and the water 

molecules (W1 – W4) in orange. In addition, the bond lengths are indicated. Reprinted from 

Reference 21 with permission from Springer Nature. 
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The cube is not perfectly symmetric because the bond length between the calcium atom and 

the oxygen atoms (~ 2.4 Å – 2.7 Å) differs from the bond length between the manganese 

atoms and the oxygen atoms (1.8 Å – 2.6 Å). As displayed in Figure 2-4, the fourth 

manganese atom Mn4 and the fourth oxygen atom O4 are located outside the cube. 

Furthermore, there are always two metal atoms linked with each other by di-µ3-oxo-bridges 

(µ is used to illustrate the degree of bridging).21 Figure 2-4 also shows four water molecules 

(W1 – W4) coordinated to the cluster. W3 and W4 are located on the calcium atom and W1 

and W2 are coordinated to the dangling manganese atom Mn4. The other three manganese 

atoms (Mn1 – Mn3) remain without any adsorbed water molecules. In the coordination 

sphere of the CaMn4O5 cluster core amino acid residues were identified by Umena et al.21 

which can be seen in Figure 2-5. Together with the water molecules (W1, W2, W3, W4), 

each of the six manganese atoms is coordinated to six ligands whereas the calcium atom has 

seven ligands. 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Structure of the inorganic cluster core CaMn4O5 of the OEC with its amino acid 

residue surrounding. The water molecules have been omitted for clarity. Reprinted from 

Reference 57 with permission from the American Chemical Society. Copyright 2013. 
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2.2.1. Role of the Calcium Atom in the OEC 

The structure of the catalytically active center of PS II, the CaMn4O5 cluster, has been 

investigated in great detail. However, the precise role of the calcium atom for the activity of 

this complex is still not completely understood. The first important issue concerning the role 

of the calcium atom in the cluster core is the question if it only plays a structural role or 

additionally a functional role. First experiments for understanding the function of the Ca 

atom have been performed in which the Ca2+ ion was removed from the cluster core resulting 

in a complete loss of the water oxidation activity. The attempt to reactivate the complex by 

the addition of a Ca2+ ion was successful.52,53,58 Other metal cations have been tested for the 

reactivation of the PS II but only Sr2+ and VO2+ worked partially while other metal cations 

such as, e.g., Mg2+, Cd2+, or Mn2+ failed.52,53,58 These experiments provided important 

information about the structural and functional role of the calcium atom. If the role would 

be purely structural, then metal ions with similar sizes and charges would be good substitutes 

for the calcium atom (ionic radii: Ca2+: 0.99 Å; Cd2+: 0.97 Å). As a consequence, these 

experiments suggested that the Ca atom plays a fundamental functional role in the oxygen 

evolution process. These results are in good agreement with the experiments performed by 

Yachandra et al.34 and Saito et al.35 who determined no fundamental distortion of the OEC 

when removing the Ca2+ ion. Also, from these experiments it can be concluded that the 

calcium atom is not essential for the structural maintenance of the cluster core and therefore 

has to fulfill a fundamental functional part in the catalytic oxygen-evolving reaction. 

Previous experiments revealed that an almost identical ionic radius of the metal atoms as 

well as a similar pKa value of the aqua ions are the essential parameters for being a successful 

functional substitute of Ca2+ by other metal cations.53,58 The Ca2+ ion represents a good 

binding site for intact substrate water molecules due to its weak Lewis acidity and therefore 

high pKa value (12.80) of its aqua ion.53,59,60 

To further elucidate the functional role of the Ca atom in the O2 evolution, functional 

synthetic analogues (e.g., Mn3MO4 with M: Gd3+26, Ca2+26, Mn3CaO4
27, Mn4Ca-clusters with 

binding protein groups22) of the OEC have been prepared and analyzed. The results also 

show that the Lewis acidity of the non-manganese ion is very important for tuning the 

reduction potential of the manganese atoms in the cluster.26,61 Furthermore, the non-redox-

active Ca2+ ion facilitates the formation of higher oxidation states of the manganese atoms.62 

Despite all these efforts, the exact role of the calcium in the catalytically active inorganic 
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cluster core is still not completely clear yet. Further investigations are necessary for the 

definite clarification of the role of the Ca2+ ion in the O-O-bond formation process. 

2.2.2. Proposed Mechanisms for the O-O-Bond Formation 

Also, the mechanism of the O-O-bond formation in the S4 state of the Kok cycle is still not 

understood in detail despite of considerable progress in recent years. The participation of the 

Ca2+ bound oxo-bridges or substrate water in the dioxygen formation is an intensely 

discussed topic. A large number of proposals for the O-O-bond formation mechanism have 

been put forward over the last 35 years. The earliest proposals were published by Brudvig et 

al.63 and Vincent et al.64 in 1986 and 1987, respectively. They suggested that the O-O-bond 

formation originates from the coupling of two µ-oxo-bridges with each other. At that time, 

it has been assumed that the active center of PS II is a mere manganese-oxide cluster. The 

two most popular models for the O-O-bond formation have been initially proposed in the 

late 1990s and early 2000s. It was proposed that the dioxygen formation can either proceed 

via a coupling reaction involving an oxyl radical65–67 (see Figure 2-6a) or by an acid-base 

reaction68–70 (see Figure 2-6b) functioning via a nucleophilic attack. The two mechanisms 

shown in Figure 2-6 are proposed by D. J. Vinyard and G. W. Brudvig in 201771 and are 

supposed to give an overview of the two most popular models for the O-O-bond formation 

in the natural OEC but cannot be seen as the final models. In the past few years, these two 

approaches have been continuously refined because of the increasing accuracy of the 

theoretical and experimental methods.60,71 

During the oxo-oxyl coupling mechanism the S4 state contains an Mn4+-oxyl center that is 

adjacent to a µ-oxo-bridge (Figure 2-6a).72 If the O-O-bond formation arises due to a  

water-nucleophile attack reaction, the S4 state comprises an Mn5+-oxo center which acts as 

an electrophile (Figure 2-6b). The intact water molecule coordinated to the Ca2+ ion initiates 

a nucleophilic attack on the electrophile Mn5+=O center which leads to the O2 formation. 

The latest experimental investigations and theoretical calculations, however, exclude a 

nucleophilic attack mechanism and also a mechanism involving either two oxo-bridges or 

two terminal water molecules.73,74 Currently, a preference for the oxo-oxyl coupling process 

is revealed where a µ-oxo-bridge bound to the calcium atom is involved but the second 

reaction partner in the O2 formation process is still an intensively discussed topic. 
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Figure 2-6: Two O-O-bond formation mechanisms of the natural OEC in the S4 state of the 

Kok cycle. Oxo-oxyl radical attack mechanism including a Mn4+–O• species (a).  

Water-nucleophilic attack mechanism including a Mn5+=O species (b). 

It is prone for discussion if the second reaction partner is an intact water molecule 

coordinated to the cluster or if it consists of an OH-group. Furthermore, the second reaction 

partner in the O-O-coupling reaction could be either coordinated to the dangling Mn-atom 

(Mn4 in Figure 2-4), or to the calcium atom, or to the manganese atom Mn2 (see Figure 

2-4).59,72,75,76 

Significant insight was gained in the last two years by Suga et al.77 and Kern et al.75 by means 

of X-ray crystallographic experiments. The presence of an additional substrate water 

molecule was observed in the coordination sphere around the OEC which might play a major 

role in the dioxygen formation process. According to these crystallographic experiments, an 

additional oxygen atom (named O6) is located in the quasi-center of Mn1 and Mn4 and 
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seems to be very close to the cluster oxygen atom O5 (see Figure 2-4). The distance between 

O5 and O6 is, according to the performed studies, only 1.5 Å which makes these two oxygen 

atoms predestinated for the O-O-bond formation in the natural OEC. 

In the last years the proposed mechanism for the O-O-bond formation becomes increasingly 

clearer but further investigations on the PS II are necessary for the definite disclosure of the 

proceeding reaction. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Experimental 

 

The following chapter will focus on the experimental setup which has been used for the 

production, reaction, and analysis of small metal-oxide cluster ions. Furthermore, the functional 

principle of various components, e.g., the cluster source, the quadrupoles, the radio-frequency 

(rf) octopole ion trap, and the data analysis will be presented in detail. Additionally, the 

theoretical background of chemical reactions in the gas-phase will be explained, as well. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Image of the employed gas-phase apparatus as well as a mass spectrum obtained 

after the reaction of two components with each other in an rf octopole ion trap. 
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3.1. Experimental Setup 

The whole experimental setup, displayed in Figure 3-2, is completely integrated into a 

differentially pumped high vacuum system and mainly consists of a cold reflex discharge ion 

source (CORDIS), four quadrupoles, an octopole ion trap, and a detector. The gas-phase 

apparatus has two chambers, the main chamber, where the quadrupole Q0 is located, and the 

chamber, where the ion trap is integrated into. The base pressure of these two main chambers 

is at 10-8 mbar and it is maintained by a sequence of different vacuum pumps. During the cluster 

production and the reactions, the pressure rises to about 10-5 mbar due to the high amount of 

inserted gases that is needed for operating the quadrupole Q0 and the ion trap. With this 

experimental setup it is possible to investigate the reaction behavior of, e.g., small calcium-

manganese-oxide clusters in the gas-phase without any surrounding influences. The first step 

in such a gas-phase experiment is the production of the small calcium-manganese-oxide cluster 

ions by means of the CORDIS. This happens by employing a technique in which highly 

accelerated (10 keV) xenon ions, which are produced with the CORDIS, are used to abrade 

material from solid targets (sputtering). 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Schematic representation of the experimental setup consisting of a cold reflex 

discharge ion source (CORDIS), four quadrupoles, an rf octopole ion trap, and a channeltron 

detector. Reprinted from Reference 78 with permission from Elsevier. 
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The material ejected from these targets consists of a large variety of cluster ions with many 

different compositions and sizes. After they have been generated, the cluster ions are guided 

into the first quadrupole ion guide (Q0), which is prefilled with about 6·10-2 mbar helium buffer 

gas, in which they are collimated and thermalized to room temperature due to the collisions 

with the He atoms. The cluster ions with one exact composition can be selected with a 

quadrupole mass filter (Q1) and afterwards be transferred via a third quadrupole ion guide (Q2) 

to the rf octopole ion trap. The ion trap is prefilled with about 1 Pa helium and basically serves 

as a test tube for gas-phase reactions. During the reactivity experiments the cluster ions are 

thermalized by collisions with the helium buffer gas and can undergo reactions with different 

reactive gases, which can be added in small partial pressures (typically < 0.01 %) to the trap. A 

distribution of different reaction products is formed after the reaction proceeded for a defined 

storage time in the ion trap. The resulting products are extracted from the trap and analyzed by 

a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Q3) and amplified by a channeltron/conversion dynode 

detector. The resulting signal is digitalized, integrated by an oscilloscope (LeCroy 9400A, 175 

MHz), and visualized with a LabVIEW-program (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering 

Workbench). The following section will explain the single parts of the employed apparatus in 

greater detail. 

3.2. Cold Reflex Discharge Ion Source (CORDIS) 

The cluster source in the employed apparatus is composed of a xenon ion source (CORDIS) 

and a sputtering region. In the present experimental setup, the cluster ions are produced by 

accelerating high energetic xenon ions towards solid CaMnO3 sputtering targets (Lesker, 

Purity: 99.9 %). These high-energy xenon ions are generated by a CORDIS. A schematic 

drawing of the source is shown in Figure 3-3. The xenon ion source is prefilled with  

6·10-2 mbar xenon gas and consists of six circularly arranged tantalum wire filaments (a) which 

are emitting electrons while they are resistively heated (170 A/8 V). The filaments are acting 

as the cathode in the present setup.79 The anode is represented by the cylindrical wall that is 

surrounding the magnets.79 An additional voltage of about 70 V is applied between the magnets 

and the reflector (b) for accelerating the electrons and thus the discharge of the xenon gas is 

triggered. For the collimation of the electron beam, the filaments are surrounded by 18 radially 

placed permanent cobalt-samarium magnets (c). The positively charged xenon ions, Xe+, are 

then extracted, accelerated, and focused by three cylindrical lenses (d-f). 
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Figure 3-3: Schematic drawing of the cluster source and the sputtering region; (a): tantalum 

filaments; (b): reflector; (c): 18 cobalt-samarium magnets; (d): outlet lens; (e): extraction lens; 

(f): decelerating lens; (g): repeller plate; (h): targets; (i)-(k): lenses; (l): quadrupole Q0. 

The first lens, outlet lens L1 (d), as well as the whole CORDIS chamber region have the same 

voltage of +10 kV. A voltage of up to -3 kV is applied to the extraction lens, L2 (e), and the 

third lens, L3 (f), is grounded. The special shaping of the three lenses (d-f) forces the xenon ion 

beam to split into four separate ion beams that are focused onto the four solid targets (h). 

Furthermore, the targets are mounted onto water cooled copper blocks to which another 

repelling voltage (between +50 V and +100 V) is applied to for an easier release of the ionic 

clusters. The direction of motion of the ejected cationic clusters from the targets is reversed by 

a water cooled copper repeller plate (g), where a voltage of about +70 V is applied to. The 

measured xenon ion current at the targets is only in the range of several µA but this amount of 

highly accelerated xenon ions is enough to eject neutral, positively, and negatively charged 

clusters from the solid targets. The xenon ion beam irradiates the target surface at an angle of 

about 60° which is, according to Oliva-Florio et al.,80 an optimal angle for a large sputtering 

yield. The subsequent series of three lenses (L4-L6) (i-k) is responsible for the guidance of the 

charged particles into the first helium-filled quadrupole ion guide Q0 (l) where they are 

collimated and thermalized. 

3.3. Quadrupole Ion Guide and Mass Filter 

The quadrupole system that can be found in the employed experimental setup consists of four 

quadrupoles. The quadrupoles Q0 and Q2 are employed as ion guides and the other two (Q1, Q3) 

are used for the selection of a particular mass. 
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Figure 3-4: Cluster size distribution after sputtering calcium-manganese-oxide targets with 

high energetic xenon ions. The peaks are labelled for the cluster composition CaxMnyOz
+. 

The first quadrupole ion guide, Q0, acts as a transfer quadrupole phase space compressor 

between the CORDIS chamber and the first mass filtering quadrupole Q1. For the selection of 

a single cluster size, quadrupole Q1 has to work in a filtering mode and the related ion current 

can be measured on the rods of Q2 which is used as the detector. Figure 3-4 shows the cluster 

ion distribution after calcium-manganese-oxide targets (CaMnO3) have been sputtered. For 

recording a spectrum as presented in Figure 3-4, quadrupole Q1 selects every single mass 

discreetly while the ion current is measured on Q2. 

The basic structure of a quadrupole is made up of four rod electrodes ideally of a hyperbolic 

cross section, that are arranged circularly. On these electrodes typically three different types of 

voltages are applied, and the opposite rods are electrically connected with each other. First, 

there is the DC Pole Bias Offset with which the centerline potential is defined. For this reason, 

the same polarity and potential is added to both pairs of electrodes.81 The movement of the 

incoming ions strongly depends on their masses and only ions with a defined mass can directly 

be transmitted through the quadrupole to reach Q2. The remaining ions get discharged by hitting 

the wall or the rods of Q1. The third quadrupole, Q3, is also a mass spectrometer and analyses 

the product distribution that is extracted from the octopole ion trap. 
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Figure 3-5: Schematic drawing of the assembly of a quadrupole together with the orientation 

of the three space coordinates, x, y, and z inside the quadrupole. 

For this reason, if the quadrupole is working in a precise selection mode according to the mass-

to-charge ratio the application of a time-dependent alternating voltage (ac) and a  

time-independent direct voltage (dc) to the rods of the quadrupole is necessary.81,82 The  

mass-to-charge selection works with the help of a low-pass mass filter and a high-pass mass 

filter. For the explanation of these two filters, the movement of the particles in the applied 

electric fields has to be regarded in two separated planes, namely the xz and the yz plane 

(orientation of the space coordinates x, y, and z can be seen in Figure 3-5). By considering the 

xz plane at first, an alternating voltage is applied to the rods whereby the opposite electrodes 

start in each case with the same phase. In a next step a positive dc potential is applied to the 

electrodes lying in the xz plane. If heavy cations enter the quadrupole, they are only influenced 

by the average potential that is applied to the rods, which is in this case the positive dc potential. 

Therefore, the heavy particles are rejected from the electrodes and are focused on the center of 

the quadrupole. As a consequence, the heavy ions are transmitted through the device to the 

detector. In contrast to this, the lighter particles do not only feel the average potential but also 

the varying ac potential. For this reason, lighter cations can be attracted by the rods in the time 

where the ac potential is negative which could lead to a collision with the rods and therefore, to 

a discharge of the particles. Consequently, the applied voltages in the xz plane act as a high-

pass mass filter because the heavy ions can be transferred through the quadrupole device. As a 

next step, the yz plane is regarded. The only difference to the xz plane is the different polarity 

of the applied dc potential which is, in this case, a negative dc potential. Again, heavy ions are 

influenced by the average potential which in the yz plane is a negative dc potential. The heavy 

cationic particles are attracted by the rods and are defocused and discharged whereas the lighter 

ions tend to feel the ac potential and therefore also the positive phase of the ac. During this 
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phase the ions are rejected from the electrodes and focused on the center axis of the device. 

This effect shows that in the yz plane the applied voltages act as a low-pass mass filter.82 

Consequently, if the quadrupole is working in the selective mode, only particles where the 

charge and the mass are found in the overlap region of the low-pass and the high-pass mass 

filters are transmitted through the quadrupole. This scenario is displayed in Figure 3-6 and the 

specific overlap region is depicted in orange. By varying the applied direct potential, it is 

possible to transmit cationic clusters with a different mass-to-charge ratio through the device.82 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Transmission of clusters with a specific mass-to-charge ratio, which can be found 

in the overlap region depicted in orange. 

3.4. Octopole Ion Trap 

The home-built rf octopole ion trap mainly consists of eight circularly arranged rod electrodes 

each with a length of 74 mm and a diameter of 3 mm. The internal volume of the trap measures 

4 cm³ which means that the maximum number of ions stored in the trap are 107 ions because of 

the space charge limit of 104 ions per mm3. Furthermore, the octopole is spatially confined in 

the direction of z by two electrostatic lenses, the entrance and the exit lens (orientation of the 

space coordinates x, y, and z can be seen in Figure 3-7). The whole setup is enclosed in a copper 

housing that is connected to a closed-cycle helium cryostat for cooling down the trap during the 

experiments. The principle of the present octopole ion trap is based on the ability to capture and 

store the cluster ions in the trap by means of an applied rf field and two electrostatic lenses. An 

alternating polarity rf field is applied to the rods for confining the cluster ions into the xy plane.  
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Figure 3-7: Schematic drawing of the assembly of the octopole ion trap together with the 

orientation of the three space coordinates, x, y, and z inside the trap. 

The trapping of the ions in the z-direction is achieved by applying an electrostatic potential to 

the entrance and the exit lenses. As a result, the ions are confined in three directions and are 

guided back and forth between the two electrostatic lenses. A schematic drawing of the 

components of the ion trap as well as the three different directions x, y, and z is shown in  

Figure 3-7. 

By applying different potentials to the lenses, the trap can either be filled with ions, the ions 

can be stored inside, or the trap can be emptied. These three processes are illustrated in  

Figure 3-8. In general, the potential of the entrance lens for the filling process is set slightly 

lower than the kinetic energy of the entering cluster ions. The determination of the kinetic 

energy of the cluster ions will be discussed in Chapter 3.4.1. The electrostatic potential applied 

to the exit lens should be high enough for the cations to not overcome the barrier in order to 

stay in the trap (~ +50 V). While the storage operation is in process the potential of the entrance 

lens is increased to about +50 V which prevents the entering of additional cluster ions into the 

trap during the defined reaction time. As a last step the octopole ion trap can be emptied after a 

specific reaction time (typically 0.2 s – 0.5 s) by applying a negative potential to the exit lens. 

In this way all ions, reaction products, and intermediates, which are formed during the reaction 

in the trap, can be extracted (extraction time typically 0.04 s) and transferred into the mass 

spectrometer Q3 (Figure 3-2). The kinetic energy of the incoming cluster ions is reduced by 

inducing helium buffer gas to the trap (~ 1 Pa). Due to the collision of the cluster ions with the 

buffer gas the kinetic energy of the cluster ions decreases, they are thermalized and collimated. 

An additional effect resulting from the loss of kinetic energy of the ions is the increasing 

probability of being present in the center of the trap where the effective potential is the lowest. 

For this reason, the loss of energy is an important part of the mechanism of collisional 

focusing.83 
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Figure 3-8: Schematic demonstration of the filling, storing, and emptying processes of the rf 

octopole ion trap. 

Furthermore, a reactive gas can be introduced into the trap via a teflon tube with an inner 

diameter of 1 mm. The internal pressure is monitored with a capacitance manometer (Baratron, 

MKS; Type 627B) which is connected via a second tube (1 mm inner diameter) to the trap. The 

internal working temperature of the capacitance manometer is at 318 K, which leads to a 

temperature difference between the ion trap and the pressure gauge. The colder the ion trap gets 

the more pronounced becomes the temperature difference between the ion trap and the gauge 

head. The consequence is an increasing pressure difference with a decreasing trap 

temperature.84–86 If the free mean path of the gas molecules is bigger than the tube diameter, 

the pressure must be corrected by a specific correction factor (Equation 3.1).87,88 This 

phenomenon is called ‘thermal transpiration’ according to Reynolds85 and has been 

characterized both, experimentally and theoretically.89–91 

    
����������� � � �����������    (3.1.) 

pgauge describes the measured pressure which is monitored on the manometer while ptrap 

describes the true gas pressure inside the trap. Ttrap denotes the temperature inside the reaction 

cell that is measured at the copper housing around the trap via a chromel/alumel thermocouple 

and Tgauge is the temperature of the capacitance manometer which is regulated to 318 K. 

The last quadrupole within the present setup is the mass analyzing quadrupole Q3 (Figure 3-2). 

After a defined reaction time all educts, products, and intermediates are extracted from the trap 

and are analyzed by Q3. The ion pulses are subsequently amplified by a channeltron/conversion 

dynode detector and subsequently transferred to the oscilloscope. There, the ion signal gets 
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digitalized and in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio the oscilloscope averages the ion 

signal over 10 trapping periods for one ion mass. The LabVIEW-program integrates the 

received ion signal and finally stores the value. 

The described setup enables the performance of two different experiments. First of all, as 

already described above, quadrupole Q3 can analyze the reaction products extracted from the 

trap within a specific mass range after a certain reaction time, treact. During the second measuring 

mode kinetic traces are obtained by scanning the reaction time, treact, for a fixed mass. 

3.4.1. Determination of the Kinetic Energy 

The distribution of the kinetic energy of the cluster ions while entering the octopole ion trap is 

a very important information for the reactions taking place inside the trap. Knowing the kinetic 

energy of the ions simplifies the adjustment of the entrance and the exit lenses of the trap. For 

determining the kinetic energy, the cluster ion current is measured as a function of the voltage, 

which is applied to the entrance lens of the trap. Figure 3-9 displays the measured values for 

the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion signal. Figure 3-9a shows a cluster signal of 7.7 pA if no voltage is 

applied to the entrance lens. As soon as a voltage is applied to the lens, the cluster ion signal 

decays exponentially until no cluster signal is detected anymore. The average kinetic energy 

and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) are defined through the sigmoidal fit in Figure 

3-9a. First of all, the function obtained from the fit has to be differentiated resulting in a 

Gaussian distribution of the kinetic energy (Figure 3-9b). The maximum of the distribution 

curve is called the average kinetic energy and amounts to 2.5 eV, the FWHM to 3.9 eV in this 

example. 

As already mentioned in Chapter 3.4. the voltage applied to the entrance lens of the octopole 

ion trap is directly correlated to the kinetic energy of the entering ions. By applying an 

electrostatic potential to the entrance lens, the entering ions get decelerated. The voltage of the 

entrance lens is slightly lower than the kinetic energy of the ions. With this method it is 

guaranteed that the ions are entering the trap and are not forced to overcome an energy barrier 

which would be the case if the applied voltage on the entrance lens would be higher than the 

kinetic energy of the ions. By knowing the kinetic energy and therefore the voltage that has to 

be applied to the entrance lens, it gets easier to adjust the exit lens, as well. Therefore, the 

determination of the kinetic energy facilitates the correct settings of the trap lenses. 
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Figure 3-9: (a) Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion signal measured as a function of the voltage applied to 

the entrance lens of the trap (dots) and the corresponding fit (solid line). (b) Distribution of the 

kinetic energy of the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion, the determined full width at half maximum, and 

the average kinetic energy. 

3.4.2. Data and Command Stream 

This section will give a detailed overview of the data and command stream controlled by the 

LabVIEW-program. The flow chart displayed in Figure 3-10 shows all components that are 

involved in the data and command stream in the employed setup. 

On the user interface of the program the filling time tfill, the storage time treact, and the extraction 

time tempty can be set manually. Besides, further input data for this program are the investigated 

mass range, the number of data points, and the discreet mass, analyzed by Q3. The first step of 

the communication procedure is the transfer of the manually set values in the LabView interface 

to the computer interface (Scientific Research Instruments, SR 245). The computer interface is 

able to convert multiple signals at the same time. The mass analyzed by Q3 is set via this 

interface by producing a voltage between 0 – 10 V according to the requested mass. This 

potential is converted into an appropriate high voltage in the power supply of Q3. Furthermore, 

the regulation of the entrance and exit lens of the octopole ion trap is controlled by the TTL 

signals. These signals initialize the filling, storage, and emptying processes of the trap. Finally, 

the ion signal is transferred from the quadrupole Q3 to the channeltron detector where it is 

amplified and afterwards transmitted to an oscilloscope.  
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Figure 3-10: Flow chart of the data and command stream that is controlled by the LabView 

program. 

As already mentioned in Chapter 3.1., the oscilloscope takes an average over 10 trapping cycles 

for minimizing the signal-to-noise ratio. The averaged ion signals are forwarded to the LabView 

interface where they get integrated and saved. 

3.5. Reactions in the Gas-Phase  

The present work employs an experimental method where free, isolated cluster ions react in a 

temperature variable, helium filled, rf octopole ion trap under multi-collision conditions in the 

presence of neutral reactant gases. With this method it is possible to investigate intrinsic 

characteristics and reaction determining factors of catalytically active cluster ions. A big 

advantage of this gas-phase method is the precise control of the reaction parameters, which 

means that the cluster size, reaction time, reaction temperature, and reactant concentration can 

be exactly defined for every reaction. The ability to mass-select different cluster sizes in a 

defined environment helps to recognize the impact of different factors on the proceeding of a 

reaction. Some factors are already given by the cluster itself, e.g., the composition of a cluster, 
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the size of the cluster, the oxidation states of the involved atoms, and the co-adsorption effects 

of various reactive gases. Through knowledge of the given factors by the cluster itself many 

more conclusions can be drawn. The atomic composition of the cluster plays an important role 

and might be an indicator of how a particular element can influence the composition of a cluster 

as well as the investigated reaction. By knowing the cluster size conclusions can be drawn about 

the systematic relationship between the number of cluster atoms and the proceeding reaction 

which means a correlation between the size of the active center and the number of binding sites.  

To obtain kinetic traces of a particular reaction the concentrations of all detected ions are 

recorded as a function of the reaction time treact at a defined temperature. The kinetic traces are 

obtained experimentally and are fitted by a software called Detmech.92 For this purpose, several 

possible reaction mechanisms are evaluated by fitting their integrated rate equations to the 

experimental data. Differential equations are derived from the proposed reaction mechanisms 

and are solved numerically. In this process, an optimum set of rate coefficients k are found by 

applying the least-square method to find the minimal deviation between the calculated and the 

measured concentrations. 

The Reaction Equation 3.2. is serving as a model reaction where A and B are the reactants, C 

and D are the products and a, b, c, and d are the stoichiometric coefficients. 

 

    aA + bB → cC + dD    (3.2.) 

 

The amounts of substances ni of the different components i involved in a chemical reaction 

can be described as a function of the degree of advancement of the reaction ξ (Equation 3.3.) 

where '( is the sum of all stoichiometric coefficients. 

 

    n*+t- � n*+t.- + '*ξ     (3.3.) 

 

The temporal change of the amounts of substances is described in Equation 3.4. The reactants 

have a negative and the products have a positive sign. 

 

   
0102 � − 4 05602 � − 7 05802 � 9 05:02 � 0 05;02   (3.4.) 
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The turnover of a chemical reaction can be described by the rate of reaction R. The reaction 

speed <=>=?@ is referred to the volume V (Equation 3.5.). The dimension of R is mol per m3s. 

 

    R � B 0102 � CD
0<EDF @

02 � CD
09D02    (3.5.) 

 

The rate of reaction depends on various factors like the concentrations of the reactants or 

products, the concentration of the catalyst and physical parameters like the temperature T. A 

standard convention in chemical kinetics is the use of the chemical symbol enclosed in brackets, 

[X], for expressing the concentration of a species. 

The rate of reaction R can also be described as shown in Equation 3.6. The factors m and n are 

called individual reaction orders referred to the components A and B. The overall order of a 

reaction is the sum of all individual orders of a reaction (g = m + n) and k is the rate coefficient. 

 

   R � − 4 0GHI02 � − 7 0GJI02 � kGAILGBI5   (3.6.) 

   

The individual reaction orders m and n are indicators for the participation of the educts in the 

turnover of a reaction. A distinction can be made between five different reaction orders. 

First of all, there are the zero-order reactions which are mostly encountered in the 

heterogeneous catalysis or photochemical processes. The rate of reaction R for reactions that 

are zero order is explained in Equation 3.7. and is independent of the concentration of the 

reacting species. 

 

    R � 0GHI02 � −kGAI. � −k   (3.7.) 

 

Secondly, there are the reactions that are named first-order reactions like for example 

radioactive decay. This type of reaction can be represented symbolically by Equation 3.8. The 

rate law for a reaction that is first order is described in Equation 3.9. where the rate of reaction 

R only depends on the concentration of the reactant. 

 

     A → B     (3.8.) 

    R � 0GHI02 � −kGAI    (3.9.) 
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Next, there are the second-order reactions where two reactants are reacting with each other to 

form the products. There are two different cases of second-order reactions. In the first case, two 

identical reactants can react with each other which is shown in Equation 3.10. For this case, the 

rate expression is presented in Equation 3.11. 

 

    A + A → products    (3.10.) 

    R � � 0GHI02 � −kGAI�    (3.11.) 

 

In the second case of a second-order reaction two unlike reactants are reacting with each other 

(Equation 3.12.). The expression for the rate of reaction R can be described by Equation 3.13. 

If the concentration of educt B remains constant it refers to a pseudo first-order reaction. 

 

    A + B → products    (3.12.) 

   R � 0GHI02 � 0GJI02 � −kGAI · GBI   (3.13.) 

 

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that there are also third-order reactions 

which are however, not important for the reactions that have been investigated in the present 

thesis. 

The reaction rate equations are differential equations. By integrating these equations, the 

concentrations of the reaction partners are obtained as a function of the time. Equation 3.14. 

shows an example for the integration of a first-order reaction and Equation 3.15. shows the 

change in concentration of species A after a certain time t. If the values of [A]t are plotted as a 

function of the time t and fitted with an appropriate function the rate coefficient k can be 

determined. 

  

    S 0GHIGHI � − S kdt    (3.14.) 

    GAI2 � GAI. · e�T2    (3.15.) 

 

Most reactions consist of more than one reaction step. If a reaction between two reactants lead 

to the formation of one or more products, the system needs energy for overcoming a certain 

energy barrier on the potential energy surface, named activation energy. This activation energy 

must be supplied by the reactants for the reaction to take place. If the energy barrier has been 
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overcome, the system gains the energy which is set free after bonds between the reactants have 

been formed and results in an energetically favorable state. The first empirical equation for the 

dependency of the rate coefficient k on the temperature T was found by Arrhenius in 1889.93 

The parameters in Equation 3.16. are the temperature T, the Boltzmann constant kB, the 

activation energy Eact, and the pre-exponential factor υ. 

 

    k+T- � υe�WXYZ[8\     (3.16.) 

 

If the rate coefficient k is decreasing with temperature a negative activation barrier is implied. 

A system described with Equation 3.16. is characterized canonically which means that the 

system completely depends on the macroscopic variables pressure p, volume V, and 

temperature T. 

3.5.1. Low Pressure Reaction Kinetics 

In the present chapter the underlying elementary reaction models are outlined in order to 

understand temperature dependent experimental data. Furthermore, with the experimental setup 

employed in this contribution it would be possible to determine the binding energies of the 

ligands to the cluster ions using the rate coefficients k obtained from the program Detmech. 

However, with the cluster system investigated in the present contribution it was not possible to 

determine binding energies. 

As an example, the generalized straightforward association reaction shown in Equation 3.17. 

between an ionic metal cluster M+/- and a neutral reactant L will be examined in detail in the 

following. 

 

    M�/� + L T→ ML�/�    (3.17.) 

 

The total buffer gas pressure inside the trap amounts to 1 Pa which means that the experiments 

were operated in the kinetic low pressure regime.94 A system operated in this regime needs to 

be described by the elementary inverse Lindemann-type mechanism.94 Therefore, the 

‘Lindemann energy transfer model for association reactions’94 has to be considered for the 

reaction shown in Equation 3.17. 
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    M� + L   +M − L�-∗
 [ab c⎯⎯d       [b  
⎯⎯⎯�    (3.18.) 

   +M − L�-∗ + He   Te    
⎯� +M − L�- + He∗  (3.19.) 

 

According to this model, the ionic metal cluster M+ and a neutral ligand L react with each other 

forming an energized intermediate (M – L+)*. In a further step the exited but unstable product 

complex (M – L+)* can either decompose into its reactants or react with a neutral molecule (in 

Equation 3.19. it is helium) by transferring the energy during the collision to the neutral 

molecule without a reverse reaction. Due to the energy transfer the complex (M – L+) gets 

stabilized. The reaction constants k1 and k2 are for the forward reactions and k-1 is for the reverse 

reaction. This reaction depends on the helium buffer gas pressure and becomes a third-order 

reaction. It can be assumed that all elementary reaction steps are pseudo-first-order reactions. 

Additionally, the steady-state approximation (Equation 3.20.) can be employed to the 

intermediate (M – L+/-)* resulting in the overall third-order rate coefficient k(3) described by 

Equation 3.21. 

 

     
0f+g�hi/a-∗j02 ≈ 0   (3.20.) 

    k+m-nCop4qq � TbTeTab�TeGroI   (3.21.) 

 

Due to the fact, that the concentrations of the reactive gas [L] and the helium buffer gas [He] in 

the trap are orders of magnitude larger than the cluster ion concentration [M+/-] a pseudo-first-

order rate coefficient can be postulated (Equation 3.22.). 

 

    k � k+m-GLIGHeI � TbTeGhIGroITab�TeGroI  (3.22.) 

         

There are two extreme cases, the high pressure regime and the low pressure regime. In the low 

pressure regime (employed in the present thesis), the decomposition step (k-1) is much slower 

than the stabilization step (k2) (k-1 ≪ k2). The rate coefficient can be described as follows: 

 

    k � kGLIGHeI    (3.23.) 
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In the high pressure regime, the stabilization step (k2) is much slower than the decomposition 

step (k-1) (k-1 ≫ k2) and, therefore, can be neglected. A simplified expression for the third-order 

rate coefficient is expressed in Equation 3.24. 

 

    k � TbTeGuIGvwITab      (3.24.) 

 

The decomposition rate coefficient k-1 could be deduced from the experimental values of k(3) 

by using the Langevin theory. Thus, the association rate coefficient k1 as well as the 

stabilization constant k2 could have been determined. This theory describes the ion-molecule 

reactions as charge-induced dipole or charge-dipole interactions and exhibit no activation 

barrier. This will be explained in the following chapter. 

3.6.  Langevin Theory 

Paul Langevin95 proposed a theory in 1905 which describes the interaction between an ion M+ 

with the mass m1 and a non-polar neutral molecule L with the mass m2. The ion can be seen as 

a point charge and the molecule is a structure less sphere with a polarizability α. It is assumed, 

that at the long range only the ion-induced dipole attractive term in the potential is of great 

interest. The effective interaction potential is given by Equation 3.25. 

 

 Voyy+r- � U+r- + qe
�µpe � − � |oe

p} + qe
�µpe �  − ~LbLep + qe

�µpe    (3.25.) 

 

The effective potential energy is one single potential where multiple effects can be combined 

with. These effects can even have opposing signs. The effective potential can be divided into 

two different terms. The first one (U(r)) describes the ion-induced dipole potential and is the 

general form of the potential and the second one is called ‘repulsive centrifugal term’. The first 

term contains the polarizability of the neutral molecule α, the distance between the ion and the 

molecule r, and the elementary charge e. However, this term can also be described by 

multiplying the masses of the different interaction partners (m1, m2) with the gravitational 

constant G divided by the distance between the ion and the molecule r. The ‘repulsive 

centrifugal term’ is described by the angular momentum l, the distance between the ion and the 
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molecule r, and the reduced mass µ of the ion and the molecule and appears in a spherical 

symmetric system on mechanics. 

The effective potential is visualized in Figure 3-11. The best way to explain the effective 

potential is the model of different celestial bodies and their orbits. The grey surface in Figure 

3-11 represents the orbit containing purple contours of equal potential. The five Lagrangian 

points are depicted in red and the planet highlighted in blue is orbiting a star marked in yellow. 

This model system is based on the calculations performed by Zakir F. Seidov in 2004.96 The 

Lagrangian points L1 – L5 are five points in a system (in this case a star (yellow) and an orbiting 

planet (blue)) where a light body (e.g. satellite) can orbit a heavier body powerless. This means 

that the gravitational force of the star and the planet to the lighter body (satellite) neutralize the 

centrifugal force due to the rotation of the whole system. 

 

 

Figure 3-11: Visualization of the equipotential of the Lagrangian points in a rotating system. 

The Lagrangian points are marked in red, the planet in blue, and the star in yellow. The grey 

background displays the orbit with purple contours of equal potential. 
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The angular momentum l includes the reduced mass µ, the relative ion-molecule velocity v, and 

the impact factor b (l = µvb). By inserting the term for the kinetic energy (Ekin = 0.5µv2) into 

Equation 3.25. the following term arises. 

 

    Voyy+r- � − � |oe
p} + ET*5 7e

pe    (3.26.) 

 

The maximum of the Langevin potential Vmax (centrifugal barrier) at the ion-molecule distance 

rmax is shown in Equation 3.27. and the ion-molecule distance in Equation 3.28. 

 

    VL4�+rL4�- � � �[DEe7}
|oe    (3.27.) 

    rL4� � � ��eW[DE
7      (3.28.) 

 

From Equation 3.27. it is obvious that the height of the potential Vmax is directly proportional 

to the square of the kinetic energy. If the centrifugal barrier is larger than the kinetic energy 

(Vmax > Ekin) a reaction cannot proceed because the required energy for overcoming the potential 

barrier is not available. If the centrifugal barrier is lower than the kinetic energy (Vmax < Ekin) 

particles are able to overcome the barrier and therefore the reaction takes place. The critical 

impact parameter bc is determined by the expression Ekin ≥ Vmax and describes the moment from 

which a reaction proceeds.97 

 

    b9 � <�|oe
�[DE @b}

     (3.29.) 

 

If the impact factor b is smaller or equal to the critical impact parameter bc all collisions must 

lead to a reaction. If bc > b no reaction will proceed. The Langevin cross-section is calculated 

by multiplying the square of term 3.29. with pi. 

 

    σh � πb9� � �<��e|oe
�[DE @   (3.30.) 

 

The Langevin rate constant kL is calculated by integrating the Langevin cross-section σL and 

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the velocities f(v). The cross-section depends on the 
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polarizability α, the elementary charge e, and the reduced mass µ. An interesting point is that 

σL is independent of the temperature T. 

 

   kh � S vσhf+v-dv � ���e|oe
µ�.    (3.31.) 

 

The Langevin theory only describes the interaction between an ion and a neutral molecule 

which means that it only characterizes the forward reactions in Equation 3.18. and 3.19. Due to 

this fact, the rate coefficients k1 and k2 are temperature independent. Su and co-workers98,99 

proposed an equation where the proportionality constant kL is correlated to the temperature T. 

 

    k94�+T- � khK94�+T�, I∗-   (3.32.) 

    T� � �|T8�µ;e ;  I∗ � µ;�|oµ    (3.33.) 

 

Equation 3.32. shows that the thermal capture rate constant kcap(T) only depends on the 

Langevin capture rate constant kL, and the two reduced parameters TR and I* (shown in Equation 

3.33.). TR is the reduced temperature, I* is the reduced inertia moment, and Kcap(TR, I*) is the 

postulated correction factor which generates a temperature-dependent capture rate constant 

kcap(T). 

3.7.  RRK- and RRKM- Theory 

As already shown in Chapter 3.6. the Langevin theory only describes the interaction between 

an ion and a molecule in the forward reaction in the gas-phase. This means the rate coefficients 

k1 and k2 in the Equations 3.18. and 3.19. have no temperature dependence and therefore, any 

observed temperature dependence of the reaction must be contained in the decomposition rate 

constant k-1. 

For determining the temperature dependent proportionality constant k-1 a statistical model, 

developed in 1927 and 1928 is used. The scientists Rice, Ramsperger, and independently Kassel 

(RRK-theory) found two theories for the determination of unimolecular dissociation rates 

where these rates are a function of energy and temperature.100–103 An essential assumption of 

the RRK-theory is the concept of a molecule consisting of a system of coupled S classical 
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oscillators. All oscillators are identical and vibrate with a fix frequency and the rotary motion 

is neglected. A part of these oscillators can be activated by a collision with other molecules. 

This theory assumes that a decomposition process takes place whenever two degrees of freedom 

in the molecule acquire a critical amount of energy (heat of activation). An activated molecule 

reacts only if a particular degree of freedom contains a minimum of energy. The internal energy 

is rapidly redistributed within the molecules between the collisions and the Intramolecular 

Vibrational energy Redistribution (IVR) is faster than the unimolecular decomposition of an 

excited molecule. 

The unimolecular decomposition rate kd(E*) represents the probability of a molecule to 

dissociate depending on the total energy E* and the decomposition barrier (critical energy) E0. 

E0 can be seen as the binding energy of the activated complex. Equation 3.34. contains the 

proportionality factor υ, and the total number of the vibrational degrees of freedom s. A 

molecule can dissociate unimolecularly if its total energy is equal or greater than the binding 

energy of the activated complex (E* ≥ E0).102 The rate coefficient depends, according to 

Equation 3.34., on the excess energy E*- E0 and the number of vibrational degrees of freedom 

s. It displays that the rate constant increases with a decreasing number of s. If there are more 

degrees of freedom available, the energy can be distributed in many different ways and 

therefore, the chance of localizing the energy in a critical degree of freedom is very small. The 

rate constant also increases with an increasing value for E* - E0. This means that there is more 

energy that can be redistributed and the chance for a critical degree of freedom gaining enough 

energy (E0) increases. 

 

    k0+E∗- � υ <�∗����∗ @��
   (3.34.) 

 

The RRKM-theory, developed by R. A. Marcus104 in 1952 is an advancement of the  

RRK-theory using the transition state theory. The vibrational and rotational energies are 

individually considered including zero-point energy effects. The decomposition step of reaction 

3.18. can be written as a two-step reaction (Reaction 3.35.). A clear distinction can be made 

between the energized molecule (M – L+)* and the transition state (M – L+)ǂ. 

 

   +M − L�-∗ Tab
� +M − L�-ǂ  Tǂ  
� M� + L   (3.35.) 
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In the exited molecule, the vibrational (Ev
*) and rotational (Er

*) energy is distributed over all 

active degrees of freedom. The sum of these energies is called non-fixed energy (E*). The  

zero-point energy and the translation energy are fixed energies and cannot be distributed over 

the degrees of freedom. The activated molecule contains a total non-fixed energy of E* ≥ E0 in 

its active degrees of freedom. E0 is, as already described in the RRK-theory, the height of the 

potential barrier that must be overcome to get from the energized molecule to the transition 

state. Reaction 3.35. contains two proportionality constants, k-1 and kǂ. The decomposition from 

the transition state into the educts (kǂ) is barrier free. The total non-fixed energy of the transition 

state consists of the translational, rotational, and vibrational energy  

(Eǂ = E* - E0 = Ev
ǂ + Er

ǂ + Et
ǂ). Thus, the decomposition rate kd is expressed by the RRKM-theory 

as follows.104,105 

 

    k0+E∗- � Lǂ ����ǂ ���+�∗-    (3.36.) 

 

The decomposition rate includes the density of states of the excited molecule ρ(E*), the Planck 

constant h, the sum of the vibrational and rotational quantum states of the transition state 

W(Ev
ǂ), and the reaction path degeneracy Lǂ. For the correct evaluation of kd, the knowledge of 

the total non-fixed energy E*, the critical energy E0, and the normal vibrational and rotational 

frequencies is required. E* can be expressed by the sum of E0, the vibrational energy Ev of the 

reactants before the reaction takes place, and the free energy Efree that is stored in the 

translational and rotational degrees of freedom converted into the internal energy of the excited 

molecule.106 

 

    E∗ � E. + EC�M�/�� + Eypoo  (3.37.) 

 

According to Cox et al.106 the unimolecular rate constant depends not only on the parameters 

named above but also on the size of the cluster and the metal type. Depending on the number 

of atoms in a cluster either the unimolecular decomposition or the collisional stabilization takes 

place. 

The theories named above depict the behavior of cluster ions in the gas-phase very well. Due 

to these theories the reaction between cluster ions and neutral molecules and therefore the 

reaction process in the gas-phase can be described fundamentally. 
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3.8. Evaluation of the Kinetic Data 

Kinetic traces are obtained by recording different product masses developing over time. These 

experiments are conducted in the octopole ion trap and the only parameter that is varying is the 

reaction time treact. The mass selecting quadrupole Q3 selects only one defined mass. After every 

product mass was recorded depending on the reaction time, trajectories can be constructed and 

the ratio between the different products can be evaluated. A reaction mechanism is established 

due to the ratio of the products to each other. The kinetic traces show the development of the 

product intensities with an increasing reaction time. The first step of the evaluation of the kinetic 

data is the normalization of both, the educt and the product masses. This is done by dividing 

the signal intensity of a particular mass by the sum of the intensities of all appearing masses. 

The established reaction mechanism and the expected rate constants for every reaction step are 

directly entered into the program called Detmech.92 The input data are fitted numerically 

according to the Runge-Kutta-Algorithm. The most probable reaction mechanism can be found 

by comparing the normalized data with the solution from the differential equation system. The 

most likely mechanism comes upon with the best convergence between these two data sets. The 

program evaluates the optimized proportionality constants for every reaction step, as well. This 

program is very sensitive to the input data because, e.g., an equilibrium reaction which is none 

or values for the reaction constants that are far off the correct ones are influencing the resulting 

data tremendously. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Tetrameric Cluster Model Systems for the OEC 

 

In Chapter 2.2. the structure of the oxygen-evolving complex was described in detail. The 

inorganic cluster core consist of a near cubic CaMn3O4 unit (Figure 4-1) as well as a fourth 

manganese atom coordinated to the cube via one of the corner oxygen atoms and an additional 

fifth oxygen atom resulting in a cluster of the stoichiometry CaMn3O4·MnO.18,21,31 One 

approach to understand the catalytically activated water splitting reaction consists in the 

preparation of new model systems for the inorganic subsite of the OEC. So far gas-phase studies 

have focused in this respect on pure manganese-oxide clusters.9,45,46,107,108 

 

 

Figure 4-1: CaMn3O4 cube as a structural unit of the OEC. The involved atoms are highlighted 

in different colors. Reprinted with permission from 57. Copyright 2013 American Chemical 

Society. 
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Building on these results, a new hierarchical approach was initiated by sequentially increasing 

the complexity of the clusters prepared in a gas-phase experiment. In a first step of this approach 

binary metal oxide clusters are considered as model system for the natural OEC  

e.g., Mn2O2
+45,46. In a second step the complexity of the model system is increased by using 

clusters which possess more than two metal atoms e.g., Mn4O4
+9,47. In a third step cluster 

systems are used which consist of two different metal atoms e.g., CaMn3O4
+109. 

In the experiments presented in this chapter it was possible to prepare isolated, ligand-free 

cluster ions consisting of oxygen atoms and two different metal atoms, namely manganese and 

calcium. The first focus was on the production of a series of tetrameric cluster ions  

CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) with a varying calcium content and their reactions with water to obtain 

a better understanding of the influence of the calcium atom in the water activation process. 

Concurrent first-principles density functional theory calculations elucidate mechanistic details 

of the deprotonation and oxidation reactions as well as the role of calcium, and thus the 

investigations provide important conceptual insight to aid the future design of artificial water 

oxidation catalysts. 
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4.1. Generation of CaxMnyO4
+ Clusters 

For imitating the reactive cluster subsite of the OEC, tetrameric cluster ions have been prepared 

by sputtering solid CaMnO3 (Lesker, Purity: 99.9%) targets with high energetic xenon ions 

(described in Chapter 3.2.). The mass spectrum shown in Figure 4-2 was obtained by measuring 

and recording the ion current on the rods of quadrupole Q2 (which acts as a detector) while 

quadrupole Q1 was working in a filtering mode (see Figure 3-2). Figure 4-2 depicts the 

distribution of the different cluster ion sizes and compositions. The peaks are denoted with  

(x, y, z) referring to the stoichiometric composition CaxMnyOz
+. The different stoichiometries 

of the cluster ions are depicted in different colors (trimers: green; tetramers: orange; pentamers: 

blue; hexamers: pink; heptamers: purple). The cluster signals which can be assigned to the 

stoichiometric composition CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) are highlighted in orange and represent the 

tetrameric cluster ions discussed in the following chapter. In Figure 4-2 the ordinate represents 

the signal intensity in picoamperes (pA). Apart from the signal intensity of the Ca4O4
+ cluster 

ion (4, 0, 4) which has only an intensity that is smaller than 2 pA (due to the fact that the clusters 

were sputtered with CaMnO3 targets and not with bare calcium-oxide targets), the intensities 

range always between 7 pA and 10 pA for the remaining tetramers. Furthermore, Figure 4-2 

displays an enlarged section of one specific cluster signal, namely the signal that arises at a 

mass of 272 amu, recorded with enhanced mass resolution. In the complete mass spectrum, the 

signal at a mass of 272 amu exhibits only one signal peak. This particular peak has an intensity 

of approximately 7 pA. If the mass resolution of the spectrometer is enhanced during these 

experiments the intensities of the cluster signals decrease. The enlarged view of the signal at 

the mass of 272 amu after improving the resolution can be seen on the left side of Figure 4-2 

and shows two peaks with an intensity of only slightly more than 2 pA each. This means if the 

resolution is improved the peaks which are hidden under the low resolution signal at 272 amu 

emerge. The left peak of the two cluster signals in the enlarged section represents the CaMn3O4
+ 

cluster ion at a mass of 269 amu whereas the assignment of the right peak is ambiguous. The 

right peak of the enlarged section is occurring at a mass of 273 amu which could belong to 

various cluster compositions, e.g., the higher oxidized pure calcium-oxide cluster Ca4O7
+ 

(mass: 272 amu), or the calcium-rich manganese-oxide cluster Ca3MnO6 (mass: 271 amu).
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Figure 4-2: Cluster distribution obtained after sputtering CaMnO3 targets. The peaks are 

denoted with (x, y, z) which corresponds to the stoichiometric composition CaxMnyOz
+. The 

peaks referring to the tetrameric cluster ions discussed in this chapter are marked in orange. An 

enlarged view of the peak corresponding to the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion is shown next to the mass 

spectrum. 

For this reason, a very precise configuration of the voltages applied to the different lenses of 

the complex lens system of the apparatus (see Figure 3-2) is mandatory for measuring the 

CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion because the clear distinction of the peak at 272 amu only appears at the 

appropriate resolution However, with a cluster signal intensity of just 2 pA gas-phase 

experiments in the apparatus used in this thesis are very challenging because in every 

subsequent quadrupole (see Figure 3-2) there is a certain loss in signal intensity. 

Nevertheless, it was possible to mass-select the desired tetrameric cluster compositions with 

the quadrupole mass filter Q1 and to transfer them to the ion trap for the reactivity experiments 

described in the following section. 

4.2. Reactions of Tetramers with Water 

In the present thesis the tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide cluster ions, CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0 – 4) were investigated in a rf octopole ion trap which was prefilled with 1 Pa helium and 
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a small partial pressure (< 0.01 %) of water vapor. In particular, the stoichiometric cluster ions  

CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 1 – 3) were investigated with isotopically labelled water, D2

16O, and the 

CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion was additionally examined with H2

18O in the present contribution. 

Together with the experiments performed by Dr. I. Fleischer42 a complete overview of the 

tetrameric series was obtained.  

The reason why D2O and H2
18O were used as reactants and not H2O is because D2O and H2

18O 

both have a mass of 20 amu whereas H2O only has a mass of 18 amu. For facilitating the 

comparison of the spectra shown in Figure 4-3 the reactants D2O and H2
18O were used (due to 

their similar masses). Furthermore, the water splitting activity of the reactants into OD/OH and 

D/H was investigated by using mass spectrometry in all experiments. 

For the ease of assigning an appropriate composition to the resulting product peaks D2O is used 

because if a D is remaining on a cluster the mass is shifted by 2 amu and not only by 1 amu as 

for a remaining H. This effect gets even stronger if two deuterium atoms are coordinated to the 

cluster. 

The reactivity of the cluster ions Mn4O4
+ and Ca4O4

+ towards D2
16O and H2

18O as well as the 

reactivity of Ca2Mn2O4
+ and Ca3MnO4

+ towards H2
18O were already studied in a previous 

thesis.42 Thus, by combining these results from the previous thesis of Dr. I. Fleischer42 with the 

results obtained in the present thesis a complete series of the tetrameric cluster ions with all 

possible stoichiometric compositions can be obtained and analyzed. The result is shown in 

Figure 4-3. 

Generally, after the reaction with water the product peaks in the present thesis were always 

written as follows: X(H2O)y
+

 (X = cluster ion) which is called the formal stoichiometry. This 

notation contains the correct amount of all atoms that are included in the product but cannot be 

associated with the condition of the added reactant (intact or dissociated). Water can coordinate 

intactly or dissociatively to the cluster ion, which should correctly be written as follows: 

X(H)m(OH)n(H2O)o
+. The notation of the formal stoichiometry is utilized in the present 

contribution for the ease of understanding. If a product possesses a mass which exactly fits a 

product stoichiometry where one or multiple water molecules (intact or dissociated) are 

adsorbed to the cluster, it is called a mere water adsorption in the present thesis. 

The left column of Figure 4-3 displays the product distribution obtained after the reaction of 

the mass selected tetrameric clusters CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) with isotopically labelled water, 

D2
16O, in a helium buffer gas atmosphere at room temperature. 
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Figure 4-3: Product mass spectra obtained after the reaction of mass-selected CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0 – 4) clusters with D2
16O (left column, a-e) and H2

18O (right column, f-j) at room 

temperature. For the ease of comparison all mass spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives 

the number of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively (note that both 

molecules possess a mass of 20 amu). The shaded peaks represent products that contain excess 

hydrogen atoms, resulting from the loss of water oxidation products. Figures 2a, 2e, 2f, 2h, 2i, 

and 2j were measured by Dr. I. Fleischer.42 Reprinted from Reference 109 with permission from 

John Wiley and Sons. 
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The cluster ions Mn4O4
+, Ca2Mn2O4

+, Ca3MnO4
+, and Ca4O4

+ adsorb multiple water molecules 

yielding the products Mn4O4(D2O)4-6
+ (trace a), Ca2Mn2O4(D2O)3-6

+ (trace c),  

Ca3MnO4(D2O)5-7
+ (trace d), and Ca4O4(D2O)3-6

+ (trace e) without any indication for an 

oxidation of water. This is called a mere water adsorption (which was already explained above) 

because only products are obtained where atoms are coordinated to the cluster possessing the 

formal stoichiometry of water. The mass spectra were measured as a function of the reaction 

time and it appeared that the obtained product peaks do not change in intensity with an 

increasing reaction time. 

The reactivity experiments were repeated with isotopically labelled H2
18O and the results can 

be seen in the right column of Figure 4-3. The reaction of the cluster ion Mn4O4
+ with H2

18O 

(trace f) leads to a mass distribution which is similar to that obtained with D2O. However, all 

observed mass peaks are shifted by 8 amu to higher masses. The shift has recently been 

explained by a facile exchange of the four cluster 16O atoms with the water 18O atoms.9 This 

provided the first direct experimental evidence for the ability of Mn4O4
+ to dissociate water via 

hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges which was later supported by infrared vibrational 

spectroscopy.107,108 For the cluster ions Ca2Mn2O4
+, Ca3MnO4

+, and Ca4O4
+ similar signal 

distributions to the ones obtained for the reactions with D2O are resulted. Equal to the product 

peaks of Mn4O4
+, the product signals of the Ca2Mn2O4

+ cluster ion are shifted by 8 amu from 

those masses obtained by the D2O adsorption (dotted lines). The reason for this could again be 

the complete exchange of all four cluster 16O atoms by water 18O atoms of Ca2Mn2O4
+, yielding 

the products Ca2Mn2
18O4(H2

18O)4-7
+ (trace h). In contrast, the product peaks of Ca3MnO4

+, and 

Ca4O4
+ are only shifted by 6 amu. For the calcium-rich cluster ions, Ca3MnO4

+ and Ca4O4
+, the 

mass spectra give evidence for a hampered oxygen exchange and the shift of the product peaks 

of only 6 amu could therefore arise from the incomplete exchange of the cluster 16O atoms by 

the water 18O atoms. In the case of Ca3MnO4
+ and Ca4O4

+ only three of the four 16O atoms are 

exchanged by water 18O atoms, which leads to products with the stoichiometries 

Ca3Mn16O18O3(H2
18O)4-7

+ (trace i) and Ca4
16O18O3(H2

18O)4-6
+ (trace j). 

However, from Figure 4-3b it becomes apparent that the cluster ion CaMn3O4
+ reacts 

significantly different with D2O compared to all other investigated tetrameric cluster ions. This 

reaction does not lead to a simple water adsorption but instead products of the stoichiometries 

CaMn3O4(D2O)4D2
+, CaMn3O4(D2O)5D2

+, and CaMn3O4(D2O)6D2
+ are observed. The 

discovery of products with two additional hydrogen atoms in addition to water indicates the 

formation and liberation of deuterium peroxide D2O2 instead of O2. This product assignment is 
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confirmed by the reaction of CaMn3O4
+ with H2

18O. The product peaks in Figure 4-3g are 

shifted by 10 amu referred to the masses of a simple water adsorption reaction and correspond 

to the products CaMn3
18O4(H2

18O)4H2
+, CaMn3

18O4(H2
18O)5H2

+, and CaMn3
18O4(H2

18O)6H2
+. 

These product peaks indicate the evolution of products with all skeletal cluster 16O atoms of the 

calcium-tri-manganese-oxide cluster exchanged by substrate water 18O atoms. 

The results of the reactions between the tetrameric cluster ions and D2O/H2
18O, summarized in 

Figure 4-3, lead to the conclusion that all CaxMn4-xO4
+ clusters are able to dissociate water via 

hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges leaving OH residues bound to the metal atoms. 

Moreover, these results demonstrate that the mono-calcium-manganese-oxide cluster ion 

CaMn3O4
+ is the only cluster that facilitates the water oxidation. Recent density-functional 

theory (DFT) studies performed on the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion supported the hydroxylation process 

of the µ-oxo-bridges and therefore present an important first step in the substrate water 

exchange reaction of the natural OEC.9 Numerous experimental studies have proposed that  

oxo-bridges as well as water substrate oxygen (in the form of terminal O, OH, or H2O) are 

involved in the oxygen formation mediated by the natural CaMn4O5 cluster.59,75–77 For a better 

mechanistic understanding of the biological water oxidation and for the design of artificial 

water oxidation catalysts the water deprotonation process via oxo-bridge hydroxylation and 

water oxidation on CaMn3O4
+ are central issues. For this reason, in collaboration with the group 

of Uzi Landman from the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, USA, the hydroxylation 

and oxidation processes were examined theoretically in more detail. The results will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

4.2.1. Deprotonation Process via Oxo-Bridge Hydroxylation 

Previous investigations of the manganese-oxide cluster Mn4O4
+ provided molecular level 

insight into the mechanism of water deprotonation via oxo-bridge hydroxylation and the 

exchange of these oxo-bridges for the first time.9 Spin density-functional theory (SDFT) 

calculations identified a ring-like structure with a magnetic moment of µ = 19 µB as the 

electronic lowest energy geometry of this cluster, which means that this two-dimensional 

structure possesses nineteen unpaired electrons.45 The water adsorption process especially the 

water binding and dissociation indicates a structural transformation from a two-dimensional 

ring-like structure to a three-dimensional cube-like structure. This structural change is proposed 
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to facilitate the water dissociation of the Mn4O4(H2O)4
+ complex via hydroxylation of the  

µ-oxo-bridges which leads to a near-cubic octahydroxy complex Mn4(OH)8
+.45 

In addition, previous studies revealed an exchange of the skeletal oxygen atoms with substrate 

water oxygen atoms as soon as a fifth water molecule is adsorbed to the cluster.9 The exchange 

reaction of the oxo-bridges in the cluster requires several bond dissociations and bond formation 

processes, which both demand energy. However, the most energy demanding reaction step109 

is the initial opening of the cuboidal Mn4O4
+ cluster core, requiring an energy of 75.3 kJ/mol. 

In the present gas-phase experiments under thermal low pressure multi-collision conditions this 

particular energy can easily be overcome.9 

In contrast to the ring-like structure of the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion, the binary CaMn3O4

+ has a near 

cubic lowest energy geometry and fourteen unpaired electrons (µ = 14 µB)109. This geometry is 

maintained upon adsorption of up to four water molecules which can be seen in structure A in 

Figure 4-4. The first two water molecules dissociate via hydroxylation of the µ-oxo-bridges 

without any energy barriers. The dissociation of the third water molecule however demands a 

small amount of energy (18.3 kJ/mol). 

In contrast to Mn4O4
+, the octahydroxy complex CaMn3(OH)8

+ is unstable and therefore one 

water molecule adsorbs as an intact water molecule on the calcium atom yielding the 

hexahydroxy complex CaMn3O(OH)6(H2O)+ with one un-hydroxylated µ-oxo-bridge (structure 

B in Figure 4-4). Structure C shows a fifth water molecule (H2Ow; Ow is highlighted in blue and 

one H atom is highlighted in yellow) adsorbing molecularly on the manganese atom Mn1 with 

a binding energy of 140.9 kJ/mol. The first step of exchanging a cluster oxygen atom with a 

substrate water oxygen atom is the breaking of the Mn1-Oc bond (Oc is depicted in purple) 

which is the most energy demanding reaction step with 84 kJ/mol. This procedure is shown in 

structures C→D→E in Figure 4-4. From structure C to structure D a rearrangement of the 

adsorbed molecules (H, OH, H2O) takes place and in structure E the bond between Mn1 and Oc 

is finally broken. Next, a hydrogen atom (indicated in yellow) is transferred from the intact 

substrate water molecule H2Ow to the oxygen bridge Oc whereby a new Mn1-Ow-Mn2 oxo-

bridge emerges. Subsequently the Ca-Oc-Mn2 bond is broken which needs an energy of  

17.4 kJ/mol (structures E→F→G). In a final step the cluster cube is closed by generating a new 

bond between the oxo-bridge Ow and the calcium atom. This closing process (structures 

G→H→I) requires an energy of 9.7 kJ/mol. Structure I presents a cluster structure where both 

water molecules are coordinated to the Ca atom without dissociation.  
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Figure 4-4: Calculated reaction pathway for deprotonation of three water molecules at 

CaMn3O4
+ via hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges (A→B) and subsequent exchange of a 

skeletal O atom by a substrate water O atom (blue; C→I). Atomic configurations correspond 

to transition state barriers and local potential energy minima, respectively. Ca, Mn, O, and H 

atoms are depicted as green, purple, red, and white spheres, respectively. For the sake of clarity, 

the exchanging oxygen atoms of the water molecule, Ow, and the cluster, Oc, are highlighted in 

blue and pink, respectively. The hydrogen atom transferred from H2Ow to the hydroxyl-group 

to form H2Oc is shown in yellow. Calculations by U. Landman and R. N. Barnett. Reprinted 

from Reference 109 with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 
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The minimum energy structure of this cluster is obtained if one water molecule is adsorbed to 

the Ca atom and one to the manganese atom Mn1. The energy gained upon adsorption of a fifth 

water molecule is sufficient to overcome the subsequent energy barriers involved in the 16O/18O 

exchange reaction. 

This exchange reaction is mechanistically and energetically not only similar to the 

corresponding reaction of Mn4O4
+9 where all adsorbed water molecules dissociate with 

subsequent hydroxylation of all oxygen bridges, but also to the “dissociative” 16O/18O exchange 

mechanism proposed for ligated di-µ-O di-manganese complexes.49,110 Although the studied 

model systems, Mn2O2
+, Mn4O4

+, and CaMn3O4
+ are structurally different, involving the 

exchange of µ-oxo-bridges, the oxo-bridge opening represents the rate limiting reaction step 

for all clusters and even the energy barriers for this reaction step are quite similar, amounting 

to about 80 kJ/mol for ligated Mn2O2, 75.3 kJ/mol for Mn4O4
+, and 84 kJ/mol for CaMn3O4

+. 

Merely, the introduction of Ca2+ breaks the symmetry of the cluster by introduction of different 

oxo-bridges (one remains un-hydroxylated) and thus also breaks the symmetry of the exchange 

mechanism. 

4.2.2. Water Oxidation Process 

As already explained in Chapter 4., the capability of mediating the water oxidation process has 

been only experimentally observed for the tetrameric CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion. For this reason, 

the water oxidation process was explored by the group of U. Landman by first-principle 

calculations to gain insights into the influence of the structural difference of the clusters on the 

capability of a cluster ion to oxidize water. Figure 4-5 shows a potential theoretically obtained 

reaction pathway starting with the hexahydroxy CaMn3O(OH)6(H2O)+ complex, which is the 

minimum energy complex (structure B in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5). In structure B three water 

molecules (W1, W2, W3) are dissociated by hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges and one water 

molecule (W4) adsorbs molecularly to the Ca atom (highlighted in green). One oxo-bridge (Onh) 

remains un-hydroxylated and is depicted in orange in all structures in Figure 4-5. 

As shown in Figure 4-4, the fifth water molecule (W5) adsorbs molecularly to the manganese 

atom Mn1. The isomer, where the fourth (W4) and the fifth (W5) water molecule adsorb on the 

Ca atom without dissociation (structure c in Figure 4-5) is only 21.2 kJ/mol higher in energy 

and is identical to structure I in Figure 4-4 which is obtained after the oxygen exchange reaction. 

Two further water molecules (W6, W7) adsorb molecularly to the calcium atom (structure d and 
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structure e in Figure 4-5) and the oxygen bridge Onh still remains un-hydroxylated. From 

structure e to structure f Onh gets hydroxylated by a hydrogen transfer from an intact water 

molecule (W7) bound to the calcium atom (transferred hydrogen atom is depicted in light blue). 

Due to the hydroxylation process of the oxygen bridge Onh a OH-group is remaining on the Ca 

atom. During this reaction step, the magnetic moment also changes from 14 unpaired electrons 

to 16 unpaired electrons (µ = 14 µB to µ = 16 µB). Subsequently, another hydrogen transfer  

(H atom is depicted in yellow) from the un-dissociated water molecule W5 bound to the Ca 

atom takes place. The hydrogen is shifted to an oxo-bridge which is already hydroxylated which 

means that two hydrogen atoms are now coordinated to an oxo-bridge. In the last step, from 

structure g to structure h, an H2O2 molecule is formed from the two residues W5 and W7. The 

formation of a hydrogen peroxide molecule via coupling of two terminally bound OH-groups 

has, among others, also been proposed as a potential intermediate reaction step towards dioxide 

formation occurring in the natural OEC.111 

After a H2O2 molecule is formed it is liberated yielding the experimentally observed complex 

CaMn3O4(H2O)5H2
+

 which is identical to structure h in Figure 4-5. The two transferred H atoms 

from the molecularly bound water molecules W5 and W7 are remaining bound to the cluster. 

These results are in good agreement with the experimentally obtained data stating that all 

product peaks possess two additional hydrogen atoms in addition to water bound to the cluster 

ion. The experimental data do not provide any indication for the formation and elimination of 

H2 and thus, the closure of a catalytic reaction cycle is not possible. 

Central to this potential reaction mechanism is the accumulation of intact water molecules on 

the Ca atom which is most likely caused by an increased positive charge located on the Ca atom. 

In the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion, the Ca atom has a calculated positive charge of +1.69 while the 

manganese atoms only have a charge of +1.40. In structure B the charges changed for both 

atoms, which means that the Ca atom now has a charge of +1.84 and the Mn atoms have a 

charge between +1.62 and +1.70. In the natural cluster of the OEC, CaMn4O5, there are also 

water molecules coordinated to the Ca atom without dissociating, whereas deprotonated water 

(OH or H) preferably binds to the Mn atoms.59,60 The oxo-bridge Onh remains un-hydroxylated 

from step B to e. 

The subsequent hydroxylation of Onh and a second oxo-bridge via the double hydrogen transfer 

from intact water molecules (W5, W7) to oxo-bridges eventually leads to the formation of H2O2. 

The formation process of hydrogen peroxide is not observed for the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion which 

could be due to the fast hydroxylation of all four oxo-bridges and occupation of all four Mn 
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atoms with OH-groups upon the adsorption of four water molecules. The reason why the 

calcium-rich clusters, Ca3MnO4
+ and Ca4O4

+, might not be able to form H2O2 is because of the 

hindered water deprotonation process explained in Chapter 4.2. and therefore, the hindered  

oxo-bridge exchange, as shown in Figure 4-3. 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Calculated reaction pathway for the water oxidation reaction CaMn3O4(H2O)4
+ + 

3 H2O → CaMn3O4(H2O)5H2 + H2O2. Atomic configurations correspond to local potential 

energy minima isomers (the black lines are drawn to guide the eye), the energy of the minimum 

energy structures of c, d, and e are indicated by red lines. Ca, Mn, O, and H atoms are depicted 

as green, purple, red, and white spheres, respectively. The un-hydroxylated oxygen atom Onh is 

shown in orange, and the water molecules W5 and W7 from which H2O2 is formed are shown 

with blue oxygen atoms and yellow and light blue hydrogen atoms, respectively. For all the 

shown configurations µ = 14 µB. Calculations by U. Landman and R. N. Barnett. Reprinted 

from Reference 109 with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 
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4.3. Thermodynamics of the Reaction 

The obtained reaction product mass spectra as well as the density-functional theory calculations 

for the tetrameric cluster lead to the conclusion that the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion is able to mediate 

the water oxidation process. During the reaction between CaMn3O4
+ and water products are 

formed in which additional hydrogen atoms are attached to the cluster. This is the result of the 

formation and liberation of hydrogen peroxide during the reaction. 

The formation of H2O2 from water is a strongly endothermic reaction. A reaction enthalpy of 

+347.4 kJ/mol has to be provided for the oxidation of water to hydrogen peroxide based on the 

bond formation enthalpies (2 H2O → H2O2 + H2).112 Furthermore, for the exchange of the oxo-

bridges of the cluster ion (described in Chapter 4.2.1.), energy is needed for breaking particular 

bonds of the cluster. The bond-breaking reaction steps need a lot of energy due to the fact that 

oxygen atoms have to be exchanged. There are two possible ways in which the required energy 

can be provided in the experiment. 

First, the cluster ions are colliding with the helium buffer gas in the octopole ion trap. If a cluster 

ion collides with a helium atom of the energy-rich tail of the Boltzmann distribution energy can 

be transferred to the cluster system. Second, energy can be provided to the system upon 

adsorption of water molecules. As soon as substrate water molecules are coordinated to the 

cluster complex, binding energy is liberated and can be stored in the cluster for a certain amount 

of time. Due to the low pressure conditions of the experiments with a rate of 105 collisions per 

second, the thermalization inside the ion trap requires some time. During that time the energy 

gained from the adsorption process can be used for overcoming the energy barriers along the 

reaction path. Based on this knowledge it appears reasonable that the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion is 

able to mediate the endothermic hydrogen peroxide formation under the given experimental 

conditions. Yet, due to the high endothermicity of this reaction, the water oxidation cannot 

occur in a full catalytic reaction cycle at room temperature. To enable a catalytic reaction 

additional energy in form of a considerably higher temperature, light, or electrical energy is 

needed. 

As already explained above, the results discussed in Chapter 4 do not provide any indication 

for the formation and elimination of H2. These results are different from the natural OEC, where 

protons and electrons can be transferred away from the cluster via the organic environment 

surrounding the inorganic cluster (Kok cycle explained in Chapter 2.1.). The need for hydrogen 
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binding sites and the already high endothermicity of the hydrogen peroxide formation reaction 

most likely prevents further reaction to dioxygen. 

4.4. Conclusion 

The results presented above represent the third step in a new hierarchical modeling strategy 

employing free clusters as simplified but meaningful model system for the inorganic cluster 

embedded in the biological OEC of PS II in order to probe fundamental concepts of the water 

deprotonation and oxidation reactions. In the present contribution it was possible to prepare 

tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide clusters with the stoichiometry CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) 

in the gas-phase. New insights into the role of the Ca atom in the water oxidation process have 

been gained by preparing the cluster ions with a varying calcium content. By combining 

experimental (mass spectrometry) and theoretical (DFT calculations) methods the facile 

exchange of the skeletal oxygen atoms with substrate oxygen atoms have been revealed. This 

replacement mechanism occurs through deprotonation of the water molecules with subsequent 

hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. Furthermore, the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion was found to 

be the only tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide cluster mediating the water oxidation reaction. 

A very important premise for that is the structure of this particular cluster ion and the ability of 

the calcium atom to aggregate water molecularly. After the subsequent adsorption of up to 

seven water molecules the water oxidation product H2O2 can be formed and liberated. The 

studies presented in the current chapter provide evidence for the calcium atom to play a key 

role in the oxidation of water. It is not only important that a calcium atom is attached to the 

manganese-oxide cluster but also that it has to be exactly one calcium atom for the mediation 

of the water oxidation process by a tetrameric cluster.
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Chapter 5 

5. Model Systems with a Ligand Environment 

 

As already explained in Chapter 2.1., the photosystem II consists of the inorganic cluster core, 

CaMn4O5, embedded into a vast protein ligand environment. In the direct surrounding area of 

the cluster core this ligand environment consists of amino acid residues. These acid residues 

are mainly alanine (Ala), arginine (Arg), aspartic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu), and histidine 

(His).21 The structure of the OEC and its amino acid residues can be seen in Figure 5-1. 

 

 

Figure 5-1: Structure of the inorganic cluster core of the OEC, CaMn4O5, and its associated 

ligating amino acid residues. The Mn atoms are highlighted in violet, the O atoms in red, and 

the Ca atom in yellow. Reprinted with permission from 57. Copyright (2013) American 

Chemical Society. 
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The ligands prefer the coordination to the OEC via its oxygen atoms which means that the 

carboxyl-group of the amino acid residues is able to coordinate to the OEC with its two  

oxo-oxygen atoms.22 For further elucidating the impact of the amino acid residues on the water 

splitting process the intention was to create a simplified form of the ligand environment in the 

present thesis. Therefore, the reaction behavior of the tetrameric cluster ions with the 

stoichiometric composition CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0, 2 – 4) have been examined towards acetic acid 

(CH3COOH). During the present thesis the experiments have been optimized by trying to better 

reflect the natural circumstances of PS II. For this purpose, the reaction behavior of the 

tetrameric clusters was evaluated not only towards acetic acid but in a second step towards a 

mixture of acetic acid and D2O. 

The highlighted cluster signals in Figure 5-2 present the five tetrameric cluster ions (Mn4O4
+, 

CaMn3O4
+, Ca2Mn2O4

+, Ca3MnO4
+, Ca4O4

+). However, the CaMn3O4
+ signal, as already 

explained in Chapter 4.1., is very small in intensity. Due to the high sensitivity of the intensity 

of the produced cluster ions towards the adjustment of every single lens in the apparatus (shown 

in Figure 3-2) it was not possible to measure the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion with acetic acid in the 

octopole ion trap. If the intensity of the cluster signal which is hiding another cluster beneath it 

is not high enough (< 7pA), the hidden cluster signal is not able to emerge if the resolution is 

increased. During the following experiments with acetic acid and acetic acid/D2O the signal 

intensity of the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion was too small. The magnified image on the left side of 

Figure 5-2 is showing the cluster peak at 272 amu after the resolution was increased. It is 

noticeable that beneath the signal another peak is hiding because of the width of the peak but it 

cannot emerge even if the resolution is very good due to its low intensity (< 2 pA).
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Figure 5-2: Cluster distribution obtained after sputtering CaMnO3 targets. The peaks are 

denoted with (x, y, z) which corresponds to the stoichiometric composition CaxMnyOz
+. The 

peaks referred to the tetrameric cluster ions discussed in this chapter are marked in orange. A 

magnification of the peak corresponding to the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion is shown next to the mass 

spectrum. 

5.1. Background Information 

For the first steps towards the preparation of clusters with ligands, a very simple acid was 

chosen, namely acetic acid, for imitating the natural amino acid residue surrounding. It consists 

of one carboxylic-group and three β-hydrogen atoms (CH3COOH). The structure of acetic acid 

can be seen in Figure 5-3. The acid dissociation constant Ka is a parameter for measuring the 

turnover of a decomposition equilibrium reaction of an acid with water (Reaction 5.1.). The 

value of the equilibrium constant Ka is an indicator for the strength of the acid. It is given by its 

negative decadic logarithm, which is called pKa value. A strong acid corresponds to a small pKa 

value.113 The pKa value for acetic acid is 4.75 which means that it is a medium-strong acid. The 

methyl-group has an electron-donating effect (+I, positive inductive effect) which means that 

the methyl-group is releasing electrons into the bond between the oxygen atom and the 

hydrogen atom and as such is stabilizing the OH-bond. By stabilizing the OH-bond its polarity 

is decreasing which reduces the possibility of getting deprotonated. 
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  R − COOH + H�O ⇄ HmO� + R − COO�   (5.1.) 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Structure of acetic acid. Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, hydrogen atoms in blue, 

and carbon atoms in grey. 

In the gas-phase, the unimolecular decomposition of acetic acid can proceed thermally via two 

reaction channels, namely dehydration and decarboxylation. During the dehydration process 

(Reaction 5.2.) water and ketene are formed while the products of the decarboxylation process 

(Reaction 5.3.) are carbon dioxide and methane.114,115 

 

   CHmCOOH ∆→ H�O + CH�CO    (5.2.) 

   CHmCOOH ∆→ CO� + CH�    (5.3.) 

 

Reaction 5.2. is endothermic and has a reaction enthalpy of +133 kJ/mol while Reaction 5.3. is 

an exothermic reaction with a reaction enthalpy of -50 kJ/mol. However, both reactions exhibit 

an activation barrier of approximately 300 kJ/mol.114,115 In both unimolecular reactions 

(Reaction 5.2. and Reaction 5.3.) bonds have to be broken which sets free binding energy in 

order to obtain the products ketene and water, or carbon dioxide and methane.116 When acetic 

acid is adsorbed on a metal oxide surface (which acts as a surface catalyst), another important 

reaction channel can occur, namely ketonization. For the proceeding of this reaction, two acetic 

acid molecules are required for the formation of a ketone (Reaction 5.4.).116–118 

 

  2 CHmCOOH ∆→ CHmCOCHm + CO� + H�O   (5.4.) 
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Thermodynamically, ketonization is more favorable than dehydration due to its lower reaction 

enthalpy of +17 kJ/mol.116 

Many investigations dealing with the reactivity of acetic acid on different metal oxides have 

been performed in recent years.116,118–122 The acetic acid typically adsorbs on a metal oxide 

surface via deprotonation of the acid molecule forming a surface carboxylate (CH3COO-) and 

a hydroxyl-group (OH-) which are both coordinated to the metal oxide surface.123,124 Recent 

surface studies proposed the requirement of a specific reactive site on the metal oxide surface 

for the ketonization process.116 The presence of coordinatively unsaturated metal cations or 

oxygen anions are needed for the initial deprotonation of the carboxylic acid. 

In the early 1990s Barteau124 defined some important requirements for the active site of a metal 

oxide. The dissociation of an acid on a metal oxide surface, e.g., ZnO, ZrO, or TiO2, requires a 

metal-oxygen pair site. This means, that the proton abstracted from the acid is bound to the 

basic surface oxygen anion whereas the conjugated base of the acid is bound to the surface 

metal cation. He proposed that the unimolecular decomposition via dehydration occurs if a 

surface metal cation, e.g., ZnO(0001), or MgO(100), possesses only one coordination vacancy. 

Additionally, the ketene production is preferred on a metal oxide which is difficult to reduce. 

Furthermore, the coordination of multiple carboxylates to one single surface cation is working 

providing that the cation possesses multiple coordination vacancies, e.g., TiO2(001). The 

cations which are able to coordinate more than one acid molecule are required for the 

bimolecular formation of a ketone molecule out of two acid molecules. Pham et al.117 predicted 

for the first time in 2013 that α-hydrogen atoms (hydrogen atoms that are coordinated to the 

same carbon atom as the functional group) seem to participate in the ketonization process. Many 

studies focused on the investigation of the ketonization process. Recent contributions 

demonstrated that the metal oxide surfaces ZrO2, TiO2, and CeO2 clearly prefer the ketonization 

channel.116,118,119 A unique property was found for the compound SiO2 which adsorbs acetic 

acid always in a molecular form and only in small amounts.125,126  

Another important question is the interaction (adsorption geometry and electronic structure) 

between the metal oxide surface and the carboxylic acid. Therefore, Pacchioni116 evaluated four 

different interaction modes of a carboxylic acid molecule with a zirconia surface by DFT 

calculations which had been identified by IR spectroscopy by Panchenko et al.127 previously. 

These four modes are presented in Figure 5-4. The four modes are named chelating bidentate 

complex (I), bridging bidentate configuration (II), monodentate adsorption (III), and double 

coordination to one metal atom (IV). 
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Figure 5-4: Interaction modes between a ZrO-surface and a carboxylic acid. Reprinted with 

permission from 116. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.

The DFT calculations showed that the last mechanism (IV) is highly unfavorable due to the 

high steric repulsion between the two carboxylic acid-groups which is leading to an increase in 

adsorption energy referred to the modes (I) to (III). Furthermore, according to the theoretical 

investigations, mode III is less stable than mode II. By raising the temperature up to 300 °C the 

monodentate mode (III) is unstable and disappears whereas the bidentate carboxylates (I, II) 

are resistant against high temperatures and therefore remain. 

In the gas-phase the mono- and bimetal-oxo-anions [MO3(OH)]- and [M2O6(OH)]-  

(M = Mo, Cr, W) were studied by Waters et al.128 who showed that the transition metals 

molybdenum and tungsten favor the dehydration process by the formation of ketene and water 

while the chromium complexes appear to be non-reactive. Other studies predicted that for 

atomic cobalt and copper cations the major reaction channel is the dehydration process.129,130 

The decarboxylation channel is selectively catalyzed by organometallic complexes, 

[(phen)M(CH3)]+, containing the elements M = Pd+, Pt+, Ni+, showing that, according to rate 

measurements, the nickel-catalyzed decarboxylation reaction of acetic acid appears to be 

favored.120 

Going a step further, some studies even investigated the behavior of metal oxides towards an 

acid mixed with water.122 These experiments revealed that by adding water to the acetic acid 

reactant the favored reaction channel on a ZrO2 surface is the decarboxylation process whereas 

without water the preferred reaction channel is the dehydration. By just adding acetic acid as a 

reactant, acetone is formed in a small percentage (~ 11 %), as well. Hence, dehydration 

competes with ketonization. It is interesting to know that, if the reactant mixture consists of 

acetone and water instead of acetic acid and water, the preferred reaction channel changes to 

the decarboxylation process.122 In a study performed by S. M. Lang and T. M. Bernhardt131 in 
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2018, a fourth reaction channel has been identified which consists in the deprotonation of the 

carboxylic acid called charge transfer reaction. 

5.2. Mn4O4
+ with a Ligand Environment 

The first cluster of the tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide cluster series CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0, 2 – 4) that was examined was the Mn4O4
+ ion. To produce bare manganese-oxide cluster 

ions, pre-oxidized manganese targets have been used. These targets are called pre-oxidized 

because as soon as they come into contact with oxygen from the atmosphere the surface of these 

targets get oxidized. 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Cluster distribution obtained after sputtering pre-oxidized manganese targets. The 

peaks of the tetramers are denoted with (x,y) which corresponds to the stoichiometric 

composition MnxOy
+. The Mn4O4

+ cluster peak is marked in orange. The series of peaks 

belonging to the trimers (green), pentamers (blue), and hexamers (pink) correspond to the peak 

denoted with x = 3, 5, and 6, respectively. 
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The oxygen from the atmosphere is enough for generating not only manganese clusters but 

manganese-oxide clusters in the employed cluster source in the present contribution. By using 

pre-oxidized targets, no additional oxygen has to be inserted into the vacuum apparatus for 

generating metal-oxide clusters. Similar to the preparation of the calcium-manganese-oxide 

clusters these manganese targets were sputtered by accelerating high energetic xenon ions onto 

them. Thus, material is ejected consisting of a large variety of cluster ions regarding the cluster 

sizes and compositions. This distribution is shown in Figure 5-5. The bare manganese targets 

were used due to the better detectability of the stoichiometric manganese-oxide clusters 

MnxOx
+. By sputtering CaMnO3 targets the difference between the masses for the Mn4O4

+  

(284 amu) and the Ca5O5
+ (280 amu) cluster ion signals are only 4 amu. In Figure 5-5 the peak 

depicted in orange corresponds to the Mn4O4
+ cluster signal investigated in the present chapter. 

To gain insight how the presence of a ligand environment can influence the water oxidation 

capability of the tetrameric cluster ions, the reactivity of a bare manganese-oxide cluster 

(Mn4O4
+) towards acetic acid was investigated in the octopole ion trap. 

5.2.1. Reaction of Mn4O4
+ with Acetic Acid 

All experiments investigated in the present chapter were performed at room temperature with a 

small partial pressure (< 0.01 %) of acetic acid vapor in the trap. The reaction time in the trap 

was in all cases 500 ms. This means that all experiments were performed under identical 

conditions and for this reason it is possible to compare the results with each other. 

The first cluster of which the reaction behavior was studied towards acetic acid was the bare 

manganese cluster ion Mn4O4
+. For mimicking the ligand surrounding, a small partial pressure 

of acetic acid was added to the octopole ion trap. The resulting mass distribution spectrum 

obtained after this reaction is shown in Figure 5-6. The mass of the bare cluster peak is set to  

0 amu on the abscissa and the peak marked with an asterisk corresponds to a background water 

adsorption peak. The different colors of the peaks correspond to various adsorbates attached to 

the cluster ion. Based on the emerging masses in the mass distribution spectrum in conjunction 

with the composition of the added reactant to the trap, there is only one specific assignment 

possible for each of the obtained product peaks. 

The first peak depicted in blue appears at a mass of 60 amu and belongs to a bare acid adsorption 

peak leading to the product Mn4O4(C2H4O2)+. 
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Figure 5-6: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Mn4O4
+ with acetic acid. The 

peak marked with an asterisk corresponds to a water adsorption peak. The spectrum is plotted 

on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The colors of the product signals 

indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion and are explained above the 

peaks. 

By considering the next peak (dark red) at a mass of 76 amu it becomes apparent that the acetic 

acid started to decompose which could lead to the product Mn4O4(CH3COCH3)(H2O)+. This 

assignment proposes the formation of an acetone molecule (CH3COCH3) out of two acetic acid 

molecules which is called ketonization and has already been shown in Reaction 5.4.116–118 This 

product peak at a mass of 76 amu is simultaneously the product peak with the highest intensity. 

Another possible stoichiometry can be assigned to this product peak, namely 

Mn4O4(C2H4O2)(CH4)+. Due to the employed experimental method (mass spectrometry) it is 

not possible to state which of the two product stoichiometries (Mn4O4(CH3COCH3)(H2O)+ or 

Mn4O4(C2H4O2)(CH4)+) is preferred. 

The next two peaks arising at 90 amu and 110 amu are highlighted in olive and green, 

respectively and correspond to decomposition products of the acetic acid, leading to products 

with the stoichiometries Mn4O4(CH2CO)(CH4)3
+, and Mn4O4(CH2CO)(CH4)2(H2O)2

+, 
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respectively. The signal depicted in olive indicate the formation of a CH2CO molecule and three 

CH4 molecules to the cluster ion. The ketene is formed during the dehydration process 

(Reaction 5.2.) and the methane during the decarboxylation process (Reaction 5.3.). This means 

that both channels are running simultaneously or maybe even competitively, and the formed 

water and carbon dioxide molecules seem to be liberated. The same applies to the green product 

at a mass of 110 amu where two additional H2O molecules are attached to the cluster complex 

Mn4O4(CH2CO)(CH4)3
+. Here, only the CO2 is released from the cluster, which shows that 

carbon dioxide is in this case a good leaving group because none of the products exhibit an 

additional CO2 molecule coordinated to the cluster. The additional water molecules that are 

coordinated to the cluster do not necessarily result from the decomposition of an acetic acid 

molecule according to the dehydration channel but could also be background water. The product 

peaks of this reaction do not show a clear preference for one of the explained reaction channels, 

dehydration (Reaction 5.2.), decarboxylation (Reaction 5.3.), or ketonization (Reaction 5.4.). It 

is noticeable that all reaction products (CH3COCH3, H2O, CH2CO, CH4) of these three channels 

are observed during this reaction except CO2, which confirms that CO2 is in this case a good 

leaving group. In contrast, product peaks with an attached CH4 molecule can be observed. 

These results differ a lot from the results published by S. M. Lang and T. M. Bernhardt131 in 

2018 where the decarboxylation channel seems to be highly favorable for the Mn4O4
+ cluster 

ion. This discrepancy between the obtained results could arise due to the different reaction 

conditions during the performed experiments. These conditions depend on external influences 

like e.g., the temperature fluctuations in the laboratory. One difference was the reaction time of 

the cluster ion with the acetic acid in the trap. In the present contribution the reaction time was 

500 ms whereas the reaction time in the publication of S. M. Lang and T. M. Bernhardt131 was 

only 100 ms. Furthermore, a second difference might be the amount of acetic acid that is 

inserted into the ion trap. The partial pressure of the reactant is determined by the vapor pressure 

at the temperature of the reactant reservoir. It is possible to temperature stabilize the reservoir 

by a cooling bath, but it is not possible to accurately adjust the same vapor pressure in the ion 

trap every day. Moreover, in the publication of S. M. Lang and T. M. Bernhardt131 the 

ketonization reaction channel where acetone can be formed has not been taken into 

consideration. 

By having a look at the first peak depicted in blue in Figure 5-6 it appears at the mass of  

60 amu which indicates the mass of an acetic acid molecule. Just by analyzing the mass it is not 

possible to make a statement about the status of the acetic acid molecule, whether it is 
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dissociated or intact. The first peak can also be explained by either CO2 + CH4 or by  

CH2CO + H2O which are attached to the cluster ion. As already mentioned above, the additional 

H2O on the products depicted in dark red and green can also originate from background water 

and not necessarily from the decomposition of acetic acid into ketene and water. However, the 

assignment according to the decomposition products of the three reaction channels 5.2., 5.3., 

and 5.4. fits very well. 

5.2.2. Reaction of Mn4O4
+ with Acetic Acid and Water 

As already seen in Chapter 5.2.1., the acetic acid is not stabilized by the examined tetrameric 

cluster ion, but the acid decomposes immediately. In the natural OEC in PS II four water 

molecules are coordinated to the cluster; two are adsorbed on the calcium atom and two are 

coordinated to the manganese atom M4 (see Figure 2-4). As a next step of preparing clusters 

with ligands tetrameric, isolated gas-phase cluster cations were prepared and their reactivity 

was investigated towards acetic acid and D2O in the ion trap experiment. 

The first cluster which was examined with acetic acid and D2O was the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion. For 

this reaction the same reaction conditions as for the reaction with acetic acid were applied. The 

investigated cluster ion was selected and transferred to the octopole ion trap where a small 

amount of acid was added to the trap. After this reaction a small partial pressure of water vapor 

was added to the trap and the spectrum obtained after this reaction can be seen in Figure 5-7. It 

is visible that many product peaks occur after this reaction. By assigning the masses to a certain 

product stoichiometry many problems arose because the assignment of the product peaks is not 

unambiguous. During the decarboxylation process CO2 is formed which has a mass of 44 amu 

and during the dehydration process CH2CO is formed which has a mass of 42 amu. The product 

signals where only one of these two molecules are attached to the cluster are only two amu apart 

from each other. Many of the detected peaks lie exactly between these masses (43 amu) which 

means that they cannot be clearly assigned to one certain stoichiometry. One example for the 

difficulty of the assignment of the peaks is the signal at 144 amu. Even if the obtained signal 

mass directly fits the mass of a specific product stoichiometry, several product compositions 

are feasible. This mass could either correspond to the product Mn4O4(C2H4O2)(CH2CO)2
+ and 

the dehydration channel would be favored or to the product Mn4O4(C2H4O2)(CO2)(D2O)2
+ 

which belongs to the decarboxylation channel. 
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Figure 5-7: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Mn4O4
+ with acetic acid and 

D2O. The spectrum is plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The 

numbers above the peaks show the exact signal masses. 

Another difficulty are the signals possessing more than one peak, which are the signals at  

268 amu, 309 amu, 352 amu, 365 amu, and 411 amu. Even the double peak signals cannot be 

assigned properly to one defined stoichiometry. This issue affects the classification of all peaks 

occurring in Figure 5-7. 

That is the reason why it is only possible to assume that during the reaction of Mn4O4
+ with 

acetic acid and D2O many different decomposition products are formed belonging to all three 

reaction channels. None of the reaction processes described in Reactions 5.2., 5.3., and 5.4. are 

preferred. A big difference between the spectrum obtained after the reaction with mere acetic 

acid (Figure 5-6) and after a mixture of acetic acid and D2O (Figure 5-7) is the mass range of 

the product peaks. While the mass range in which product peaks are detected during the reaction 

with mere acetic acid is only 150 amu, the mass range for the reaction with both, acetic acid 

and D2O, is 500 amu (reaction time is in both cases 500 ms). The four product signals in Figure 

5-6 can be assigned explicitly to a specific stoichiometry, while it is only unclear if the acetic 

acid is decomposed on the first product peak or not. Such a statement is not possible for the 

signals in Figure 5-7. A similarity for both reactions is the preference for none of the three 

proposed reaction channels. 

The obtained ion mass distribution shown in Figure 5-6 did not appear to be reaction time 

dependent according to the measurements which were done at reaction times between 0 ms and 

500 ms. Furthermore, the product distribution in Figure 5-7 remained the same independent of 

the amount of acetic acid and D2O that was added to the trap. 
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5.3. Ca2Mn2O4
+ with a Ligand Environment 

The next tetrameric cluster ion that was investigated with a simplified ligand surrounding was 

the Ca2Mn2O4
+. The used targets are calcium-manganese-oxide (CaMnO3) targets and the 

cluster distribution is equal to the one shown in Figure 4-2 in Chapter 4.1. The reaction was 

performed under the same reaction conditions as for Mn4O4
+ in the octopole ion trap at room 

temperature and the reaction time was in both cases, with mere acetic acid (Chapter 5.3.1.) and 

with acetic acid and D2O (Chapter 5.3.2.), 500 ms. 

5.3.1. Reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with Acetic Acid 

For the reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with acetic acid, the spectrum in Figure 5-8 was obtained. 

Especially noticeable is the cluster peak which can be seen at 0 amu. This means that after the 

reaction with acid the cluster has only partially reacted with the reactant. The two peaks marked 

with an asterisk can be assigned to background water adsorption peaks. By looking at the 

spectrum it is remarkable that only one product signal arises at a mass of 58 amu belonging to 

the stoichiometry Ca2Mn2O4(CH3COCH3)+. The mass of 58 amu corresponds to the mass of an 

acetone molecule and therefore the ketonization reaction channel (explained in Reaction 5.3.) 

seems to be preferred over the dehydration and decarboxylation channels. The occurrence of 

only one cluster peak indicates a very slow reaction between the cluster ion Ca2Mn2O4
+ and 

acetic acid. Furthermore, the reaction channel is favored where two acetic acid molecules need 

to react with each other by forming acetone, carbon dioxide, and water.116–118 The peak in the 

spectrum might be assigned to the product cluster ion with an attached acetone which gives 

evidence for the assumption that in this case CO2 and H2O are liberated due to their ability of 

being good leaving groups. However, according to the experiments performed in Chapter 4 

H2O cannot be a good leaving group because the reaction of tetrameric cluster ions with water 

showed that a water molecule is deprotonated by the cluster and the OH-group binds strongly 

to it. The obtained product peak in Figure 5-8 at a mass of 58 amu is very broad which might 

indicate the adsorption of an acetic acid molecule (60 amu) to the cluster ion instead of an 

acetone molecule. 

If too much acetic acid is inserted into the trap a charge transfer reaction takes place and all 

educt and product signals disappeared (already explained in Chapter 5.1.). 
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Figure 5-8: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with acetic acid. 

The peaks marked with an asterisk correspond to water adsorption peaks. The spectrum is 

plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The color of the product 

signal indicates the adsorbate which is attached to the cluster ion and is explained above the 

peak. 

5.3.2. Reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with Acetic Acid and Water 

The next step was the reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with acetic acid and water. For this purpose, both 

reactants were added to the octopole ion trap which led to the mass distribution shown in Figure 

5-9. The product distribution of the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion with acetic acid/D2O shown in 

Figure 5-9a has two product peaks at the masses of 62 amu, and 82 amu (depicted in dark green) 

where one ketene is adsorbed to the cluster and additionally one or two water molecules. This 

leads to products with the stoichiometries Ca2Mn2O4(CH2CO)(D2O)1-2
+. According to the 

masses of the product peaks and the knowledge of the three reaction channels, dehydration, 

decarboxylation, and ketonization, these are the only appropriate assignments of the product 

complexes. The next three peaks are marked in light green arising at the masses of 102 amu, 

122 amu, and 142 amu, respectively, and belonging to the products 

Ca2Mn2O4(C2H4O2)(CH2CO)(D2O)0-2
+. In these three cases the attached acetic acid molecule 

(C2H4O2) could also be dissociated according to reaction channels 5.2. (CH2CO + H2O) or 5.3. 

(CO2 + CH4) resulting in the stoichiometries Ca2Mn2O4(CH2CO)2(H2O)(D2O)0-2
+ or 

Ca2Mn2O4(CO2)(CH4)(CH2CO)(D2O)0-2
+, respectively. Since in all cases a ketene molecule is 

attached to the cluster ion, it is rather unlikely that the acetic acid molecule decomposes 
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according to the decarboxylation channel. The distribution of the reaction products clearly 

demonstrates that the dehydration process is favored when acetic acid and water are added as 

reactants. The products arising by dehydration are ketene and water.114,115 If more ketene 

molecules as water molecules are adsorbed to the cluster complex or vice versa, the products 

do not originate from the decomposition of the intact acid molecule into both products of the 

dehydration process. This is the case because during the decomposition process only one ketene 

and one water molecule are formed out of one acetic acid molecule which means that the 

amount of both products (CH2CO and H2O) should always be equal to each other. For this 

reason the stoichiometries Ca2Mn2O4(CH2CO)2(H2O)(D2O)0-2
+ are unlikely because two acetic 

acid molecules had to decompose into two ketene molecules and two water molecules and one 

of the water molecules has to be liberated while the other one stays attached to the cluster. 

Therefore, the product stoichiometries Ca2Mn2O4(C2H4O2)(CH2CO)(D2O)0-2
+

 where one acid 

molecule is coordinated intactly and the second one is decomposed via dehydration is most 

likely. 

 

 

Figure 5-9: Ion mass distributions obtained after the reaction of Ca2Mn2O4
+ with acetic acid 

and D2O. The spectra are plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The 

colors of the product signals indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion 

and are explained above the peaks. (a) and (b) show two different reaction paths and only differ 

by the assignment of the product peaks. 
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The resulting products consist of stoichiometries with isotopically labelled water, D2O. As a 

consequence, the water which is formed by the decomposition of acetic acid is immediately 

liberated and only background water (D2O) is adsorbed to the cluster. 

When water is added to the reaction, the Ca2Mn2O4
+ ion seems to gain reactivity in contrast to 

the reaction with mere acetic acid because the bare cluster peak at 0 amu has disappeared. 

Moreover, the amount of product peaks strongly increased. Therefore, these results suggest an 

activation, which means a shift of the reactivity of the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion towards the 

dehydration process by the addition of water. Without water, the favored reaction channel 

seems to be the ketonization. 

Furthermore, the product peaks arising at 102 amu, 122 amu, and 142 amu indicate the 

adsorption of an intact acid molecule to the cluster. The peaks highlighted in dark green give 

evidence for the decomposition of one adsorbed acid molecule with subsequent adsorption of 

multiple background water molecules (D2O). This means that one of the adsorbed acid 

molecules is fragmented while the other acid molecules can be attached without decomposition 

to the cluster. These product peaks indicate the decomposition of only one acid molecule 

because there is always just one ketene molecule attached to the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion. 

Another issue is the similarity of the masses of three deuterated water molecules and one acetic 

acid molecule (60 amu). If an acid molecule is adsorbed to the cluster for the products marked 

in light green (Figure 5-9a), then it has to coordinate without dissociation. But due to the 

accordance of the masses of three D2O molecules and one acetic acid molecule, it may also be 

that the light green peaks have another product stoichiometry, namely 

Ca2Mn2O4(CH2CO)(D2O)3-5
+ which can be seen in Figure 5-9b. The theoretical calculations for 

the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion with D2O performed by U. Landman, presented in Chapter 4.2.1. of 

the present thesis, revealed that a calcium atom is able to coordinate four intact water molecules 

while one manganese atom is only able to adsorb one water molecule dissociatively via 

hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges. By extrapolating this knowledge to the Ca2Mn2O4
+ complex, 

this ion should be able to adsorb four intact water molecules on each of the calcium atoms as 

well as two water molecules dissociatively on the manganese atoms which makes a total number 

of ten water molecules. According to the reactivity experiments performed with Ca2Mn2O4
+ 

towards D2O, presented in Chapter 4.2. in Figure 4-3c, this cluster ion can adsorb up to six 

water molecules. On the basis of the theoretical and experimental studies the stoichiometries 

Ca2Mn2O4(CH2CO)(D2O)3-5
+

 are feasible, as well.
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By performing gas-phase experiments combined with mass spectrometric analysis, it was not 

possible to distinguish between these two possibilities presented in Figure 5-9a and Figure 5-9b. 

Another important point is that increasing the amount of acetic acid in the mixture of acetic 

acid and D2O led to a complete loss of the cluster signal and no reaction products could be 

detected anymore according to the charge transfer reaction (see Chapter 5.1.). 

5.4. Ca3MnO4
+ with a Ligand Environment 

In order to complete the reactivity experiments of the tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide 

series, the calcium-rich cluster ion Ca3MnO4
+

 was investigated next. Similar to Ca2Mn2O4
+, 

binary calcium-manganese-oxide targets were used for the cluster production. The mass 

distribution is shown in Figure 5-2 and the cluster examined in the following chapter is depicted 

in orange by the notation (3,0,4) at a mass of 239 amu. 

5.4.1. Reaction of Ca3MnO4
+ with Acetic Acid 

The sequence of the experiment remains identical to the one used for the Mn4O4
+ and the 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ions presented in Chapters 5.2. and 5.3. The gas-phase studies were 

performed at room temperature and under the same conditions as all experiments presented in 

Chapter 5. As a first step acetic acid was added to the trap, where the selected cluster ion 

Ca3MnO4
+ was captured. The resulting mass distribution spectrum is displayed in Figure 5-10. 

The spectrum is again plotted on an abscissa where the mass of the bare cluster peak is set to  

0 amu. The first two peaks are marked with an asterisk and indicate background water 

adsorption. 

Having a look at the spectrum it is apparent that the cluster completely reacted with the reactant 

through the formation of many different products because no mass signal of the bare cluster ion 

is detected. The peaks arising at 60 amu and 180 amu are resulting from the adsorption of acid 

molecules yielding in the stoichiometries Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)1,3
+. These two products are 

highlighted in blue in Figure 5-10. As already explained in the sections above, the acid molecule 

does not necessarily be adsorbed intactly to the cluster ion but can also be dissociated according 

to the dehydration or decarboxylation process which would lead to the following products 

Ca3MnO4((CH2CO)(H2O))1,3
+

 or Ca3MnO4((CO2)(CH4))1,3
+, respectively. 
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Figure 5-10: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca3MnO4
+ with acetic acid. 

The peaks marked with an asterisk correspond to water adsorption peaks. The spectrum is 

plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The colors of the product 

signals indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion and are explained above 

the peaks. 

The signals occurring between the masses of 78 amu and 160 amu in the spectrum belong to a 

series of decomposition products of the added acetic acid according to the three presented 

reaction channels, dehydration, decarboxylation, and ketonization. The peak (depicted in light 

blue) which is emerging at a mass of 78 amu corresponds to the product 

Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)(H2O)+. This product peak shows not a clear preference for one specific 

reaction channel because the attached water molecules might result from background water. 

The next two peaks are marked in purple and can be assigned to product stoichiometries that 

demonstrate a preference for the decarboxylation channel described in Reaction 5.3. They 

appear at the masses of 98 amu and 116 amu assigned to the products  

Ca3MnO4(CO2)(H2O)3-4
+. The methane molecule which is formed during the decarboxylation 

process is not attached to the cluster ion which proposes that CH4 is a good leaving group. These 

peaks give evidence that the peaks at the masses of 60 amu and 180 amu have no stoichiometry 

where the acetic acid molecule is decomposed according to the decarboxylation channel 

because CH4 seems to be a good leaving group. Therefore, the stoichiometry 
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Ca3MnO4((CO2)(CH4))1,3
+ of the blue signals at 60 amu and 180 amu can be rejected which 

leads to the most probable stoichiometry for the masses at 60 amu and 180 amu, 

Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)1,3
+, where intact acid molecules are attached to the complex. Based on the 

perception, that the most probable stoichiometry includes intact acid molecules, the assignment 

of the other peaks in Figure 5-10 becomes easier. The lilac signal in Figure 5-10 corresponds 

to the stoichiometry Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)(CO2)(H2O)2
+ and has a mass of 140 amu. This product 

structure intensifies the assumption of a preference for the decarboxylation channel of the 

calcium-rich oxide Ca3MnO4
+. 

The peak depicted in turquoise (160 amu) exhibits a different composition than all other product 

peaks in Figure 5-10. There, for the first time for the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion an acetone molecule 

is attached to the cluster yielding the product Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)(CH3COCH3)(CH2CO)+. 

Additionally, a ketene molecule is coordinated to the cluster whereas no CO2 is contained in 

this stoichiometry. 

As displayed in Figure 5-10 the calcium-rich oxide cluster reacts with acetic acid by forming 

various products including decomposition products. The spectrum does not show a clear 

preference for one of the three reaction channels, dehydration, decarboxylation, or ketonization 

because products belonging to all of the three channels can be found. The peaks at a mass of  

60 amu and 180 amu predict an adsorption of one respectively three acetic acid molecules to 

the cluster but with the mass spectrometry method employed in the presented experiments it is 

not possible to say whether these molecules coordinate dissociatively to the cluster or intactly. 

5.4.2. Reactions of Ca3MnO4
+ with Acetic Acid and Water 

The next step of evaluating the reaction behavior of the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster in a ligand 

environment is the analysis of the cluster ion in an acetic acid/water environment. For this 

reason, both reactants were added to the rf octopole ion trap and the obtained mass distribution 

after the reaction of the mass selected cluster with both reactants is displayed in Figure 5-11. 

Similar to all other spectra shown in Chapter 5 this spectrum is also plotted on an abscissa 

where the mass of the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The experimental conditions were also 

identical to the other experiments presented in Chapter 5. Both spectra shown in Figure 5-11 

are identical and just differ by the assignment of the product peaks.  
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Figure 5-11: Ion mass distributions obtained after the reaction of Ca3MnO4
+ with acetic acid 

and D2O. The spectra are plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The 

colors of the product signals indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion 

and are explained above the peaks. (a) and (b) show two different reaction paths and only differ 

by the assignment of the product peaks. 

In both spectra shown in Figure 5-11 the cluster peak completely reacted with the reactants 

similar to the reaction of Ca3MnO4
+ with acetic acid. This is an indication for the high reactivity 

of this cluster towards both, acetic acid and acetic acid in conjunction with water. 

The first two peaks appearing at the masses of 78 amu and 98 amu, respectively, are depicted 

in dark red and correspond to the product stoichiometries Ca3MnO4(CH3COCH3)(D2O)1-2
+. Due 

to the three identified reaction channels (dehydration, decarboxylation, ketonization), the 

masses that are occurring in the mass distribution spectra, and the reactants which are added to 

the trap (acetic acid, D2O), the stoichiometry of the peaks at the masses of 78 amu and 98 amu 

can only be assigned as shown in Figure 5-11. The attached acetone molecule gives evidence 

for the reaction of two acid molecules with each other by decomposition and formation of 

acetone. The next peak in Figure 5-11a marked in red belongs to a cluster composition where 

acid and acetone are coordinated to the cluster ion. This yields the product 

Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)(CH3COCH3)+ which appears at a mass of 118 amu. The signal arising at 

138 amu corresponds to the same product structure like the one at 118 amu with the difference 
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that an additional D2O is attached to the cluster leading to 

Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)(CH3COCH3)(D2O)+. 

The peak marked in light red (160 amu) in Figure 5-11a yields a product where only acid and 

water are attached to the cluster, contrary to the dark red (78 amu and 98 amu) and the red  

(118 amu and 138 amu) product peaks leading to the stoichiometry Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)2(D2O)2
+. 

The last peak is highlighted in blue and corresponds to the product Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)3
+ 

appearing at a mass of 180 amu. 

By analyzing the spectra shown in Figure 5-11 numerous questions are arising. The three 

product molecules coordinated to the cluster ion are acetone, water, and acetic acid for all 

products. The first two peaks marked in dark red cannot be explained by another stoichiometry 

which means that the acid must decompose. The bigger issue is to determine whether the acetic 

acid is decomposed for the red product signals (118 amu, 138 amu, 160 amu) and for the blue 

product signal (180 amu) in Figure 5-11a or not. If D2O is added to the reaction (mass: 20 amu), 

three of them have the same mass as one acetic acid molecule (mass: 60 amu). The first two 

peaks (dark red) propose a product composition where an acetone molecule is attached to the 

cluster and multiple D2O molecules start to adsorb to the cluster. In order to complete this 

reaction series, the first red peak at 118 amu could also be explained by the product composition 

Ca3MnO4(CH3COCH3)(D2O)3
+ which can be seen in Figure 5-11b. The other dark red product 

peaks in Figure 5-11b could also belong to products with one acetone molecule and up to four 

water molecules instead of acetone, acetic acid, and D2O (red peaks in Figure 5-11a). The peaks 

marked in dark blue in Figure 5-11b do not belong to product compositions that can continue 

the series of one attached acetone and additional water molecules. If it would be assumed that 

the peaks appearing at a mass of 60 amu and a multitude of 60 amu belong to multiple water 

molecules, the last two peaks in Figure 5-11b depicted in dark blue would belong to the product 

stoichiometries Ca3MnO4(D2O)8-9
+. This would indicate, that the Ca3MnO4

+ cluster ion is able 

to adsorb up to 9 water molecules. 

As already mentioned in Chapter 4, the manganese atoms bound in the tetrameric clusters 

CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) are able to dissociate water to H and OH. The deprotonation of the 

water molecules happens via the hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges of the cluster ion which was 

already proven by Lang et al.9,107,108 for the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion. The structure of the Ca3MnO4

+ 

cluster ion remains unclear by now. From the theoretical studies which were performed with 

the tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide cluster ions CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) towards D2O and 

H2
18O, explained in Chapter 4, it is known that the CaMn3O4

+ cluster ion is able to dissociate 
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three water molecules. This means that each of the three manganese atoms is able to dissociate 

one water molecule into H and OH, hydroxylating three of the four available oxo-bridges. In 

this case the calcium atom can coordinate four intact water molecules (see Figure 4-5) which 

yields a total amount of seven water molecules adsorb to the cluster. Applying this knowledge, 

gained from the theoretical calculations of the tetrameric cluster ion with water, to the issue 

concerning the Ca3MnO4
+ ion it might be possible to obtain new insights into the reactivity of 

this cluster ion. In the case of the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster complex, there is only one manganese atom 

coordinated in the tetramer which would lead to the dissociation of only one water molecule, 

according to the findings for the CaMn3O4
+ cluster. For this reason, only one oxo-bridge can be 

hydroxylated, and four oxo-bridges remain un-hydroxylated. Since a calcium atom is able to 

coordinate up to four water molecules, it is entirely possible that the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster is able 

to adsorb up to 12 intact D2O molecules. One water is adsorbed dissociatively to the manganese 

atom via hydroxylation of one oxo-bridge and up to 12 water molecules can coordinate intactly 

to the three calcium atoms, theoretically. In Figure 5-11b the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster seems to be 

able to adsorb 9 water molecules.  If the tetrameric Ca3MnO4
+ cluster exhibits a cubic structure, 

then the adsorption of up to 9 water molecules can be sterically hindered due to their high 

repulsive forces when they are close to each other. According to the DFT calculations 

performed by Mafuné et al.132 the Ca4O4
+ cluster ion possesses a cubic structure. Due to the fact 

that the Ca4O4
+ and the Ca3MnO4

+ cluster ions both are calcium-rich complexes and possess a 

related reaction behavior (see Chapter 4, Figure 4-3d) it is not unlikely that both could have the 

same geometry. 

According to the experiments of the tetrameric cluster ions with D2O presented in Chapter 4.2. 

in Figure 4-3d, the Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion is able to adsorb only up to seven water molecules. 

Due to the information gained by the performed experiments, the stoichiometries of the dark 

blue peaks presented in Figure 5-11b is rather unlikely. By taking all the information gained by 

the experimental and the theoretical data into account it is not possible to state whether the 

reaction of Ca3MnO4
+ with acetic acid and D2O leads to the products named in Figure 5-11a or 

in Figure 5-11b. Theoretically, both options can work for this cluster but without knowing the 

exact structure it can be hardly said which reaction path is favored. However, an adsorption of 

up to 9 water molecules would lead to a high steric hindrance on the cluster ion due to the 

repulsive forces of the molecules. For this reason and due to the experiments presented in 

Chapter 4 it is most likely that the product distribution shown in Figure 5-11a is preferred.
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The Ca3MnO4
+ cluster ion behaves very differently to the cluster ions Mn4O4

+, Ca4O4
+

, and 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ with regards to the amount of added acetic acid in the acetic acid/water mixture in 

the trap. The cluster signal of the Ca2Mn2O4
+ and the Ca4O4

+ (will be explained in Chapter 5.7.) 

cluster ion reacted very sensitive to the amount of added acetic acid to the trap. At a certain 

amount of added acetic acid all reactant, intermediate, and product peaks disappeared according 

to the charge transfer process (explained in Chapter 5.1.). However, for the cluster ion Mn4O4
+ 

the product signals remain independent of the amount of added acetic acid. For the Ca3MnO4
+ 

complex the cluster signal never disappeared with an increasing amount of acetic acid when the 

trap is already prefilled with D2O but the mass range in which the product peaks occurred 

changed very tremendously. The reaction conditions like temperature, reaction time, or amount 

of added D2O were not changed. While the mass range of the products after the reaction with 

D2O and a small amount of acetic acid ranged from 320 amu to 430 amu, the range increased 

from 320 amu to 850 amu by increasing the partial pressure of acetic acid only a little bit in the 

trap. This means that the range in which the product peaks occurred increased from 110 amu to 

530 amu. 

5.5. Ca4O4
+ with a Ligand Environment 

To complete the tetrameric calcium-manganese-oxide cluster series, finally the reaction of the 

bare calcium-oxide cluster Ca4O4
+ with acetic acid was examined in the first step and with a 

mixture of acetic acid and D2O in a second step. 

5.5.1. Reaction of Ca4O4
+ with Acetic Acid 

First a small amount (partial pressure < 0.01 %) of acetic acid vapor was added to the trap where 

the cluster with the selected mass of 224 amu was captured. The trap was prefilled with 1 Pa 

helium and all experiments were performed at room temperature. The reaction conditions are 

similar to the ones in the experiments presented in Chapter 5. The ion mass distribution obtained 

after the reaction of Ca4O4
+ with acetic acid is displayed in Figure 5-12. 

The spectrum is plotted on an abscissa where the mass of the bare cluster signal is set to 0 amu. 

The first two peaks are marked with an asterisk corresponding to background water adsorption 

peaks.  
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Figure 5-12: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca4O4
+ with acetic acid. The 

spectrum is plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The peaks marked 

with an asterisk correspond to background water adsorption peaks. The colors of the product 

signals indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion and are explained above 

the peaks. 

For the calcium-rich clusters (Ca3MnO4
+, Ca4O4

+) the assigned adsorbate combinations of the 

product peaks (Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-12, respectively) after the reaction with acetic acid 

look very similar. Both cluster ions seem to adsorb acid molecules (peaks depicted in blue in 

Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-12) resulting in the product stoichiometries Ca3MnO4(C2H4O2)1,3
+ and 

Ca4O4(C2H4O2)1-2
+. 

The only difference is the amount of adsorbed water molecules to the cluster ion. Ca3MnO4
+ 

can coordinate three acid molecules while the bare calcium-oxide cluster can only coordinate 

up to two acid molecules. 

The peak depicted in purple in Figure 5-12 has a mass of 80 amu and corresponds to the product 

Ca4O4(CO2)(H2O)2
+. The pink peak shown in Figure 5-12 corresponds to the product 

Ca4O4(CH3COCH3)(CH2CO)+ where an acetone and a ketene molecule are adsorbed to the 

cluster ion. According to the resulting purple product peak (80 amu) the decarboxylation 

channel (Reaction 5.3.) is working for the calcium-rich oxide clusters. The signal highlighted 

in pink also demonstrates that not only the decarboxylation process is performed at  

calcium-rich manganese oxide clusters but also the ketonization and dehydration channels are 

proceeding. 
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The blue product peaks in the spectrum shown in Figure 5-12 make it again not possible to state 

whether the acetic acid molecules are attached intactly or dissociatively to the cluster. However, 

due to the fact that the peak depicted in purple at a mass of 80 amu has the stoichiometry where 

a CO2 molecule (from the decarboxylation channel) and a H2O molecule (from the dehydration 

channel or background water) are attached to the cluster and CH4 and possibly CH2CO have 

been released it is unlikely that the acetic acid molecules is decomposed into either CO2 + CH4 

or CH2CO + H2O. According to the peak marked in pink in Figure 5-12 it gets obvious that the 

dehydration channel is proceeded, and H2O is a good leaving group because ketene is attached 

to the cluster. This means that the attached H2O molecules on the peak depicted in purple 

originated from background water. Therefore, by considering the various product compositions 

the adsorption of intact acid molecules is suggested because of the fact that CH4 and H2O seem 

to be good leaving groups. 

5.5.2. Reaction of Ca4O4
+ with Acetic Acid and Water 

In the next step the reactivity of the bare calcium-oxide cluster ion Ca4O4
+ towards a mixture 

of acetic acid and deuterated water was investigated. The reaction behavior towards acetic acid 

is very similar for the calcium-rich oxide clusters Ca3MnO4
+ and Ca4O4

+. The ion mass 

distribution spectra shown in Figure 5-13 provides information whether the calcium-rich oxide 

cluster Ca4O4
+ again behaves in a manner similar to the Ca3MnO4

+ cluster for the reaction with 

acetic acid/D2O or not. The mass of the bare cluster peak is set to a value of 0 amu and by 

looking at Figure 5-13 it is noticeable that the cluster is very reactive towards the mixture of 

acetic acid and D2O because the cluster peak completely disappeared and various products were 

formed. 

The first two peaks are depicted in dark green in Figure 5-13a and b and possess the masses of 

62 amu and 82 amu. Both product signals can be assigned to decomposition products of the 

acetic acid leading to the stoichiometries Ca4O4(CH2CO)(D2O)1-2
+. The next three peaks 

marked in light green (102 amu, 122 amu, 142 amu) in Figure 5-13a belong to decomposition 

products where one additional acid molecule is adsorbed yielding the products 

Ca4O4(C2H4O2)(CH2CO)(D2O)0-2
+. The last peak (olive) in this spectrum (Figure 5-13a) occurs 

at 164 amu and leads to a product composition where for the first time two ketene molecules 

are attached to the cluster: Ca4O4(C2H4O2)(CH2CO)2(D2O)+. According to the mass of 164 amu 

another stoichiometry is also possible belonging to the decarboxylation channel, namely 
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Ca4O4(C2H4O2)2(CO2)+. This adsorbate combination where a carbon dioxide molecule is 

coordinated to the cluster can be excluded because all other product peaks shown in Figure 5-13 

exhibits a clear preference for the dehydration channel. The obtained reaction products clearly 

show a preference for the dehydration reaction channel because ketene is attached to the cluster 

ion for every product peak. 

The first two peaks (dark green) in the spectrum displayed in Figure 5-13a and b cannot be 

assigned to another stoichiometry due to the obtained masses of 62 amu and 82 amu in the mass 

distribution spectrum which do not fit any other adsorbate combination than the following 

Ca4O4(CH2CO)(D2O)1-2
+. 

For the reaction of the bare calcium-oxide cluster with acid/D2O the same question as for the 

reaction between the Ca3MnO4 cluster ion and acetic acid/D2O occurs, namely if the acetic acid 

molecule is coordinated dissociatively or intactly to the cluster. The first two peaks at 62 amu 

and 82 amu clearly belong to the product structure shown in Figure 5-13a and b. 

 

 

Figure 5-13: Ion mass distributions obtained after the reaction of Ca4O4
+ with acetic acid and 

D2O. The spectra are plotted on an abscissa where the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The 

colors of the product signals indicate the different adsorbate combinations on the cluster ion 

and are explained above the peaks. (a) and (b) constitute two different reaction paths and only 

differ by the assignment of the product peaks. 
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This is different for the peaks highlighted in light green in Figure 5-13a at the masses of  

102 amu, 122 amu, and 142 amu because there one acetic acid molecule is attached to the 

cluster. The mass of one acetic acid molecule (mass: 60 amu) is similar to the mass of three 

D2O molecules (mass: 20 amu). Therefore, when the product compositions shown in Figure 

5-13a includes a C2H4O2 unit, it can also be a (D2O)3 unit. According to this, the stoichiometries 

of the adsorbate combinations of the peaks depicted in light green in Figure 5-13a would change 

yielding the stoichiometries Ca4O4(CH2CO)(D2O)3-5
+ (peaks depicted in dark green in Figure 

5-13b). The last peak at a mass of 164 amu depicted in olive (Figure 5-13a) would then 

correspond to the product stoichiometry Ca4O4(CH2CO)2(D2O)4
+

 which is marked in brown in 

Figure 5-13b. As already explained in the chapters above the theoretical calculations performed 

by U. Landman provide insights into the maximum number of water molecules that can be 

adsorbed to a CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion. In this specific case, described in Chapter 4.2.1., one 

manganese atom is able to adsorb one water molecule dissociatively while a calcium atom is 

able to coordinate up to four intact water molecules. This calculation would lead to a total 

number of 16 intactly adsorbed water molecules for the Ca4O4
+ complex. In the performed 

experiments in the present thesis only up to 5 D2O molecules are coordinated to the complex. 

Due to the DFT calculations performed by Mafuné et al.132 in the year 2018 who predicted a 

cubic structure for the Ca4O4
+ cluster ion, a total number of 5 adsorbed water molecules might 

be possible. The obtained experimental data for the reaction of the Ca4O4
+ cluster ion with D2O 

(see Chapter 4.2., Figure 4-3e) revealed that this complex is able to adsorb up to six water 

molecules. The theoretical as well as the experimental data demonstrate that the adsorbate 

combinations shown in Figure 5-13b where up to five D2O molecules are coordinated to the 

cluster are possible. 

With the gas-phase experiments performed in the present contribution it was not possible to 

distinguish between three isotopically labelled water molecules and an acetic acid molecule due 

to the used mass spectrometric method. As a consequence, it is not possible to express a clear 

preference for either the adsorbate combinations in Figure 5-13a or the product assignments in 

Figure 5-13b. 

Similar to the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion, the Ca4O4

+ complex reacts very sensitive to the amount 

of acetic acid in the trap. If the amount is just minimally increasing, the product peaks 

completely vanished and no cluster signal can be detected anymore (charge transfer reaction, 

explained in Chapter 5.1.).
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5.6. Comparison of the Tetrameric Cluster Ions 

After evaluating all the mass spectra which were obtained after the reactions of the tetrameric 

cluster ions CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0, 2 – 4) with acetic acid and with a mixture of acetic acid and 

D2O the next step is to compare the resulting mass spectra of all reactions. Therefore, all spectra 

were plotted in one figure to provide a better overview over all observed product peaks and to 

compare them with each other. All obtained mass distributions displayed in Figure 5-14 are 

plotted on an x-axis where the mass of the bare cluster peak is set to 0 amu. The left column  

(a – d) shows the distributions after the reaction of the tetrameric clusters with acetic acid 

whereas the middle column (e – h) and the right column (i – k) present the mass spectra after 

the reaction towards acetic acid and D2O. The spectra shown in traces i – k only differ from the 

ones shown in traces e – h by the assignment of the adsorbate combinations. This means that 

the spectra f and i for the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster, g and j for the Ca3MnO4

+ cluster, and h and k for 

the Ca4O4
+ cluster are equal to each other. 

By just comparing the ion mass distributions after the reactions with acetic acid (left column), 

it is noticeable that only the spectra of the calcium-rich oxide clusters Ca3MnO4
+ and Ca4O4

+ 

exhibit related product combinations. In order to compare the spectra shown in the left column 

of Figure 5-14 the reactivity of the tetrameric cluster ions is investigated. The zero point of the 

abscissa are marked by a mass of 0 amu. At this point the bare cluster peak is situated. In nearly 

all of the spectra displayed in traces a to d, the cluster reacted completely with the reactants by 

forming different series of products. Only for the Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion, the cluster signal is 

still visible after the reaction with acetic acid which can be seen in spectrum b in Figure 5-14 

where a signal at 0 amu is apparent. This might be an indicator for a lower reactivity of the 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster towards acetic acid than the other tetrameric cluster ions. 

Similarly, this particular cluster ion is the only one that forms just one product after the reaction 

with acid. It is not possible to state whether the attached adsorbate is one acetone molecule  

(58 amu) or if it is an attached acetic acid molecule (60 amu) because the obtained product peak 

is a broad product peak. 

A significant similarity of the reactions of all tetramers with acetic acid is the fact that the acid 

in all cases decomposes according to one or more of the three reaction channels, dehydration, 

decarboxylation, and ketonization. For the reactions of Mn4O4
+ and Ca2Mn2O4

+ with acetic acid 

the two molecules CO2 and H2O seem to be good leaving groups.  
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Figure 5-14: Ion distributions obtained after the reaction of Mn4O4
+, Ca2Mn2O4

+, Ca3MnO4
+, 

and Ca4O4
+ with acetic acid (left column, a – d) and a mixture of acetic acid and D2O (middle 

and right column, e – k) at room temperature. The spectra shown in traces i – k only differ from 

the ones shown in traces f – h by the assignment of the adsorbate combinations. The spectra are 

plotted on an abscissa where the mass of the bare cluster peak is set to zero amu. The peaks 

marked with an asterisk belong to background water adsorption peaks. For each cluster different 

series of product combinations are observed which are color coded. The explanation of the 

colors is shown in the tables below the spectra. On the left side the product compositions after 

the reaction with acetic acid and in the middle and on the right side the product compositions 

after the reactions with acetic acid/D2O are shown. 
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For the reaction of the bare calcium-oxide cluster with acid/D2O the same question as for the 

reaction between the Ca3MnO4 cluster ion and acetic acid/D2O occurs, namely if the acetic acid 

molecule is coordinated dissociatively or intactly to the cluster. The first two peaks at 62 amu 

and 82 amu clearly belong to the product structure shown in Figure 5-13a and b.  

The peak assignments of the signals in traces c and d look very similar to each other. Both 

calcium-rich oxide clusters (Ca4O4
+ and Ca3MnO4

+) adsorb exactly two molecules of 

background water (peaks marked with an asterisk). For both cluster ions all three reaction 

channels are proceeding which means that they have no clear preference for one of them. The 

question that is arising by looking at the mass spectra in the left column is the condition of the 

acetic acid (intact or dissociated). However, by taking all the obtained product compositions in 

trace a, c, and d into account it is more likely that the acid in all cases is able to adsorb intactly 

on the cluster one time and then starts to decompose according to the different reaction 

channels. This is assumed because of the fact that no product structure consists of an equivalent 

number of both decomposition products formed by either the dehydration or by the 

decarboxylation channel. 

As a next step the middle and the right columns of Figure 5-14 will be evaluated by comparing 

the obtained reaction spectra after the reaction of the tetrameric CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0, 2 – 4) 

cluster ions with a mixture of acetic acid and D2O. First it is noticeable that no bare cluster peak 

(0 amu) is present in all spectra which means that all clusters completely reacted with the 

reactant mixture. Furthermore, the product distributions of Ca2Mn2O4
+ and Ca4O4

+  

(traces f and h, traces i and k, respectively) resemble one another. For the reaction towards the 

acid/D2O mixture some tetrameric cluster ions clearly favor one reaction channel except the 

Mn4O4
+ ion where it was not possible to assign the product structures to the obtained masses. 

The calcium-rich oxide cluster Ca3MnO4
+ preferred the ketonization process whereas the 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ and the Ca4O4

+ show a significant preference for the dehydration channel. 

Another problem is the similarity of the masses of one acetic acid molecule and three D2O 

molecules. For all product peaks with a C2H4O2 unit in traces f, g, and h the intact acid molecule 

can also indicate the adsorption of three D2O molecules (traces i – k). Without the detailed 

structures of the particular tetrameric cluster ions it was not possible to propose the priority of 

either three isotopically labelled water molecules or one acetic acid molecule. Furthermore, the 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ ion and the Ca4O4

+ ion reacted very sensitively to the amount of acetic acid in the 

acid/D2O mixture. By increasing the amount of added acid minimally (partial pressure still  

< 0.01 %) the signals for the reactants, products, and intermediates vanished due to a charge 
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transfer reaction while this phenomenon cannot be seen for the Ca3MnO4
+ and the Mn4O4

+ 

cluster ions. 

5.7. Conclusion 

The reaction behavior of free, mass-selected tetrameric CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0, 2 – 4) cluster ions 

towards acetic acid and a mixture of acetic acid and D2O was studied in an octopole ion trap 

under well-defined reaction conditions. Previously, three reaction channels for the 

decomposition of acetic acid have been identified (see Chapter 5.1.), the dehydration of acetic 

acid to ketene (Reaction 5.2.), the decarboxylation of the acid to CO2 (Reaction 5.3.), and the 

ketonization process (Reaction 5.4.).116–118 

 

   CHmCOOH ∆→ H�O + CH�CO    (5.2.) 

   CHmCOOH ∆→ CO� + CH�    (5.3.) 

  2 CHmCOOH ∆→ CHmCOCHm + CO� + H�O   (5.4.) 

 

Furthermore, the deprotonation channel, also called charge transfer reaction, of the acetic acid 

is an important process which should be considered for the experiments presented in the present 

chapter.131 

These reactions show that acetic acid can be pyrolyzed to yield many different products. The 

industrial large-scale pyrolysis requires very high temperatures of about 1000 K and the two 

channels, dehydration and decarboxylation compete with each other. By increasing the 

temperature to between 1300 K and 1800 K, the rate constants for both channels become 

similar.115 

In the present contribution the decomposition of acetic acid mediated by (calcium-)manganese-

oxide clusters in the gas-phase at room temperature was investigated for the first time. Recent 

reactivity experiments of the stoichiometric cluster ions Mn3O3
+ and Mn4O4

+ towards acetic 

acid demonstrated the ability of manganese-oxide clusters to mediate the decomposition 

process of acetic acid.131 

It can be concluded that for all investigated tetrameric cluster ions except Ca2Mn2O4
+ in reaction 

with acetic acid all three reaction channels appear and are in direct competition with each other. 
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For the Ca2Mn2O4
+ ion it is not possible to state whether the ketonization channel is proceeding 

or if only an acetic acid molecule is attached to the complex. 

By adding D2O to the trap which is already filled with acetic acid, the preference of the 

tetrameric cluster ions regarding one specific reaction channel can be changed. This means that 

the addition of deuterated water to the acetic acid seems to push the reactivity of some of the 

tetrameric cluster ions in one specific direction showing that the three reaction channels are not 

in direct competition with each other anymore. The dehydration channel is favored for the 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster ion and the Ca4O4

+ cluster ion and the ketonization channel is preferred by 

the Ca3MnO4
+ complex. 

Another interesting issue for discussion is the disappearing of the cluster signal and all product 

signals in the presented experiments. The Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster signal reacted very sensitive on 

the amount of added acetic acid to the trap for the experiments with mere acetic acid as well as 

for the experiments with a mixture of acid and D2O. By increasing the amount of acid to the 

trap minimally (partial pressure still < 0.01 %, reaction time still 500 ms) the reactant and 

product signals vanished which can be explained by the deprotonation channel. The Ca4O4
+ 

complex also reacted according to the charge transfer process when acid and D2O are added to 

the trap. 

In a recent study the cluster signals of the manganese-oxide clusters Mn4O4
+ and Mn3O3

+ also 

disappeared by increasing the reaction time up to 100 ms.131 The explanation for such a behavior 

is the fourth reaction channel, namely the charge transfer reaction. There, a charge transfer from 

the cluster to the acid occurs and H+ or H3O+ are liberated, which can be seen in Equation 5.5. 

The amount of water molecules is denoted with n and x = 2 and 4. 

 

Ca�Mn���O�� + CHmCOOH + n H�O → Ca�Mn���O�+CHmCOO- + H+H�O-5� (5.5.) 

 

It is not possible to detect these cations in the present gas-phase experiment because of the low 

mass detection limit of the quadrupoles. Even by increasing the pressure in the octopole ion 

trap up to 2 Pa there are still no reaction products visible. A higher pressure in the trap leads to 

a faster thermalization process of the formed products due to the higher collision frequency 

between the captured cluster ion and the neutral gas (helium).133,134 Furthermore, the internal 

and kinetic energy of a cluster ion is thermalized by the collision gas. 

The Ca2Mn2O4
+ cluster and the Ca4O4

+
 cluster react very strongly on small fluctuations of the 

acid vapor concentration in the trap (fluctuations cannot even be seen on the pressure gauge) 
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because both clusters prefer the dehydration reaction channel if less acid is present in the trap. 

This preference can be changed from the dehydration process to the deprotonation process 

(charge transfer reaction) by increasing the amount of acetic acid in the mixture. Interestingly 

in the experiments performed in the present contribution, the charge transfer reaction for the 

Mn4O4
+ and the Ca3MnO4

+ cluster ions can be completely excluded. 

5.8. Perspective 

The present thesis represents an important step for the hierarchical approach by increasing the 

compositional complexity of the produced metal-oxide cluster ions. Furthermore, a new step in 

the hierarchical approach is presented employing gas-phase clusters with an acid/water 

environment as model systems for the inorganic cluster core CaMn4O5 in the OEC with its 

corresponding amino acid residue surrounding. 

The reactivity experiments towards acetic acid and a mixture of acetic acid and water provided 

a better insight into the reaction behavior of the tetrameric cluster ions CaxMn4-xO4
+  

(x = 0, 2 – 4). All investigated tetrameric cluster complexes decomposed the acetic acid 

according to at least one of the three identified reaction channels, dehydration, decarboxylation, 

and ketonization. The next step will be the identification of a carboxylic acid molecule that 

coordinates intactly to the cluster ion for resembling the behavior of the amino acids in the 

natural PS II. In nature, the amino acids coordinate intactly to the cluster core. In the 

experiments presented in Chapter 5 acetic acid is used as a model system for the ligand 

environment in the natural OEC. The results of the experiments showed that acetic acid is 

decomposing during the reaction with the tetrameric cluster ions whereas the amino acid 

residues in the natural OEC are not decomposing which means that acetic acid is inappropriate 

for simulating the ligand environment of the natural OEC. Therefore, it is necessary to find 

alternative acid ligands which are not decomposing during the reaction with  

calcium-manganese-oxide clusters. 

Several experiments have already been performed including metal-oxides reacting with 

different acids like formic acid, propionic acid, or methyl acetate for mimicking the natural 

ligand surrounding of the active center in the PS II.43,44,125,126,135 The only ligand molecule that 

was found to coordinate to a metal-oxide cluster without dissociation is propionic acid.131 

For further elucidating the reactivity of metal-oxide complexes with a ligand environment, 

different acids which can coordinate molecularly to the cluster are needed. The only difference 
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between acetic acid (CH3COOH) and propionic acid (CH3CH2COOH) is the additional 

methylene-group (-CH2). One feasible option to ensure the intact coordination of a molecule on 

the cluster complex are chelate ligands, which exhibit more than one binding site. One example 

for a chelate ligand is acetyl-acetone ((CH3)2CH2C2O2) that possesses two keto-groups (see 

Figure 5-15). Both oxygen atoms are possible coordination sites and due to the keto-enol 

tautomerism a fragmentation of the molecule is very unlikely because the bonds between the 

carbon atoms are double bonds (Figure 5-15). 

 

 

Figure 5-15: Keto-enol tautomerism of acetyl-acetone. 

Furthermore, acids with a stronger electron-donating effect (+I) should be chosen because 

consequently the polarity of the OH-bond of the carboxylic-group decreases which is a sign for 

a reduced deprotonation ability of the acid. This effect could also be achieved by using amino 

acids which are containing nitrogen atoms. Nitrogen atoms as well as OH-groups are more 

electronegative than carbon atoms which means that they have a strong electron-withdrawing 

effect (-I). The electrons are donated from the adjacent carbon atoms to the nitrogen atom or 

the OH-groups, where the density of electrons increase. Therefore, a fragmentation process is 

less likely. One example for such an acid is iminodiacetic acid consisting of two acid-groups  

(-COOH) and one secondary amino-group (-NH). The structure of iminodiacetic acid is shown 

in Figure 5-16. Another option is the use of acids which have a higher pKa value than acetic 

acid and therefore are weaker acids. This can be implemented by using acids with longer alkyl 

residues due to the increasing positively induced effect, e.g., butanoic acid (CH3(CH2)2COOH). 

 

 

Figure 5-16: Structure of iminodiacetic acid.
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Chapter 6 

6. Pentameric Cluster Model Systems for the OEC 

 

The catalytically activated water splitting process in the biological PS II takes place at an 

inorganic pentameric cluster core (CaMn4O5) embedded in a ligand environment. As a 

reminder, the active center consists of a cubic CaMn3O4 unit and a dangling MnO located 

outside of the cube. In the Chapters 4 and 5 of the present thesis the reaction behavior of the 

cubic tetrameric unit of the cluster core towards different reactants was investigated. Only one 

of these clusters with the stoichiometry CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) was able to facilitate the water 

oxidation process, the mono-calcium oxide cluster CaMn3O4
+. 

 

 

Figure 6-1: Structure of the CaMn4O5 cluster. The involved atoms are highlighted in different 

colors. Reprinted from Reference 21 with permission from AAAS. 
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To probe the water splitting chemistry on a strictly molecular level, it is highly desirable to 

generate free cluster ions in the gas-phase, which possess a composition which is even closer 

related to those of the catalytically active inorganic cluster core in the OEC. This structure is 

shown in Figure 6-1. Similar to the performed experiments presented in Chapter 4 the reaction 

behavior of the ligand-free, isolated, pentameric cluster ions CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) were 

investigated towards D2
16O and H2

18O in the ion trap experiment under multi-collision 

conditions. 

The experiments were not only performed with D2O but also with H2
18O. The reason for this 

is, that in the case of a D2O adsorption process without a subsequent water oxidation the reaction 

with H2
18O gives information about the deprotonation ability of the clusters. Furthermore, if the 

D2O experiments give evidence for a water oxidation process the reaction with H2
18O are 

mandatory for approving the product stoichiometry. As soon as D2O2/H2O2 is formed a 

deprotonation step must be performed during the reaction. 
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6.1. Reactions of Pentamers with Water 

In the present thesis it was possible to produce isolated, ligand-free cluster ions with the 

stoichiometry CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) by accelerating high energetic (10 keV) xenon ions to 

abrade material from solid CaMnO3 targets. The material ejected from these targets consists of 

a large variety of cluster ions of the composition CaxMnyOz
+ (x,y,z in the range of 1 – 7) which 

is displayed in Figure 6-2. The pentameric series consists of six clusters, namely Mn5O5
+, 

CaMn4O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+, Ca3Mn2O5
+, Ca4MnO5

+, and Ca5O5
+. In Figure 6-2 the peaks of the 

first five of these clusters are highlighted in blue. The Ca5O5
+ cluster peak has a mass of  

280 amu and the signal for the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion arises at 284 amu (shown in Figure 6-2 with 

the notation (0,4,4) in orange). Since only the manganese-oxide peak appears in the spectrum 

it was not possible to measure the Ca5O5
+ cluster ion. 

 

 

Figure 6-2: Cluster distribution obtained after sputtering CaMnO3 targets. The peaks are 

denoted with (x, y, z) which corresponds to the stoichiometric composition CaxMnyOz
+. The 

peaks corresponding to the pentameric cluster ions discussed in this chapter are marked in blue. 
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6.1.1. Reactions of Mn5O5
+ with Water 

As a first step the reactivity of the bare penta-manganese-oxide cluster towards D2
16O was 

measured followed by the investigation of its reactivity towards H2
18O. A part of these 

experiments were performed by Dr. I. Fleischer42 and together with the results obtained from 

the experiments performed in the present research project a complete series of all pentameric 

cluster ions with D2O and H2
18O was generated. It is noticeable that both reactants exhibit an 

equal mass of 20 amu. The cluster ion with the desired size and composition, occurring in this 

case at a mass of 355 amu, was then mass-selected in a quadrupole mass filter and transferred 

to the octopole ion trap. The ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Mn5O5
+ with 

D2
16O and H2

18O are presented in Figure 6-3. Trace a shows the product signals after the 

reaction of Mn5O5
+ with deuterated water. The cluster adsorbs multiple water molecules 

yielding the products Mn5O5(D2O)4-5
+. After the reaction with isotopically labelled H2

18O the 

spectrum in trace b is obtained. It exhibits a mass distribution that is similar to that one obtained 

after the reaction with D2O with one difference; all product peaks are shifted by 8 amu to higher 

masses.  

 

 

Figure 6-3: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Mn5O5
+ with (a) D2

16O and (b) 

H2
18O at room temperature. Both spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives the number of 

adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively. Reaction conditions for (a) and 

(b): treact = 100 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactants = 0.001 Pa. Both spectra were measured by Dr. I. 

Fleischer.42 
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As already explained in Chapter 4.2.1. this shift can be explained by the facile exchange of the 

cluster oxygen atoms with the water oxygen atoms. The manganese-oxide cluster, however, 

possesses five cluster oxygen atoms of which only four are exchanged, leading to the products 

Mn5
16O18O4(H2

18O)4-5
+. It can be assumed that the mechanism of the oxygen atom exchange is 

the same for Mn5O5
+ as for Mn4O4

+ which means that the oxo-bridges in the clusters are 

hydroxylated. Therefore, the stoichiometry should rather be described as 

Mn5
16O(18OH)4(18OH)4(H2

18O)0-1
+. 

It is noticeable that the Mn4O4
+ cluster ion (investigated in Chapter 4.2.) was able to exchange 

all of its cluster oxygen atoms with water oxygen atoms. This cluster ion was predicted to have 

a ring-like structure which changes with the adsorption of multiple water molecules. During the 

stepwise adsorption of up to four water molecules to this cluster, the two-dimensional ring-like 

structure changes to a three-dimensional cubic structure where all cluster oxygen atoms can be 

exchanged.9,45,107,108 In contrast to that, the Mn5O5
+ was predicted to have a lowest energy 

structure which resembles the structure of the oxygen-evolving complex in nature (see Figure 

2-4).136 The only difference between the predicted structure for the Mn5O5
+ cluster by Mark et 

al.136 and the natural complex CaMn4O5 is that the calcium atom is substituted by a manganese 

atom. This particular structure could be a reason for the incomplete exchange of the oxygen 

atoms in the Mn5O5
+ cluster ion due to the steric hindrance of the adsorbed water molecules, 

which means a shielding of the reactive center according to the attached ligands, that is 

appearing in a cube-like structure.136 

6.1.2. Reactions of CaMn4O5
+ with Water 

The next step of finding a cluster model system for the active subsite of the natural OEC was 

the improvement of the structure of the pentameric cluster ion, Mn5O5
+, by replacing one 

manganese atom by a calcium atom. It is important to know that the CaMn4O5
+ ion, investigated 

in the present chapter, shows exactly the same composition as the catalytically active inorganic 

cluster core in the OEC. The cluster ion is thermalized in the trap by collision with the helium 

buffer gas and reacts with D2O and H2
18O, respectively, which is added in small partial 

pressures (< 0.01 %) to the trap. Figure 6-4a shows the product mass spectrum that was obtained 

after the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ with D2O in the ion trap. It exhibits three signals that can be 

assigned to product complexes the stoichiometry of which would correspond to the mere 

adsorption of five, six, and seven water molecules without any ligand elimination, leading to 
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CaMn4O5(D2O)5-7
+. The product peak corresponding to CaMn4O5(D2O)6

+ has the highest 

intensity. These three signals exhibit side peaks of smaller intensities that are shifted by 4 amu 

with reference to the mere water adsorption peaks. A shift with such a defined mass implies 

additional two deuterium atoms attached to the cluster resulting in the formal stoichiometry 

CaMn4O5(D2O)5-7D2
+. Moreover, one signal is identifiable in the mass spectrum that is shifted 

by 4 amu relative to the peak that would result from mere adsorption of four water molecules, 

namely the side peak of the peak where four water atoms are coordinated to the cluster. It can 

be assigned to a product complex yielding the stoichiometry CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+. 

The most unexpected signal is occurring in the spectrum at a mass of 418 amu which is the first 

peak in Figure 6-4a. This signal is shifted by 8 amu to higher masses referred to the mere 

adsorption of three water molecules and belongs to the product CaMn4O5(D2O)3(D2)2
+. Here, 

an adsorption of three D2O molecules and a formal attachment of two additional D2 molecules 

at the cluster is indicated. One of the fundamental issues in this case is the question how it is 

possible to form deuterium atoms or molecular D2 during a reaction where D2O is the only 

reactant which was added to the octopole ion trap. This question has already been answered in 

Chapter 4. for the CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion. A possible explanation for the additional deuterium 

atoms attached to the cluster ion is the sequential formation and release of hydrogen peroxide, 

which was already observed in previous experiments in the case of Mn2O2
+ reacting with water.  

 

 

Figure 6-4: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ with (a) D2

16O and 

(b) H2
18O at room temperature. Both spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives the number 

of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively. Reaction conditions: (a) treact = 

0 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa; (b) treact = 500 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 
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There, the products with the following stoichiometries had been formed: Mn2O2D2
+ or 

Mn2O2(D2O)2, 4-5D2
+, respectively.45,46 The hydrogen peroxide is generated after two water 

molecules have been dehydrated by the cluster ion entailing a proton transfer from the water 

molecules to the oxo-bridges of the cluster.45 

The capability of a cluster ion to liberate hydrogen peroxide essentially depends on the ability 

of oxidizing water. In order to prove the involvement of the oxygen atoms of the calcium-metal-

oxide cluster in the water splitting reaction, the ion trap experiments were repeated with H2
18O. 

The studies were performed under the same conditions as for the experiments with D2O. The 

resulting mass spectrum after the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ with H2

18O is displayed in Figure 6-4b. 

The mass distribution shows three product peaks. The first two peaks are shifted by 8 amu to 

higher masses and the third peak is even shifted by 12 amu to higher masses referred to the bare 

water adsorption peaks (marked with dotted lines). The peaks shifted by 8 amu correspond to 

products in which four of the five cluster oxygen atoms are exchanged by 18O atoms of the 

reactant leading to the products CaMn4
16O18O4(H2

18O)4-5
+. Similar to the reaction of the bare 

pentameric manganese-oxide cluster ion, Mn5O5
+, only four O atoms are exchanged. 

Another possible product stoichiometry can be received if only three cluster oxygen atoms are 

exchanged by 18O atoms. Additionally, four or five H2
18O molecules and two hydrogen atoms 

are attached to the cluster resulting in the products CaMn4
16O2

18O3(H2
18O)4-5H2

+. However, 

previous experiments performed with CaMn3O4
+ and D2O demonstrated that all cluster oxygen 

atoms are exchanged by 18O atoms before hydrogen is attached to the cluster ion.109 According 

to these results published in 2019109, the product stoichiometry CaMn4
16O18O4(H2

18O)4-5
+ seems 

to be preferred. 

Regarding the last peak in trace b, the product peak is shifted by 12 amu which can only be 

explained by a complete exchange of all 16O atoms with 18O atoms and additionally, an 

adsorption of two hydrogen atoms to the cluster. The corresponding formal complex 

stoichiometry is CaMn4
18O5(H2

18O)6H2
+. This product shows that the 16O/18O exchange in this 

case is not hampered because all oxygen atoms can be exchanged. In previous gas-phase 

experiments9, in which the reaction of Mn4O4
+ cluster ions with H2

18O was investigated, an 

exchange of cluster oxygen atoms by water oxygen atoms has been observed which is consistent 

with the results presented here. Based on the experiments with isotopically labelled oxygen it 

was possible to gain insights into the binding chemistry inside the cluster ion showing that the 

oxo-bridges can be easily broken for an oxygen exchange reaction. The complete 16O/18O 

exchange during the experiments with H2
18O provides experimental evidence for the ability of 
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CaMn4O5
+ to dissociate water via hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges and is in accordance with 

previous results.9,107 

The experimental results of the reactions between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O or H2

18O, respectively, 

presented in this contribution, show similarities as well as some differences to each other that 

need to be discussed. First, one similarity of both reactions is the ability of the CaMn4O5
+ cluster 

ion to adsorb multiple water molecules (reaction with D2O: up to 7 water molecules, reaction 

with H2
18O: up to 6 water molecules). Secondly, the CaMn4O5

+ cluster ion efficiently 

deprotonates the water molecules and subsequently hydroxylates the oxygen atoms in the 

cluster which was verified with the 16O/18O exchange experiments. The reactions with both 

reactants show product signals, which can only be assigned, if additional hydrogen atoms are 

attached to the cluster complex. Accordingly, a liberation of hydrogen peroxide is assumed in 

both cases. 

The listing of similarities of the reaction of the CaMn4O5
+

 cluster ion with D2O and H2
18O is 

followed by a discussion on the differences between both experiments. The first difference 

between these two reactions are the occurring side peaks for the reaction with D2O in trace a in 

Figure 6-4 that do not occur during the reaction with H2
18O shown in trace b. The side peaks in 

trace a represent cluster compositions where deuterium atoms are attached to the cluster 

complex having a formal stoichiometry of CaMn4O5(D2O)5-7D2
+. In trace b no side peaks are 

apparent in the spectrum and only one product shows a cluster composition where an additional 

H2 is coordinated to the cluster, namely CaMn4
18O5(H2

18O)6H2
+. One reason for that difference 

is that the presented studies were performed in a gas-phase apparatus where the reaction 

conditions depend on external influences like e.g., the temperature fluctuations in the 

laboratory. Furthermore, the water partial pressure in the ion trap is determined by the vapor 

pressure at the temperature of the water reservoir. However, although the reservoir can be 

temperature stabilized by a cooling bath, it is not possible to absolutely accurately adjust the 

same water pressure in the ion trap each day. The pressure reacts very sensitive to small 

temperature changes in the laboratory and thus of the gas lines in the apparatus that occur 

throughout the day. Another possible reason for the arising side peaks during the reaction with 

D2O might be the kinetic isotope effect, which is particularly prevalent in the case of 

hydrogen/deuterium. Therefore, the deuterium atom transfer from the D2O molecule to the 

oxygen atoms of the metal-oxide cluster ion happens much slower than with the hydrogen atoms 

from the H2
18O. Due to this, the cluster complex composition with two additional deuterium 

atoms is more stable than complexes with two hydrogen atoms. It is also possible that the two 
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hydrogen atoms attached to the cluster more likely form molecular H2 which is immediately 

liberated from the cluster complex. Furthermore, the mass resolution in the performed 

experiments might also be a reason, why two deuterium atoms are better visible than two 

hydrogen atoms. 

The second big difference between the two spectra shown in Figure 6-4 is the different amounts 

of adsorbed water molecules to the cluster. During the reaction with D2O the obtained peaks 

match the masses of a mere water adsorption of five, six, and seven D2O molecules while for 

the reaction with H2
18O the mere water adsorption peaks appear when four and five water 

molecules are bound to the cluster. The reason for this difference has already been explained 

above and might depend on the fluctuating amount of water that is inserted into the octopole 

ion trap. 

The third and last big difference of both spectra shown in Figure 6-4 is the varying peak widths 

of the reaction product complex signals. While the product peaks of the reaction between 

CaMn4O5
+ and D2O are very narrow, the peaks depicted in trace b, especially the first two peaks 

are broad product signals. The reason for the broader product signals in trace b might be the 
16O/18O exchange reaction in which some of the cluster oxygen atoms have already been 

exchanged by the water oxygen atoms and some of them were not. The last peak shown in trace 

b appears to be as narrow as the peaks shown in trace a which corresponds to the fact that in 

this case all 16O atoms have been exchanged by substrate oxygen atoms and therefore confirms 

the assumption that has been anticipated before. 

6.1.3. Reactions of Ca2Mn3O5
+ with Water 

Going a step further the calcium content in the pentameric cluster ions was increased for 

comparing the reactivity behaviors of the different CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) complexes. The 

mass spectrum obtained after the reaction of Ca2Mn3O5
+ with D2O at room temperature can be 

seen in trace a of Figure 6-5. Five product signals are obtained from which three of them are 

belonging to the mere water adsorption of multiple D2O molecules yielding the products 

Ca2Mn3O5(D2O)5-7
+. The first two peaks in the spectrum shown in Figure 6-5a are shifted by  

4 amu to higher masses referred to the mere adsorption of water. This product signals indicate 

the attachment of two additional deuterium atoms or a deuterium molecule, D2, to the cluster 

ion leading to the product stoichiometries Ca2Mn3O5(D2O)3-4D2
+. 
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Figure 6-5: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca2Mn3O5
+ with (a) D2

16O and 

(b) H2
18O at room temperature. Both spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives the number 

of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively. Reaction conditions: (a) treact = 

0 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa; (b) treact = 100 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. The 

spectrum obtained after the reaction with H2
18O was measured by Dr. I. Fleischer.42 

This means that also in this case hydrogen peroxide was formed and liberated which leads to 

the attachment of deuterium atoms to the cluster ion when the only added reactant is D2O. 

To prove the assumption of a hydrogen peroxide release, it is necessary to be sure that the  

oxo-bridges in the cluster get hydroxylated because previous experiments proposed the 

formation of H2O2 out of two hydroxyl-groups.109,111 For this reason, this experiment was 

repeated with H2
18O and the resulting mass distribution is shown in trace b of Figure 6-5. The 

first two peaks are shifted by 10 amu to higher masses compared to the mere water adsorption 

(dotted lines). This gives evidence for the complete exchange of all cluster 16O atoms by 

substrate water 18O atoms leading to the product stoichiometries Ca2Mn3
18O5(H2

18O)5-6
+. As 

already explained in Chapter 6.1.2. the product stoichiometry Ca2Mn3
16O18O4(H2

18O)H2
+ is 

rather unlikely because the oxygen exchange reaction happens before additional hydrogen 

atoms are attached to the cluster according to experiments performed with CaMn3O4
+ and 

D2O.109 The last peak in this spectrum is shifted by 14 amu to higher masses, which can only 

correspond to an exchange of all five cluster oxygen atoms and additionally four hydrogen 

atoms are attached to the cluster ion. The stoichiometry of this product signal is 

Ca2Mn3
18O5(H2

18O)7(H2)2
+. 
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A related product with four attached hydrogen atoms can be found for the CaMn4O5
+ cluster 

where, additional to the three adsorbed D2O molecules, four deuterium atoms are coordinated 

to the cluster core (see Figure 6-4a, CaMn4O5(D2O)3(D2)2
+). 

These experiments are in good accordance with previous experiments proving the 

hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges9 and supplementary the formation and liberation of 

hydrogen peroxide.45,46 

Comparing both spectra obtained after the reactions with D2O and H2
18O, some similarities and 

differences occur. According to the spectrum obtained after the reaction with H2
18O the 

Ca2Mn3O5
+ cluster ion can efficiently deprotonate the substrate water molecules with 

subsequent hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. Furthermore, the cluster complex can form 

and liberate hydrogen peroxide because in both spectra product signals arise, in which 

additional hydrogen or deuterium atoms are attached to the cluster. A difference between both 

reactions is the amount of hydrogen peroxide molecules that have to be released. In Figure 6-5a 

only two hydrogen atoms are attached to the cluster corresponding to the products 

Ca2Mn3O5(D2O)3-4D2
+ whereas during the reaction with H2

18O (see Figure 6-5b) even four 

hydrogen atoms are coordinated to the cluster yielding the product Ca2Mn3
18O5(H2

18O)7(H2)2
+. 

This product signal indicates a second formation and liberation of hydrogen peroxide which 

might correspond to the kinetic isotope effect (explained in Chapter 6.1.2.) stating that the 

complexes with attached deuterium atoms are more stable than with hydrogen atoms. For this 

reason, the liberation of a second H2O2 molecule might be favored during the reaction with 

H2
18O. Another difference is the amount of adsorbed water molecules to the cluster ion. The 

fact that during the reaction with D2O a mere water adsorption of five, six, and seven D2O 

molecules occurs and during the reaction with H2
18O only five and six water molecules are 

adsorbed to the cluster might belong to the external influences as explained in Chapter 6.1.2. 

6.1.4. Reactions of Ca3Mn2O5
+ with Water 

As a next step the calcium content in the manganese-oxide clusters was increased to an extent 

that now the amount of calcium atoms exceeds the amount of manganese atoms resulting in the 

cluster ion Ca3Mn2O5
+. The ion distribution spectra obtained after the reactions with D2O and 

H2
18O are depicted in Figure 6-6 in traces a and b, respectively. 

After the reaction with D2O, two product peaks are arising which are both shifted by 4 amu to 

higher mass values with reference to the bare water adsorption. 
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Figure 6-6: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca3Mn2O5
+ with (a) D2

16O and 

(b) H2
18O at room temperature. Both spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives the number 

of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively. Reaction conditions for (a) and 

(b): treact = 500 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactants = 0.001 Pa. 

The only possible stoichiometries for these products are the adsorption of multiple water 

molecules and further an attachment of two D atoms resulting in the product stoichiometries 

Ca3Mn2O5(D2O)3-4D2
+. As already explained in the chapters before this experiment was 

repeated but with another reactant, namely H2
18O, for proofing the oxo-bridge hydroxylation 

process. Figure 6-6b represents the mass distribution after the reaction with H2
18O and two 

product peaks are visible. They both are shifted by 12 amu to higher masses yielding the 

products Ca3Mn2
18O5(H2

18O)3-4H2
+. Both spectra show peaks with exactly the same amount of 

D2O and H2
18O attached to the cluster. The only difference is that in trace b all cluster oxygen 

atoms are replaced by substrate water oxygen atoms and are therefore shifted to higher masses. 

These product peaks indicate that the cluster ion Ca3Mn2O5
+ is able to hydroxylate and 

subsequently form and liberate hydrogen peroxide, similar to Ca2Mn3O5
+ and CaMn4O5

+. 

6.1.5. Reactions of Ca4MnO5
+ with Water 

The last cluster that has been investigated towards isotopically labelled water, D2O and H2
18O, 

is the calcium-rich oxide cluster Ca4MnO5
+. The obtained product mass spectra are depicted in 

Figure 6-7 where trace a represents the ion distribution after the reaction towards D2O. This 

spectrum shows the mere water adsorption of multiple D2O molecules yielding the products 
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Ca4MnO5(D2O)4-6
+. Trace b presents the product signals obtained after the reaction of 

Ca4MnO5
+ with H2

18O which look slightly different than the spectrum depicted in trace a. The 

first two signals in trace b exhibit two peaks, a main peak and a side peak. The main peaks are 

shifted by 8 amu to higher masses corresponding to the incomplete oxygen exchange of the 

oxo-bridges of the cluster with substrate oxygen atoms leading to the products 

Ca4Mn16O18O4(H2
18O)4-5

+. The occurring side peaks are shifted by 10 amu to higher mass 

values with respect to the mere water adsorption which can be associated with the complete 
16O/18O exchange yielding the product stoichiometries Ca4Mn18O5(H2

18O)4-5
+. This is the first 

time that the stepwise exchange of the cluster O atoms by the water O atoms can be observed. 

The last signal in Figure 6-7b does not show a double peak but just one peak shifted by 10 amu 

to higher masses with respect to the mere water adsorption. This resulting product composition 

Ca4Mn18O5(H2
18O)6

+ exhibits a mere water adsorption product where the oxygen exchange 

reaction has been completely proceeded. Regarding both spectra shown in Figure 6-7 they have 

many similarities. In both cases only the mere water adsorption process takes place. The 

Ca4MnO5
+ complex can deprotonate water and hydroxylate the oxo-bridges of the cluster but 

no water oxidation and therefore no formation of H2O2 is performed. Furthermore, in both cases 

the same amount of water molecules is adsorbed to the cluster. Moreover, in trace b the stepwise 

exchange of the cluster oxygen atoms by the water oxygen atoms can be observed. 

 

 

Figure 6-7: Ion mass distribution obtained after the reaction of Ca4MnO5
+ with (a) D2

16O and 

(b) H2
18O at room temperature. Both spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives the number 

of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively. Reaction conditions for (a) and 

(b): treact = 100 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactants = 0.001 Pa. Both spectra were measured by Dr. I. 

Fleischer.42 
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6.2. Comparison of the Pentamers 

After evaluating the reaction behavior of every single pentameric cluster ion towards D2O and 

H2
18O it is possible to compare the whole series of pentameric cluster ions CaxMn5-xO5

+  

(x = 0 – 4) with each other. For this purpose, all obtained spectra are displayed in Figure 6-8, 

where the left column (a – e) represents the spectra arising after the reaction with D2O and the 

right column (f – j) shows the product distributions after the reaction with H2
18O. First, the 

reaction behavior of the different pentameric clusters towards D2O (left column) will be 

compared with each other. 

The first thing that is conspicuous is the fact that all pentameric cluster ions except the  

calcium-rich metal-oxide cluster, Ca3Mn2O5
+, are able to perform a mere water adsorption. At 

the same time, the bare manganese-oxide cluster ion, Mn5O5
+ (trace a), and the calcium-richest 

oxide cluster ion, Ca4MnO5
+ (trace e), are the only complexes that react by adsorbing and 

deprotonating multiple water molecules. This assumption was confirmed by the measurements 

of Mn5O5
+ and Ca4MnO5

+ with H2
18O, which clearly indicate a mere water adsorption with 

subsequent exchange of the cluster oxygen atoms by the water oxygen atoms. The difference 

between these two clusters is the ability of the calcium-rich cluster ion to completely exchange 

all 16O atoms by 18O atoms whereas for the bare manganese-oxide cluster this reaction is 

hampered. 

The spectra shown in traces b, c, and d all exhibit product signals which are shifted by 4 amu 

to higher masses, meaning that the CaMn4O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+, and Ca3Mn2O5
+ cluster ions possess 

additional two deuterium atoms attached to the cluster. It is important to clearly identify the 

Ca3Mn2O5
+ cluster ion as the only complex where all obtained products exhibit two additional 

D atoms. The H2
18O spectrum shown in Figure 6-8i matches the D2O spectrum depicted in trace 

d very well because it also displays the attachment of two hydrogen atoms to the cluster. 

Additionally, this cluster is able to deprotonate water by hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges and 

subsequent formation and liberation of a H2O2 molecule. Since no mere water adsorption peaks 

are observed, the formation and liberation process can only be carried out once because no D2 

or H2 were added as a reactant but only D2O or H2
18O. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

Ca3Mn2O5
+ cluster is able to activate the water splitting process but only in a non-catalytical 

way.  
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Figure 6-8: Product mass spectra obtained after the reaction of mass-selected CaxMn5-xO5
+  

(x = 0 – 4) clusters with D2
16O (left column, a-e) and H2

18O (right column, f-j) at room 

temperature. For the ease of comparison all mass spectra are plotted on an abscissa that gives 

the number of adsorbed water molecules, i.e. D2
16O or H2

18O, respectively (note that both 

molecules possess a mass of 20 amu). 
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The most interesting spectra shown in Figure 6-8 are depicted in traces b and c where the 

CaMn4O5
+, and the Ca2Mn3O5

+ cluster ions react with D2O. These are the only two spectra 

where a mere water adsorption and simultaneously signals that are shifted to higher masses can 

be observed. Both cluster ions can adsorb four, five, and six water molecules. Additionally, 

both complexes are capable of forming and releasing hydrogen peroxide due to the peaks that 

are shifted by 4 amu to higher masses. A special characteristic of the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion is 

the ability of releasing more than one D2O2 molecule because the first peak in trace b is shifted 

by 8 amu resulting in a cluster composition where four additional deuterium atoms are attached 

to the cluster. The spectra obtained after the reaction of these two cluster ions with H2
18O 

(shown in traces g and h) confirm the results obtained for the experiments with D2O. Both 

complexes are exchanging the cluster oxygen atoms by substrate oxygen atoms however, for 

the CaMn4O5
+, similar to the Ca4MnO5

+, the stepwise exchange procedure of the oxygen atoms 

can be observed. 

One interesting point to mention is, that the Ca2Mn3O5
+ shows a formation of four additional 

hydrogen atoms in trace h (peak marked with +14) after the reaction with H2
18O whereas the 

CaMn4O5
+ only displays four additional deuterium atoms in trace b (marked with +8) and not 

after the reaction with H2
18O in trace g. Summing up, according to the experiments performed 

in the present chapter and without taking the thermodynamics into consideration, both cluster 

ions, CaMn4O5
+ and Ca2Mn3O5

+, are the only complexes of the pentameric cluster series, 

CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4), that might be able to oxidize water catalytically according to their 

obtained mass distributions. 

6.3. Comparison with the Tetramers 

In Chapter 4 the reaction behavior of the tetrameric cluster ions, CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) 

towards D2O and H2
18O, was investigated. The experiments revealed a mere water adsorption 

for all tetrameric complexes except CaMn3O4
+. There two additional hydrogen atoms are 

observed on the cluster ion which was the first indication for a H2O2 elimination mediated by 

calcium-manganese-oxide clusters. A better insight into the reaction behavior of the complexes 

that resemble the natural complex of the OEC, CaMn4O5, in the PS II has been given by the 

investigation of the pentameric cluster ions. The studies performed with the pentameric 

complexes, CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4), are in good accordance with the results shown in Chapter 

4. These experiments strengthened the prediction that calcium-manganese-oxide clusters can 
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mediate the water oxidation process as it is performed in the natural OEC. Three of the 

pentameric complexes (CaMn4O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+, Ca3Mn2O5
+) and one of the tetrameric 

complexes (CaMn3O4
+) seem to be able to activate the water splitting process. This is also an 

evidence for the high activity of the pentameric cluster ions. Furthermore, the tetrameric as well 

as the pentameric cluster ions can deprotonate substrate water molecules with subsequent 

hydroxylation of the cluster oxygen atoms. 

Generally, during the experiments performed with tetrameric and pentameric complexes 

towards water, three reaction channels have been identified. The first reaction channel is the 

mere water adsorption which arises for the bare manganese-oxide clusters, Mn4O4
+ and 

Mn5O5
+, for the bare calcium-oxide cluster Ca4O4

+, and for the mixed cluster ions, Ca2Mn2O4
+, 

Ca3MnO4
+, and Ca4MnO5

+. The second reaction channel that has been suggested is the non-

catalytic water oxidation which was found for the tetrameric cluster ion CaMn3O4
+ and the 

pentameric cluster ion Ca3Mn2O5
+. These are the only complexes where the resulting spectra 

of the reaction with D2O only show peaks that are shifted by 4 amu to higher masses and no 

bare water adsorption peaks. The last and most interesting reaction channel is the catalytic water 

oxidation which might be performed by some of the pentameric cluster ions according to their 

obtained mass spectra. The mass spectra of the Ca2Mn3O5
+ complex as well as of the CaMn4O5

+ 

cluster ion which resembles the natural OEC, give evidence for the unique property of oxidizing 

water catalytically. This assumption is made only based on the mass spectra obtained during 

the experiments and the thermodynamics of this reaction is not taken into consideration at that 

moment. In the next section of the present contribution (Chapter 7) the ability of CaMn4O5
+ to 

oxidize water catalytically will be discussed in greater detail in consideration of the 

thermodynamics of the formation reaction of H2O2. 

6.4. Conclusion 

The experiments performed in Chapters 4 and 6 in the present project represent an important 

step in a new hierarchical modeling strategy employing free cluster ions as simplified model 

systems for the inorganic cluster core of the OEC in the natural PS II. For the first time an 

investigation of tetrameric and pentameric complexes with varying calcium/manganese 

contents in the cluster complex were presented. Due to the fact, that the mass spectra of the 

Ca2Mn3O5
+ and CaMn4O5

+ ions give evidence for the assumption that these two clusters might 

be able to catalytically oxidize water the composition of the clusters seems to be a very 
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important factor. These experiments revealed that the overall amount of metal atoms the cluster 

complex has is very important for the successful formation and elimination of hydrogen 

peroxide. Additionally, not only the total amount of all metal atoms but also the ratio of each 

individual metal atom to one another seems to be a crucial point for the catalytic water oxidation 

process. In addition, it is crucial that a calcium atom is involved in the cluster structure because 

in recent studies,45,46 the only complex which was able to mediate the water oxidation process 

was the Mn2O2
+, but this process only happens non-catalytically such as it is assumed in the 

present thesis for the CaMn3O4
+ and the Ca3Mn2O5

+ cluster ions. Moreover, the exact number 

of calcium atoms in the cluster is significant for the reaction behavior of a cluster complex. 

Finally, it can be stated that the reaction behavior of a cluster ion depends strongly on the size 

and the total composition of the complex but also especially on the calcium content in the 

cluster. 
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Chapter 7 

7. CaMn4O5
+ as a Model for the Natural OEC 

 

The CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion, which was investigated and explained in Chapter 6, might has the 

ability of oxidizing water catalytically by just considering the obtained mass spectra and not 

the thermodynamics of the hydrogen peroxide formation reaction. Furthermore, this particular 

metal-oxide cluster ion has the same composition as the inorganic cluster core of the OEC in 

the PS II. By now, nothing is known about the reaction scheme or a potential mechanism for 

the hydrogen peroxide formation so far. To learn more about the mechanism, kinetic traces of 

the reaction between the cluster ion CaMn4O5
+ and D2O were recorded at room temperature. 

Hence, a reaction scheme can be deduced which may help to better understand the principle of 

the water oxidation process. 

 

 

Figure 7-1: For the reaction between the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion and D2O kinetic traces have 

been obtained. The reaction time dependent traces may provide information about the reaction 

mechanism of the water splitting process. The left image is adapted with permission from 

Reference 137. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.
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7.1. Kinetics of CaMn4O5
+ with Water 

The spectra shown in Figure 6-4a and b demonstrated that the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion is able to 

bind substrate water as well as to deprotonate substrate water. To learn more about the reaction 

behavior of this cluster complex, kinetic measurements were performed for the reaction 

between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O at room temperature. Kinetic traces are obtained by recording the 

ion signal intensities of all educts and products as a function of the reaction time. In the present 

project the range of values for the reaction time was from 0 ms to 2000 ms. After the kinetics 

were recorded, the resulting signals of the educts and products must be normalized to the total 

ion signal. The equation for the normalization is shown in Equation 7.1. In this equation n is 

the total number of the reaction educts and products, and Signal(i) characterizes the signal 

intensity of the ion i. 

 

     Signal+i-5npL �  ¡*¢54q+*-∑ ¡*¢54q+¤-¥¦E¥¦b     (7.1.) 

 

The next step after the normalization of the intensities is the evaluation of the resulting kinetic 

traces. For this purpose, some possible mechanisms for the specific reaction have to be 

proposed. The integrated rate equations were then fitted to the measured data by using the 

software Detmech.92 The operating principle of this software has already been explained in 

Chapter 3.8. By using this method, the reaction mechanism that fits best to the experimental 

data can be obtained. 

In Figure 7-2a the obtained mass spectrum after the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O can 

be seen. Figure 7-2b shows the kinetic traces of all reaction products that were obtained in 

Figure 7-2a. The spectrum in (a) displays no bare cluster peak meaning that the bare CaMn4O5
+ 

cluster ion completely reacted with water. This reaction between the bare CaMn4O5
+ cluster 

and D2O was so fast that it was not possible to record the decreasing cluster signal. The ion 

concentrations of the reaction products with a normalized ion signal smaller than 0.2 (see Figure 

7-2b) remain almost constant over the whole reaction time and none of the reaction products is 

depleted after 2000 ms. The kinetic traces depicted in orange and red seem to approach each 

other and becoming an equilibrium which is however, not reached after 2000 ms which means 

that the reaction time seems to be too short for all products to be in equilibrium with each other. 
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Figure 7-2: Ion mass spectrum (a); and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room 

temperature. The symbols in (b) represent the experimental data which are normalized to the 

total ion concentration. The cluster composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in 

the right corner of the figure. The solid lines are obtained by fitting a proposed reaction 

mechanism (in this case Mechanism A, explained in Chapter 7.1.1.) to the experimental data. 

Reaction conditions (a): treact = 0 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. Reaction conditions (b): 

treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 

Since the ion distribution in the spectrum depicted in Figure 7-2a remains unchanged with 

varying reaction times (from 0 ms to 2000 ms), it can be concluded that some of the reaction 

products have to be in equilibrium with each other. During the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and 

D2O a D2O2 molecule must be formed and eliminated according to the obtained mass spectrum. 

Additionally, two deuterium atoms must remain coordinated to the cluster complex according 

to the product stoichiometries. The elimination step of D2O2 cannot be considered as an 

equilibrium step because only D2O was added as reactant to the ion trap. Furthermore, the 

concentrations of the liberated D2O2 and D2 are orders of magnitude too small to yield 

measurable reaction rates. Additionally, D2 and D2O2 are neutral molecules which cannot be 

measured with the method of mass spectrometry employed in the present experimental setup. 

By contemplating all these factors which are based on the knowledge gained from the mass 

spectrum displayed in Figure 7-2a and the kinetic traces shown in Figure 7-2b it could be 

presumed that the reaction mechanism of this reaction might possibly be described by a catalytic 
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cycle. As a result, several reaction schemes for the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ with D2O could be 

suggested and will be discussed in the following chapters. These proposed schemes were all 

fitted to the experimental data by using the software Detmech.92 The fitting curves described by 

black lines in Figure 7-2b are almost similar for every fitted reaction mechanism (mechanisms 

A to F). In recent experiments the fits of the proposed mechanisms to the experimental data 

gave good proof whether a mechanism fits the experimental data or not.138 In the present case 

the mechanisms are too complicated to distinguish between them because eight products are 

involved in every mechanism. As a consequence, it was not possible to evaluate which of the 

proposed reaction mechanisms fits best to the experimental data. 

By proposing different reaction mechanisms for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O many 

different facts besides the recorded ion mass distribution shown in Figure 7-2a must be 

regarded. This mass spectrum indicates that the reaction might be described by a catalytic cycle 

(as already mentioned above) but by considering the overall thermodynamics of this reaction it 

seems to be different. During this reaction the formation and release of hydrogen peroxide is 

the first important step for obtaining product compositions with two or four additional hydrogen 

atoms attached to the cluster. However, the oxidation of water to hydrogen peroxide and 

molecular hydrogen (2 H2O → H2O2 + H2) is highly endothermic by 347.4 kJ/mol.112 This 

reaction enthalpy corresponds to the energy difference between the products and the educt and 

does not depend on the reaction pathway. According to the thermodynamics of the H2O2 

formation the reaction between the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion and D2O cannot be described by a 

catalytic cycle. A lot of energy is needed for the formation of H2O2 which can be provided in 

the present experiment via two different ways. First of all, the cluster ions are colliding with 

the helium buffer gas in the octopole ion trap. As soon as a cluster ion collides with a He atom 

of the energy-rich tail of the Boltzmann distribution energy can be transferred to the cluster 

system. Secondly, energy can be provided to the system when a substrate water molecule is 

coordinated to the cluster complex releasing binding energy. This energy can be stored in the 

cluster for a certain amount of time and can be used for overcoming the energy barriers along 

the reaction path. This energy can only be provided to the system once. The whole system 

behaves like a micro-canonical ensemble resulting in constant energy conditions. This means 

that energy gained in previous reaction steps can be used for overcoming energy barriers of 

individual reaction steps. But the cluster ions are only able to adsorb a limited number of water 

molecules which means that no energy is provided to the system anymore as soon as no water 

molecules are coordinated to the cluster anymore. Then, there is no energy available for 
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overcoming the energy barrier for the formation of H2O2. At that point the system changes to a 

macro-canonical ensemble where only the energy from the Boltzmann distribution is available 

for overcoming barriers. 

It appears reasonable for the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion to mediate the endothermic hydrogen 

peroxide formation under the given experimental conditions due to the fact that up to 7 water 

molecules were coordinated to the complex (see Figure 7-2a). However, due to the high 

endothermicity of this particular reaction, the water oxidation cannot occur in a full catalytic 

cycle at room temperature. In order for this reaction enthalpy to be provided (plus any potential 

barrier that might also be involved in the reaction) six different mechanisms were proposed 

(mechanisms A to F in Chapters 7.1.1. to 7.1.6.) for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O 

that will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 

The first three mechanisms (mechanisms A to C) are catalytic cycles which were proposed 

based on the obtained mass spectra and the kinetic traces in the present project. The mechanisms 

D to F are non-catalytic reactions and are related to the thermodynamics of the reaction of water 

to hydrogen peroxide and molecular hydrogen. 

It can be summarized, that the thermal energy that is provided at room temperature is not 

sufficient for overcoming the high energy barrier of the endothermic H2O2 formation reaction. 

The energy gain resulting from the adsorption of water molecules, meaning the time where the 

system behaves micro-canonically, is absolutely necessary for the proceeding of this reaction. 

Considering all these factors, it can be concluded that the reaction between the cluster ion 

CaMn4O5
+ and D2O cannot be described by a catalytic cycle due to the very high endothermicity 

of the hydrogen peroxide formation reaction. However, the mass distribution as well as the 

obtained kinetic traces indicate a mechanism that can be described by a catalytic cycle. To cover 

all options, mechanisms were fitted corresponding to a catalytic cycle due to the experimental 

data (mechanisms A to C) as well as mechanisms where the reaction appears to be non-

catalytically according to the thermodynamics (mechanisms D to F). All proposed mechanisms 

only include products which were obtained in the mass spectrum after the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ 

and D2O (see Figure 7-2a). 
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7.1.1. Mechanism A 

 

Figure 7-3: Reaction mechanism A proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 

The first reaction mechanism that is proposed is shown in Figure 7-3a and Figure 7-3b displays 

the corresponding reaction kinetics. The black solid lines in (b) are obtained by fitting the 

mechanism shown in (a) to the experimental data. It is noticeable that this scheme consists of 
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two cycles. The first step of this mechanism is the mere adsorption of water molecules to the 

cluster. The adsorption of five to seven water molecules appears to be an equilibrium reaction. 

Starting from the product with six adsorbed water molecules, the first D2O2 elimination takes 

place and two deuterium atoms remain attached to the cluster. Furthermore, the product 

CaMn4O5(D2O)5D2
+ can either adsorb an additional sixth or seventh water molecule in an 

equilibrium reaction step or eliminate a second D2O2 to form a product with four additional D 

atoms. By adding a D2O molecule and eliminating a formal D2 the first cycle in this reaction 

scheme is closed. If two deuterium atoms are eliminated from the product CaMn4O5(D2O)7D2
+ 

the second cycle is closed showing that this reaction appears to be a catalytic cycle where all 

products obtained in the spectrum in Figure 7-2a are represented. Note that the adsorption of a 

fifth water molecule to the CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+ cluster ion is considered to be a non-equilibrium 

reaction step whereas all other water adsorption reactions appear to be equilibrium steps. If the 

adsorption of a fifth water molecule is considered to be an equilibrium step, the calculated rate 

constants by the software Detmech92 were negative which makes no sense physically. 

7.1.2. Mechanism B 

The second mechanism that has been proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O is 

shown in Figure 7-4a. Similar to mechanism A depicted in Figure 7-3a, mechanism B also 

consists of two cycles but is slightly different regarding the other reaction steps. One difference 

to mechanism A is related to the first elimination of D2O2. In this reaction scheme, the starting 

point of the elimination is not the complex CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+ (as shown in Figure 7-3a) but the 

complex CaMn4O5(D2O)5
+

. There the concerted formation and release of D2O2 and the 

additional adsorption of another water molecule results in the arising product signal 

CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+. The rest of the mechanisms A and B is similar to each other. Furthermore, 

the fits (solid lines) of the kinetic traces in Figure 7-3b and Figure 7-4b cannot be distinguished 

from one another which means that it is not possible to make a statement about the preference 

for one of the reaction mechanisms. 
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Figure 7-4: Reaction mechanism B proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 
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7.1.3. Mechanism C 

 

Figure 7-5: Reaction mechanism C proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 

The next mechanism that was proposed is displayed in Figure 7-5a. The reaction scheme differs 

from mechanisms A and B proposed in Chapters 7.1.1. and 7.1.2. because it consists of three 
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cycle and not only of two. The first cycle is described by the adsorption of D2O to the product 

CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+ and the subsequent elimination of D2O2. In the following reaction step D2O 

is coordinated to the cluster and at the same time D2 is eliminated resulting in the product 

CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+. The second cycle starts with a D2O2 elimination from the product 

CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+. Afterwards, the adsorption of three further water molecules is proceeded. 

Finally, two deuterium atoms are liberated resulting in the CaMn4O5(D2O)7
+ complex. The first 

step of the third cycle is the elimination of D2O2 from the complex CaMn4O5(D2O)7
+ resulting 

in the complex CaMn4O5(D2O)5D2
+. Subsequently, two further water molecules are adsorbed 

to this cluster. In the last step of the third cycle, two deuterium atoms are liberated. The basic 

structure of this mechanism is similar to mechanism A presented in Figure 7-3a. The only 

difference is the third elimination of a deuterium peroxide molecule starting from the complex 

CaMn4O5(D2O)7
+. There, a D2O2 has to be formed and liberated, which furthermore, constitutes 

the third cycle in the presented reaction scheme. The fits of the kinetic traces presented in Figure 

7-5b do not differ from the ones shown in Figure 7-3b and Figure 7-4b. 

7.1.4. Mechanism D 

The reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O has been described by a catalytic cycle in 

mechanisms A to C. However, according to the thermodynamics which means the high 

endothermicity of the hydrogen peroxide formation during this reaction a catalytic cycle is 

rather unlikely. As a next step the reaction between the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion and D2O will be 

described as a non-catalytically reaction. Therefore, the reaction mechanisms D to F have been 

proposed and fitted to the experimental data. The first mechanism that has been proposed for a 

reaction that can be described by a non-catalytic reaction and which was fitted with the software 

Detmech92 can be seen in Figure 7-6a. Although the overall reaction is described by a non-

catalytically reaction a small part of this mechanism still proceeds through a catalytic cycle. 

This cycle is the same as described for mechanisms A to C (CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+ + D2O  

CaMn4O5(D2O)5D2
+ – D2O2  CaMn4O5(D2O)3(D2)2

+
 + D2O – D2  CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2

+).  

During mechanism D a D2O2 molecule is formed and liberated during three different reaction 

steps. The first two D2O2 elimination processes are similar to the ones shown in mechanisms A 

and C and are starting from the products CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+ and CaMn4O5(D2O)5D2

+, 

respectively. The third elimination (starting from the product CaMn4O5(D2O)7
+) resembles the 

third elimination in mechanism C but results in a different product, namely 
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CaMn4O5(D2O)6D2
+. Starting from the complex CaMn4O5(D2O)7

+ first a deuterium peroxide 

molecule is formed and liberated with a subsequent adsorption of an additional water molecule 

to the cluster resulting in the product stoichiometry CaMn4O5(D2O)6D2
+. 

 

 

Figure 7-6: Reaction mechanism D proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 
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7.1.5. Mechanism E 

 

Figure 7-7: Reaction mechanism E proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa. 

The second non-catalytic mechanism is presented in Figure 7-7a. A small part of the reaction 

still can be described as a catalytic cycle similar to the proposed mechanism D. The only 

difference is the missing D2 elimination step which was performed between the products 
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CaMn4O5(D2O)7D2
+ and CaMn4O5(D2O)7

+ in mechanism A (see Figure 7-3). This missing 

elimination is simultaneously the crucial step for the overall mechanism to not be described by 

a catalytic cycle but by a non-catalytic reaction. Once more, the formation of two D2O2 

molecules is performed for which a huge reaction enthalpy of 347.4 kJ/mol112 has to be provided 

as already described in Chapter 7.1. As a consequence, after a specific reaction time the only 

product compositions that are remaining are the ones with the stoichiometries  

CaMn4O5(D2O)5-7D2
+ because these three products are in equilibrium with each other. The 

CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+ cluster ion complex can either adsorb water molecules as an equilibrium 

reaction or can eliminate D2O2 as a non-equilibrium. Little by little, the product compositions 

where only multiple water molecules are adsorbing are decreasing due to the D2O2 formation 

and elimination reaction. Although the kinetic traces and their fits presented in Figure 7-7b are 

obtained after fitting a non-catalytic reaction to the experimental data they cannot be 

distinguished from the fits obtained after fitting the catalytic reaction mechanisms (mechanisms 

A to C). 

7.1.6. Mechanism F 

The next non-catalytic reaction mechanism is shown in Figure 7-8a and was established on the 

basis of the catalytic mechanism B described in Chapter 7.1.2. Equal to mechanism B, the 

elimination of hydrogen peroxide and therefore, the reaction step between the cluster complexes 

CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+ and CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2

+ is missing. Instead, the D2O2 elimination step starts 

from the CaMn4O5(D2O)5
+ complex where simultaneously to the elimination another D2O 

molecule adsorbs to the cluster resulting in the product with the stoichiometry 

CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+. If the reaction proceeds according to mechanism F proposed in Figure 

7-8a, the product distribution after a specific reaction time will result in only three products, 

similar to mechanism E, namely CaMn4O5(D2O)5-7D2
+. This is the case because the whole 

mechanism only persists of one small catalytic cyclic reaction step and the remaining deuterium 

atoms on the cluster complex are not released at any time. If the fitted curves of the kinetic 

traces (shown in Figure 7-8b) are taken into consideration, the fitting curves of all eight reaction 

mechanism A to F (Figure 7-3b to Figure 7-8b) are identical to each other. However, although 

the mass spectrum shown in Figure 7-2a indicates that the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O 

might be described by a catalytic cycle, the recorded kinetic traces show that this assumption is 

not mandatory for this reaction. 
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Figure 7-8: Reaction mechanism F proposed for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O (a) 

and corresponding kinetic traces (b) recorded at room temperature. The symbols in (b) represent 

the experimental data which are normalized to the total ion concentration. The cluster 

composition that corresponds to the symbols are shown in the right corner of the figure. The 

solid lines are obtained by fitting the mechanisms in (a) to the experimental data. Reaction 

conditions: treact = 0 – 2000 ms, pHe = 1 Pa, preactant = 0.001 Pa.
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7.1.7. Conclusion 

For a better understanding of the reaction behavior of the natural related cluster ion CaMn4O5
+ 

towards D2O kinetic traces of this reaction were recorded at room temperature and evaluated 

by fitting these data to several reaction schemes. Through mechanisms A to C the reaction is 

described by a catalytic cycle whereas mechanisms D to F show non-catalytic reactions. It is 

not possible to distinguish between the fits of the different proposed mechanisms to the 

experimental data because they all look similar to each other. This indicates that it is unfeasible 

to make a reliable statement about the preference of one particular reaction scheme according 

to the fitting curves. However, the basic structure of mechanisms A to F, which means the mere 

water adsorption steps, presented in Chapter 7.1. are similar for every proposed reaction 

mechanism. Furthermore, the fitted reaction schemes are always containing all obtained 

reaction peaks shown in Figure 7-2a. An especially striking feature of these reaction 

mechanisms are the backward reactions. It was absolutely necessary for all of the six suggested 

mechanisms that the water adsorption reaction step between the CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+ and the 

CaMn4O5(D2O)5D2
+ complexes is a non-equilibrium reaction step. Otherwise, it was not 

possible to fit the experimental data via the software Detmech92 because of the resulting 

negative rate constants. According to mechanisms A to F the adsorption of a fifth water 

molecule to the cluster complex CaMn4O5(D2O)4D2
+ is the only water adsorption step that is 

out of equilibrium in the whole reaction mechanism. Although the obtained mass spectrum 

gives evidence for a reaction which can be described by a catalytic cycle the thermodynamics 

of the water oxidation resulting in the elimination of H2O2 is highly endothermic which means 

that mechanism D to F are preferred above mechanisms A to C. 

7.2. Details of the Water Oxidation Mechanisms 

After several possible mechanisms were proposed in Chapter 7.1. regarding the reaction 

between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O proceeding either in a catalytic or a non-catalytic way, the next 

step is to clarify how the formation of H2O2 in the model system might be working. It is 

necessary to compare the proposed mechanisms for the O-O-bond formation in the natural OEC 

in literature with the hydrogen peroxide formation and release in the experiments performed in 

the present project. In Chapter 2.2.2. of the present thesis a brief overview of the proposed 
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mechanisms for the O-O-bond formation was already presented. The water oxidation process 

can be divided into three different reaction channels which are all in competition with each 

other.139,140 

The first reaction channel leads to a hydroxyl radical species that is formed through a one-

electron transfer reaction. This reaction is shown in Equation 7.2. The second reaction is 

performed by a two-electron transfer yielding the product H2O2 and protons, which is shown in 

Equation 7.3. The last reaction channel that is known from the natural OEC embedded in a 

ligand environment in the PS II is displayed in Equation 7.4. There, the four-electron transfer 

takes place, which is observed in the Kok-Cycle20, explained in Chapter 2.1. During this 

reaction, the oxygen evolution process occurs. 

 

   H�O → OH· + H� + e�     (7.2.) 

   2H�O → H�O� + 2H� + 2e�    (7.3.) 

   2H�O → O� + 4H� + 4e�    (7.4.) 

 

Electrochemical investigations140–147 as well as density functional theory calculations139 for 

these three reaction channels on different metal oxides demonstrated that the H2O2 evolution 

reaction is favored compared to Reactions 7.2. and 7.4. For these studies many different metal-

oxides have been used e.g., MnOx
140,142, BiVO4

143,144, WO3
140,145, and TiO2

146,147 where the 

BiVO4 complex appears to be the most selective one towards the two-electron transfer reaction 

yielding H2O2.144,145,148 Furthermore, the hydrogen peroxide production seems to be highly  

pH-dependent but can change by varying the used buffer solution.142,149 Considering all these 

facts, the pH value, the buffering solution, as well as the material choice and preparation 

methods have an impact on the reaction channel that is proceeding. For proposing a mechanism 

for the H2O2 evolution according to the measured data in the present thesis it was also necessary 

to have to look at the O-O-bond formation mechanisms proposed for the natural OEC. 

As already mentioned in Chapter 2.2.2., there are two mechanisms proposed for the O-O-bond 

formation in the natural PS II. One possible reaction mechanism is the oxo-oxyl coupling 

mechanism where a cluster oxygen bridge bound to the calcium atom is involved in the 

formation of dioxygen. The second partner however, has not been identified so 

far.59,72,75,76,150,151 The second mechanism that might be possible is an acid-base reaction where 

a nucleophilic attack of a substrate water (H2O or OH) towards an electrophilic oxo-group is 

performed.53,68,151–153 Currently, the favored reaction channel for the O-O-bond formation is the 
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oxo-oxyl coupling mechanism mainly due to Siegbahn73,74 who performed calculations 

showing that this mechanism is energetically more favorable than the nucleophilic attack 

mechanism.154,155 

In the present contribution the results show that only reactions according to Channel 7.3. can 

proceed under the conditions prevailing in the presented experiments. The reason for this has 

already been explained in Chapter 7.1. and is based on the thermodynamics of the endothermic 

H2O2 forming reaction. For enabling a catalytic reaction where H2 is formed and released 

additional energy must be provided to the system e.g., through higher temperatures or light. 

According to this knowledge, different structural reaction mechanisms had to be identified that 

explain the catalytic cycle reaction proposed in mechanisms A to C as well as the non-catalytic 

reaction shown in mechanisms D to F and additionally are in good accordance with the latest 

literature. 

7.2.1. Proposed Structural Mechanism for a Catalytic Cycle 

After the identification of the three possible reaction channels for the water oxidation (see 

Equations 7.2. to 7.4.), the next step is to make a proposal how the different mechanisms might 

be proceeding on a molecular level, and which might be the relevant intermediates. In Chapter 

7.1. six different reaction mechanisms for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O have been 

proposed. Mechanisms A to C describe the reaction by a catalytic cycle where hydrogen 

peroxide is formed and liberated as well as two D atoms recombine to D2 and are released from 

the cluster. The structural mechanism proposed in the present chapter is related to the 

mechanisms A to C. For simplicity only a Mn2O2 unit is considered representing the whole 

cluster ion complex in Figure 7-9 from which the precise structure is still unknown. 

The first step of the reaction mechanism shown in Figure 7-9 is the adsorption of two water 

molecules. Regarding the Mn2O2 unit only two water molecules must be deprotonated for the 

hydroxylation of both oxo-bridges which can be seen in step 2. After a third water molecule is 

coordinated to the cluster ion a D3O2 unit is formed where two oxygen atoms are bridged by a 

deuterium atom. The proposed D3O2 unit displayed in Figure 7-9 was proposed based on the 

results obtained by calculations from recent studies from U. Landman and coworkers107,108 and 

Aikens and coworkers156. Both groups suggested a five-membered intermediate for the 

formation of H2O2 consisting of a H3O2 unit. 
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Figure 7-9: Structural reaction mechanism for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O 

described by a catalytic cycle. For simplicity the structure of the cluster ion is schematically 

described by a Mn2O2 unit. The substrate water molecules get deprotonated via hydroxylation 

of the oxo-bridges. 

The next step is the decomposition of this D3O2 unit by the transfer of a deuterium atom to the 

Mn atom where only the D3O2 unit is attached to. As a result, a D-O-D-O-group is coordinated 

to the two manganese atoms in step 4. The D-O-D-O-group has to change its structure to a  

D-O-O-D-group which means an O-O-bond has to be formed for releasing a D2O2 molecule. 

Until now this reaction step was not explained in detail in literature. 
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The cluster complex now has a structure where a metal-deuterium (Mn-D) and a  

hydroxyl-group (O-D) are situated next to each other. In reaction step 5 a D2 molecules is 

formed by the transfer of the deuterium atom from the O-D unit to the Mn-D unit constructing 

a four-membered binding mode resulting in a Mn-D-D-group (which can be seen after step 5 

was proceeded). This reaction step is based on density functional theory calculations by Fang 

et al.157 who suggested a hydrogen transfer from an oxygen atom to a metal atom that already 

possesses one hydrogen atom. The sixth and last step is the desorption of a D2 molecule from 

the cluster. The adsorption of another D2O molecule closes the cycle starting again from the 

cluster ion where the oxo-bridges of the Mn2O2 unit are again completely hydroxylated. Stating 

this mechanism, the process of hydrogen peroxide formation as well as the formation of a D2 

molecule can be explained based on already existing mechanisms in the literature. This would 

explain the mere water adsorption peaks shown in Figure 6-4 as well as the product 

stoichiometries where additional hydrogens are attached to the cluster ion. 

However, during this reaction the D2O2 molecule must not be formed by a D3O2 unit but could 

be formed through a mechanism described by Zhu et al.149 which will be explained in the 

following chapter. 

7.2.2. Proposed Structural Mechanism for a Non-Catalytic 

Reaction 

As already explained in Chapter 7.1. a reaction described by a catalytic cycle is unlikely for the 

reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O due to the highly endothermic formation reaction of 

H2O2. A huge amount of energy must be provided to the system for the formation of hydrogen 

peroxide in a catalytic cycle and in a non-catalytic reaction. The difference is, that during a non-

catalytic reaction this energy has to be provided only once whereas during a catalytic cycle this 

energy provision has to be repeated. Therefore, a non-catalytically structural reaction 

mechanism is suggested that might explain the mechanisms D to F proposed in Chapters 7.1.4. 

to 7.1.6. The basis on which the mechanism shown in Figure 7-11 is established are the results 

published by Zhu et al.149 in the year 2019. 
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Figure 7-10: Simplified schematic overview of the two possible water oxidation mechanisms. 

The left side shows the water oxidation mechanism resulting in a H2O2 liberation due to the 

protonation of the M-OOH intermediate. On the right side the water oxidation mechanism 

results in an O2 liberation due to the deprotonation of the M-OOH intermediate. 

There, a possible water oxidation mechanism for the O2 as well as for the H2O2 evolution is 

proposed stating that for both mechanisms the same intermediates are arising. A schematic 

overview of the two possible water oxidation mechanisms suggested by Zhu et al.149 is shown 

in Figure 7-10. 

It has been proposed by several groups69,158–162 that the water oxidation starts from a 

hydroxylated metal oxide (M-OH) leading to an oxyl- (M-O‧) or an oxo-group (M=O) that is 

coordinated to the metal site of the cluster. Subsequently a hydroperoxo species (M-OOH) is 

formed via many different possible reactions e.g., the protonation of a M-O-O-M species163 or 

the protonation of a terminal oxygen atom.69,161 This M-OOH species which is shown in Figure 

7-10 is the critical intermediate from which either the H2O2 or the O2 evolution is proceeded. 

At that point the pH value and the acidity of the metal-oxide cluster are crucial factors that force 

the proceeding of a reaction in a particular direction. If the reaction is performed in an alkaline 

milieu149 or if the metal oxide owns a rather high pKa value,164,165 meaning is rather a poor acid, 

the M-OOH species first gets deprotonated to a M-OO‧ species leading to the evolution of 

dioxygen (right branch in Figure 7-10).166,167 If the environment where the reaction is proceeded 

in is an acid environment and therefore, has a low pH value, the protonation of the M-OOH 
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species is more likely resulting in the release of a H2O2 molecule (left branch in Figure 

7-10).149,168 The hydroperoxo species also favors the protonation reaction channel if the  

metal-oxide is a strong acid and therefore, has a small pKa value.164,165 

After considering all these facts mentioned above, the structural mechanism displayed in Figure 

7-11 was established. The steps 1 and 2 consisting of the adsorption of two D2O molecules to 

the complex are the same for the catalytic (Figure 7-9) and the non-catalytic (Figure 7-11) 

reaction mechanism but are resulting in different products due to the different starting 

complexes. First two water molecules are adsorbed to the cluster ion with subsequent 

hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges due to the deprotonation of the substrate water molecules. In 

the structural mechanism presented in Figure 7-11 a Mn2O3 unit represents the basic structure 

of the cluster complex. The reason for this is, that the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion consists of four 

manganese atoms and five oxygen atoms. If every Mn atom is able to deprotonate one substrate 

water molecule via subsequent hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges, one oxo-bridge remains un-

hydroxylated. This particular O atom is depicted in green in the mechanism shown in Figure 

7-11 and might play an important role. After four oxo-bridges were hydroxylated one  

Mn-OD-group shifts its D atom to a neighboring oxo-bridge, in this case the one that is un-

hydroxylated. Thus, in step 3 a metal-oxo-group is formed, and all oxo-bridges are hydroxylated 

at that point of the reaction. As soon as another D2O is attached to the cluster (D2O depicted in 

orange), the hydroperoxo species, Mn-OOD, is formed where one D atom of the D2O molecules 

is transferred to an already hydroxylated oxo-bridge of the cluster. The double protonated  

oxo-bridge of the cluster is not stable anymore. Therefore, the whole oxo-bridge together with 

its two attached deuterium atoms (D-O-D) is exchanged by the hydroxyl-group (-OD) that is 

coordinated to the neighboring Mn atom.9 Step 4 of this reaction mechanism presents a cluster 

composition where all oxo-bridges are hydroxylated and one intact D2O molecule is adsorbed 

to a Mn atom. After step 4 has been proceeded another D2O (depicted in blue) adsorbs to the 

manganese atom without dissociation. On this manganese atom a hydroperoxo species is 

already located. In reaction step 5 a four-membered transition state (D-O-O-D) is formed 

between one deuterium atom of the intact D2O molecule (marked in blue) and the  

hydroperoxo-group. The last step of this mechanism is step 6 where a D2O2 molecule is 

liberated from the cluster ion. This structural mechanism is terminated by the release of a 

hydrogen peroxide molecule and therefore results in a non-catalytic reaction. 
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Figure 7-11: Structural reaction mechanism for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O 

described by a non-catalytic reaction. The structure of the cluster ion is not known that is why 

the cluster is schematically described by a Mn2O3 unit. If every Mn atom is able to deprotonate 

one substrate water molecule by hydroxylation of the oxo-bridges one oxo-bridge remains  

un-hydroxylated which is depicted in green. 
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For this mechanism a D2 formation and liberation as previously shown for the catalytic 

mechanisms in Figure 7-9 is not possible because therefore, a Mn-D and a O-D species is 

needed for the formation of a four-membered binding mode resulting in a Mn-D-D-group 

according to Fang et al.157 Furthermore, the formation of a D2O2 molecule in Figure 7-11 is 

performed on the basis of the latest literature149 and is more likely than the D2O2 formation 

shown for the catalytic cycle (see Figure 7-9) where the O-O-bond formation cannot be 

explained in detail. If the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O is proceeded according to the 

mechanism proposed in Figure 7-11, the remaining products should all have two additional 

deuterium atoms attached to the ion and no mere water adsorption peaks should be available in 

the mass spectrum. Probably, the reaction time in the present gas-phase experiments was too 

short to obtain the final products of this reaction. This assumption is supported by the kinetic 

traces shown in Chapter 7.1. where the orange trace for the CaMn4O5(D2O)6
+ complex and the 

red trace for the CaMn4O5(D2O)5
+ complex are approaching each other but are not in 

equilibrium with each other after 2000 ms. 

7.2.3. Conclusion 

Many different reaction mechanisms have already been proposed in literature for the water 

oxidation process. In Chapter 7.2. the catalytic and the non-catalytic reaction mechanisms have 

been considered. Although it is clear that the reaction between the CaMn4O5
+ cluster ion and 

D2O cannot be considered as a catalytic cycle due to the thermodynamics of the hydrogen 

peroxide formation, a possible catalytic reaction mechanism was proposed for the sake of 

completeness and is shown in Figure 7-9. All described reaction steps are based on suggestions 

from literature and the reaction might be able to proceed in a different experimental setup or 

under different experimental conditions (higher temperatures, light-induced reactions, 

electrochemical experiments etc.). However, an unsolved problem in the reaction scheme 

proposed in Figure 7-9 is the transition of the D-O-D-O unit to a D-O-O-D unit which is needed 

to form a D2O2 molecule. 

A more suitable reaction mechanism for the reaction of CaMn4O5
+ with water is displayed in 

Figure 7-11. There, the structural mechanism is in compliance with the thermodynamics of the 

hydrogen peroxide evolution reaction as well as the proposed mechanisms D to F (see Figure 

7-6 to Figure 7-8). 
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As already mentioned in Chapter 7.2. the O-O-bond formation mechanism in the natural PS II 

is not known in detail by now. The most probable mechanisms that have been discussed in 

literature are the oxo-oxyl coupling65–67 and the nucleophilic attack.68–70 The non-catalytic 

mechanism proposed in Figure 7-11 is rather based on the nucleophilic attack mechanism than 

on the oxo-oxyl coupling. The reason for this is the formation of the generally known 

hydroperoxo intermediate species, M-OOH that results after the reaction of the M=O or M-O‧ 

species with H2O. There a terminal oxygen atom has to couple with an OH-group. The 

hydroxyl-group exhibits a negative charge (OH-) which means that it has a nucleophilic 

character. For attacking another terminal oxygen atom this one must possess an electrophilic 

character otherwise there is no need for one oxygen atom to attack another oxygen atom. On 

the basis of different calculations, a metal atom on which an oxo- or an oxyl-group is located is 

converted to a higher oxidation state than a metal atom where H2O or OH is located on.69–71,161 

The active state during the O-O-bond formation according to a water-nucleophile attack 

mechanism in the natural OEC seems to be the highly oxidized Mn5+-oxo-state (M5+=O) with 

an oxidation state of +5 for the manganese atom.69 During the oxyl-oxo coupling mechanism 

the active state is an Mn4+-oxyl center (Mn4+–O‧) with an oxidation state of +4 for the 

manganese atom adjacent to a µ-oxo-bridge.69 These oxidation states are the highest ones that 

are achieved by cycling through the Kok cycle20 (see Figure 2-3) and are present in the S4 state. 

The high oxidation state of the manganese atom during the water-nucleophile attack mechanism 

(+5) leads to a highly electron deficient oxo-group that receives hence its electrophilic 

character. Thus, the nucleophilic attack of the OH-group on the oxo-group can be operated 

resulting in the hydroperoxo intermediate. The mechanism proposed in Figure 7-11 seems to 

be a suitable mechanism according to the current literature. 
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Chapter 8 

8. Conclusion and Outlook 

In the present contribution, the reactivity of tetrameric and pentameric (calcium-)manganese-

oxide cluster ions with water and acetic acid has been explored. In addition, the reaction kinetics 

of the CaMn4O5
+ complex for the reaction with D2O were recorded which provided information 

in order to establish reaction mechanisms for this special reaction. 

The results outlined in the present contribution raised some issues but are also the start of future 

investigations regarding the water splitting mechanism on different metal-oxide clusters as well 

as the water oxidation reactivity behavior with a simplified ligand environment. The motivation 

of the present thesis is the important catalytic role of calcium-manganese-oxide clusters in the 

natural PS II. The oxygen-evolving complex which consists of an inorganic CaMn4O5 cluster 

core plays a fundamental role in the photosynthesis and therefore in the production of 

atmospheric oxygen. The ability of plants, bacteria, and algae9,10 to generate hydrogen in a wide 

temperature range and at low pressures should be considered as an example for the development 

of artificial, efficient, and industrial applicable catalysts conforming to specifications that are 

given by nature itself. The studies conducted in the gas-phase are representing only simplified 

systems but are nevertheless very important for the fundamental recognition and understanding 

of reactivity patterns that are essential for the establishment of new catalytic materials. 

For performing experiments in the gas-phase it is important to successfully generate cluster ions 

with the desired size and composition. The experimental setup used in the present thesis makes 

it possible to investigate the mass-selected cluster ions towards different reactants e.g., H2
18O, 

D2
16O, and C2H4O2 under well-defined thermodynamic conditions. The setup also enables a 

recording of the product intensities depending on the reaction time for obtaining kinetic traces 

from which reaction mechanisms can be determined. In this context, it was possible to gain 

information on the reactivity of the natural CaMn4O5 cluster by using tetrameric and pentameric 

(calcium-)manganese-oxide clusters as model systems for the OEC. 

In the first part of the present contribution, tetrameric cluster ions with the stoichiometry 

CaxMn4-xO4
+ (x = 0 – 4) have been produced and their reactivity behavior towards D2

16O and 
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H2
18O has been investigated. All examined tetrameric cluster ions exhibit a strong interaction 

with water. The complete tetrameric series adsorb multiple water molecules by deprotonating 

them via the hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. The CaMn3O4
+ complex is the only 

tetrameric cluster ion which is additionally able to oxidize water yielding the products 

CaMn3O4(D2O)4-6D2
+, where two additional deuterium atoms are attached to the cluster. As a 

consequence, this particular cluster ion is able to form and eliminate D2O2. This water splitting 

reaction, however, seems to be a non-catalytic reaction. The reactions with H2
18O 

experimentally proved the activation of water because all tetrameric cluster ions are able to 

exchange the 16O atoms of the cluster by 18O atoms of the substrate water. Moreover, first-

principle DFT calculations were performed by the group of Prof. U. Landman for gaining better 

insights into the deprotonation process of substrate water molecules, the oxo-bridge exchange 

that is happening in the cluster complex, as well as the liberation of hydrogen peroxide. These 

theoretical studies provided fundamental insights into the initial opening step of the cubic 

CaMn3O4
+ cluster ion before the exchange of the oxo-bridges takes place. Besides, further 

information on the formation and liberation step of H2O2 has be identified. The combination of 

the theoretical studies and the experimental data aimed at a new model system for both, the 

water activation and the exchange of the oxo-bridges for the CaMn3O4
+ complex. 

In an additional set of ion trap investigations, the natural ligand environment of the OEC in the 

PS II has been imitated in a simplified way. Therefore, the reactivity of the complete tetrameric 

series was examined towards acetic acid, which is intended to resemble the amino acid residues 

existing in the natural system. During these reactions, all examined cluster ions were able to 

decompose the acetic acid via three reaction channels, namely dehydration, decarboxylation, 

and ketonization. 

In the next step the complexity of the system was further increased. For this reason, a mixture 

of acetic acid and D2O was added to the octopole ion trap. The basic idea was the stabilization 

of the acetic acid with D2O in order to coordinate the acid intactly to the complex. During these 

reactions the different tetrameric cluster complexes reacted according to specific reaction 

channels, which means that the Ca2Mn2O4
+

 and the Ca4O4
+ cluster ions start to prefer the 

dehydration channel. However, a fourth reaction channel occurred during the reactions of 

Ca2Mn2O4
+ and Ca4O4

 with a mixture of water and acetic acid, namely the charge transfer 

reaction leading to a complete loss of all cluster- and product signals. 

The last step of approaching the examined systems to the natural system that is possessing an 

inorganic CaMn4O5 cluster core, was the investigation of pentameric (calcium-)manganese-
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oxide clusters towards water. For this reason, a series of pentameric complexes with the 

stoichiometry CaxMn5-xO5
+ (x = 0 – 4) have been prepared. The performed experiments again 

revealed a high interaction with water due to the fast deprotonation of substrate water molecules 

via the hydroxylation of the cluster oxo-bridges. Moreover, the exchange reaction of cluster 

oxygen atoms by water oxygen atoms has been experimentally evidenced by the H2
18O studies. 

Interestingly, the reactions with the three complexes, Ca3Mn2O5
+, Ca2Mn3O5

+, and CaMn4O5
+, 

presented indications for a water oxidation reaction. Products are arising where additional 

hydrogen atoms are coordinated to the complex stating that these three complexes are able to 

eliminate H2O2 during the reaction with water. By only taking the experimental data into 

account it can be assumed that the Ca3Mn2O5
+ is able to oxidize water in a non-catalytic way 

whereas Ca2Mn3O5
+ and CaMn4O5

+ are capable of splitting water catalytically. In contrast, the 

thermodynamics of the hydrogen peroxide evolution reaction rather indicates a non-catalytic 

water oxidation reaction for all the three complexes due to the highly endothermic elimination 

step. 

For the proposal of possible water splitting reaction mechanisms that could work similarly in 

the natural system, kinetic traces for the reaction between CaMn4O5
+ and D2O have been 

recorded. By fitting the obtained kinetic data to several proposed reaction mechanisms, it was 

possible to suggest reaction pathways as well as structural mechanisms for the water splitting 

reaction resulting in a release of hydrogen peroxide. 

In conclusion, there is no doubt that calcium-manganese oxide clusters which are possessing a 

specific composition, can oxidize water. The studies performed in the present thesis provided a 

detailed insight into the strong reliance of the water oxidation reaction not only on the cluster 

size and composition but also on the exact number of calcium atoms in the cluster. The major 

issue is the determination whether the water oxidation happens catalytically or non-

catalytically. The experiments performed in the present contribution give experimental 

evidence for the catalytic water splitting reaction which, however, is not supported by the high 

endothermicity of the hydrogen peroxide evolution reaction. As a result, further ion trap 

experiments should be done with the CaMn4O5
+ and Ca2Mn3O5

+ complexes using longer 

reaction times to find out which the actual final products are. Furthermore, for introducing more 

energy in the examined systems, these reactions should be repeated at higher temperatures. 

Another interesting point are the oxidation states of the single metal atoms in the cluster which 

could be a further driving force for the catalytic water splitting process. In addition, theoretical 

calculations are necessary to figure out the exact structure of the cationic CaMn4O5
+ complex 
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as well as the structure of all other pentameric cluster ions and to gain insights into the hydrogen 

peroxide formation and liberation steps. For the imitation of the natural ligand surrounding in 

the PS II, acids should be used that tend to be stable enough to coordinate to the complexes 

without dissociation. 

The results presented in this thesis demonstrate an important progress towards the elucidation 

of the water oxidation process on calcium-manganese-oxide clusters. The knowledge gained 

from the experiments performed in this thesis could provide fundamental input for the design 

of artificial water splitting catalysts in the future. 
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